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Taking the lives and work of writers from the Upland South, this dissertation seeks to find
out how agrarian thinkers understood the place and meaning of rural life in the twentieth century.
Scholars have underscored the degree to which southern agrarians both drew upon and shaped
conservative, even reactionary, intellectual currents in the region. In doing so, however, they
have flattened the contours of southern agrarian ideas, leaving the mistaken impression that a
single set of values defined it. This study argues that no single point of view, set of beliefs, or
value system shaped agrarian thought in the South, but rather, such thinking was made up of a
host of different perspectives that collectively point to the continued significance of rural life to
American life. Agrarian thinking is worth studying because it reveals the significance of rural
life to American identity in a way that helps us understand how ideas about rural life continued
to shape the American imagination in the midst of a national decline in rural communities.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: SOUTHERN AGRARIANISMS
Taking the lives and work of writers from the Upland South, this dissertation seeks to find
out how agrarian thinkers understood the place and meaning of rural life in the twentieth century.
Scholars have underscored the degree to which southern agrarians both drew upon and shaped
conservative, even reactionary, intellectual currents in the region. In doing so, however, they
have flattened the contours of southern agrarian ideas, leaving the mistaken impression that a
single set of values defined it. This study argues that no single point of view, set of beliefs, or
value system shaped agrarian thought in the South. Twentieth-century agrarian thought had no
single birthplace, origin, or cause, but many. Like writers and thinkers across the United States,
and indeed other parts of the industrialized world, agrarians in the South asked a multitude of
questions about the condition and future of rural peoples and rural ways of life and found
answers that proved divergent as often as they did complementary. As an element of this more
widespread critique of how modernity played out in the twentieth century, agrarian thinking
among southern writers is worth studying because it reveals valuations of rural life that highlight
the continuity of rural identity and the significance of agrarian society to the American
imagination in a way that helps us understand how those sympathetic to rural life struggled to
make sense of a national decline in rural communities.
Agrarian thinkers have left an indelible imprint on American thought. Writers and thinkers
throughout the nation have long felt a need to understand and explain rural and agricultural ways
1

of living. In the wake of the Revolution, Thomas Jefferson saw the new nation as an agrarian
republic, one predicated on the idea of the autonomous yeoman farmer who secured liberty from
external influence and authority by working his own land in pursuit of self-sufficiency.
Jeffersonian agrarianism taught that rural life was sacred because it preserved republican values
and promoted a virtuous citizenry. Such ideas about the place of farming in the life of the nation
continued to have influence over the country after Jefferson’s death in 1826. Richard Hofstader
pointed to this fact when he wrote that “the American was taught throughout the nineteenth and
even in the twentieth century that rural life and farming as a vocation were something sacred.”1
The history of agrarian ideas is made up of people with strikingly different backgrounds, beliefs,
and visions, so much in fact that it would be difficult to find in agrarianism any collective mind.
However, on the whole, agrarian writers from Jefferson forward have celebrated the sanctity of
rural and agricultural life. This study takes as its subject a smaller segment of agrarian thinking
that stretches back at least to the Early Republic, and in some ways, continues to the present day.
The choice of writers from the Upland South raises questions about typicality. This study
follows the lead of John Inscoe and others who argue, first, that “Appalachia has to be grounded
in the broader historical trends and developments taking place elsewhere in the South” and
second, that “the differences between the highland and lower South” are often “more of degree
than of kind.”2 To the extent that this study is grounded in the material realities of rural life, it

1

Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan to F.D.R. (New York: Vintage Books, 1955), 7.
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Inscoe also pointed out the northern origins of the idea that Appalachia should be seen as separate from the rest of

the South. He summarized the work of several Appalachian scholars on this point by suggesting that “the illusion of
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grants that changes to those realities followed a similar pattern throughout the region, even if
those changes came at different times in different places. In many ways, a study of agrarian
thought in the Upland South serves as a microcosm of the whole: it is more than probable that
patterns of rural change, similar to those found in the Upland South, can be seen in other parts of
the nation and the world during this same time.3 It is hoped that this dissertation, although rooted
in the history of the Upland or Appalachian South, will be able to suggest productive lines of
inquiry for scholars of southern history, United States history, and the broader history of rural
thought and agrarian ideologies.

an all-white, all-Anglo-Saxon populace had much to do with Southern Appalachia’s appeal to northern
philanthropists, educators, and missionaries in the post-Reconstruction era, after many of them had tired of the
biracial complexities that had made rebuilding and reshaping the rest of the South so difficult and unsavory.” John
Inscoe, Race, War, and Remembrance in the Appalachian South (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2008),
3-7. Others that have highlighted southern Appalachia’s southern identity include Allen W. Batteau, The Invention
of Appalachia (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1990); Larry J. Griffin and Ashley B. Thompson, “Appalachia
and the South: Collective Memory, Identity, and Representation,” Appalachian Journal 29 (Spring 2002); Henry
Shapiro, Appalachia On Our Mind: The Southern Mountains and Mountaineers in the American Consciousness,
1870-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1978); David Whisnant, All That is Native and Fine:
The Politics of Culture in an American Region (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983).
3

In the very least, as historian Hal Barron has shown, challenges to Jeffersonian agrarianism were broadly

manifested across the American North and Midwest from 1870 to 1930, slightly earlier than the period of this study.
Hal S. Barron, Mixed Harvest: The Second Great Transformation in the Rural North, 1870-1930 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1997).
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This study begins with the end of WWI, and concludes with the 1960s.4 Beginning in the
nineteenth century, much of the western world began a protracted process of agricultural change,
one that resulted in increased mechanization of farm work, the depopulation of the countryside,
and, eventually, the rise of large-scale corporate agribusiness reliant on improved genetics and
chemical science. Although the 1920 census recorded that the United States, for the first time
since its founding, contained a majority urban population, the South continued to be an
overwhelmingly rural region until the 1950s. During the first half of the twentieth century,
plantation agriculture still dominated the alluvial and coastal plains of the lower South, and
small-scale yeoman farming continued throughout the entire region. As the rural South at last
gave way to industrial agriculture, agrarian intellectuals throughout the region found reason for
pause.5 Their lives and writings offer insight into how rural Americans of this period struggled to
find continuity in the midst of change.

4

Jack Temple Kirby and others have used this chronology for multiple reasons, including the history of rural

migration out of the South that happened during this time, the widespread acceptance of mechanical farming that
decreased the numbers of farmers necessary to produce large crops, and the growth of an industrial economy in the
South that came to dominate much of the region’s urban/cultural centers. Kirby, Rural Worlds Lost: The American
South, 1920-1960 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1987), xiv-xvi.
5

Among the most influential studies of America’s agricultural transformation are David B. Danbom, Born in the

Country: A History of Rural America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995); Paul C. Conkin, A
Revolution Down on the Farm: The Transformation of American Agriculture since 1929 (Lexington: University
Press of Kentucky, 2009); and Deborah Fitzgerald, Every Farm a Factory: The Industrial Ideal in American
Agriculture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003). For more on the South specifically, see Gilbert C. Fite,

4

Historians who study agrarian thought in the South usually concentrate on the rather wellknown Fugitive-Agrarian movement that started at Vanderbilt University in the late 1920s and
continued through the early years of the Depression. At its core, the Fugitive-Agrarian
movement sought to construct or affirm for the South a distinct political, social, and cultural
identity that they considered threatened by modern industrialism. The Vanderbilt writers
believed that the South had something of universal value to offer the rest of the nation, because
the region represented the best remaining example of an agrarian society in the United States.
Literary scholars portray agrarianism as a regional philosophy articulated by the FugitiveAgrarians, and they see the Vanderbilt movement as important because it helped foster the
broader revival in southern writing that took place during the interwar period. Historians, too,
tend to study agrarianism as a lens through which to better understand something else. Daniel
Singal studied agrarianism as part of the southern intellectual elite’s larger transformation from
Victorian to Modernist thought after World War I. Eugene Genovese argued that southern
agrarian thought is historically significant because it helps us understand American
conservatism. Mark Malvasi, too, approached southern agrarianism under the umbrella of
southern conservative thought, paying more attention to race relations than did Genovese. Paul

Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture, 1865-1980 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1984); Pete C.
Daniel, Breaking the Land: The Transformation of Cotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures Since 1880 (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1980); and Jack Temple Kirby, Rural Worlds Lost: The American South, 1920-1960
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1987). Agrarian writers and thinkers could be found in every region
of the South. Among them were Elizabeth Madox Roberts, The Time of Man (1926); Zora Neale Hurston, Their
Eyes Were Watching God (1937); James Still, River of Earth (1940); Ben Robertson, Red Hills and Cotton; and
Archibald Rutledge, Home By the River (1941).

5

Murphy and Patrick Allitt both saw southern agrarianism as important in the way it influenced a
broader critique of modern American liberalism, including a defense of moral traditionalism,
Christianity, and twentieth century American conservatism. In short, for nearly three decades,
historians have looked to the Fugitive-Agrarian movement to define what agrarianism in the
South looked like for much of the twentieth century, and in doing so, have used the story of
agrarian thought as a vehicle to explain some aspect of twentieth- century conservatism:
opposition to the welfare state, defense of states’ rights and racial segregation, free-market
economics, and religious values.6
While historians have good reason to dwell on the Nashville writers, this study challenges the
notion that agrarian ideas among southern authors can be adequately defined by the FugitiveAgrarian movement alone. Historians have spent considerably less time exploring the work of a
broader pool of southern writers who tended to sympathize with rural life and tried to adjust to
the changes that accompanied the decline of an agrarian tradition. Certainly, agrarian thought in
the South must be understood through lenses that speak to conservatism, race, religion, regional

6

Daniel Joseph Singal, The War Within: From Victorian to Modernist Thought in the South, 1919-1945 (Chapel

Hill: UNC Press, 1982), 198-231; Eugene D. Genovese, The Southern Tradition: The Achievements and Limitations
of an American Conservatism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 1-9; Mark G. Malvasi, The
Unregenerate South: The Agrarian Thought of John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, and Donald Davidson (Baton
Rouge: LSU Press, 1997), 1-22; Paul V. Murphy, The Rebuke of History: The Southern Agrarians and American
Conservative Thought (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2001), 1-10; Patrick Allitt, The Conservatives: Ideas and
Personalities Throughout American History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), 136-141; John J. Langdale,
Superfluous Southerners: Cultural Conservatism and the South, 1920-1990 (Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 2012).

6

identity, and many other areas. But rightly understanding the agrarian writers also entails taking
seriously their genuine concern for the decline of rural America rather than dismissing it merely
as a reactionary response to the political and social changes that roiled the nation during the
second and third quarters of the century. Agrarian thought was common beyond the South, and
southern writers who wrote about agrarian ideas joined a large-scale national discussion about
the transition to industry and the decline of rural life.7
For understandable reasons, race has played a significant role in scholarly treatments of the
history of agrarian ideas in the South. The Nashville writers presented an image of the rural
South predicated on white supremacy. Many of them remained ardent segregationists for most of
their careers, most notably Donald Davidson, who helped lead the White Citizens Council in
1950s Nashville. The Nashville essayists settled on agrarianism as the name of their common
cause, but issues of race served as an underlying theme throughout their movement, and helped
shape their understanding of the South. Indeed, studies that focus on race reveal an important
aspect of southern agrarian ideas.8 As such, race is not absent from this dissertation, but its focus

7

Illustrations of this broader, national discussion are published in several books, including, but not limited to,

American Georgics: Writings on Farming, Culture, and the Land, ed. Edwin C. Hagenstein, Sara M. Gregg, and
Brian Donahue (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011); From The Land, ed. Nancy P. Pittman, (Washington:
Island Press, 1988); Who Owns America: A New Declaration of Independence, ed. Herbert Agar and Allen Tate
(Delaware: ISI Books, 1999).

8

Examples of works that highlight race in the agrarian writings of southern authors include Martyn Bone, The

Postsouthern Sense of Place in Contemporary Fiction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005); James
C. Cobb, Away Down South: A History of Southern Identity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); Richard H.
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is on a different question: what did agrarian writers and their use of a broader assortment of
agrarian ideas have to say about what rural life meant, and how do their valuations about the
meaning of rural life help explain the history of American rural identity as it evolved in the wake
of protracted agricultural change and widespread industrialization?
To answer this question, this study explores the life and writings of four authors. Three of the
four came from small, traditional farming communities, and lived in rural settings for most of
their lives. The other was a college professor who lived most of his life in downtown Nashville.
As this dissertation deals with the period when the southern literary renaissance gained national
and international attention, there is a wealth of literary material available, and this study could
easily have drawn on the work of additional agrarian authors. It makes no attempt to suggest that
it is exhaustive in that sense. Nevertheless, the subjects of the chapters that follow proved to be
prominent contributors to a widespread discourse about the meaning of rural life, an intellectual
current that travelled far beyond each of them and their region. They shared a concern about the
decline of rural communities, despite the diversity of their interests. All of them sought to make
sense of the decline of America’s rural communities, and they sought to communicate their
insights to others.
The dissertation begins with Donald Davidson, who as the most familiar of the authors to
historians offers both a point of comparison and a departure point for the writers who follow.

King, A Southern Renaissance: The Cultural Awakening of the American South, 1930-1955 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1980); Michael O’Brien, Rethinking the South: Essays in Intellectual History (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1988); The History of Southern Literature, ed. Louis D. Rubin (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1985).

8

Davidson was born to a middle Tennessee family with roots planted deep in the settlement
history of that state. Davidson became a leading figure of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement, and
he spent his entire career in the English department at Vanderbilt; he also, most importantly for
the purposes of this dissertation, carried the Nashville brand of agrarianism forward long after
the original movement subsided, and, as a result, shaped the careers of several influential
American writers and thinkers.
Davidson remains a controversial figure among historians and literary scholars. While some
see Davidson as the last of his kind, a heroic, final voice of southern agrarianism writ large,
others view him as a man of limited vision, motivated strongly by white supremacy. Still others,
such as historian Mark Malvasi, argue that, for Davidson, agrarianism became in effect a
religious pursuit.9 The primary evidence suggests there is a degree of merit in each of these
views. His supporters, for instance, can rightly point to the impressive body of work he produced
on a host of topics, including agrarianism, regionalism, and southern music. But there is also no
doubt that during the 1950s, he argued publicly and adamantly against racial integration. This
chapter, however, does not seek to rethink or recast Davidson. The chapter seeks, instead, to
employ Davidson first to recount the history of Nashville agrarianism, the most familiar
expression of agrarian thought in the South, to date, and second to underscore both his influence
on the authors that follow and their own distinctive interpretations of agrarianism.

9

During the past three decades, the historiography that gives serious attention to Davidson’s life and career include

Robert L Dorman, Revolt of the Provinces: The Regionalist Movement in America, 1920-1945 (Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 1993); Mark Malvasi, The Unregenerate South; Paul Murphy, The Rebuke of History.

9

Davidson influenced a new generation of authors who came to Vanderbilt to study under
him, including Jesse Stuart, perhaps the most famous of his students. Stuart illustrates how a
student of Nashville agrarianism parted from the Fugitive-Agrarians to develop his own ideas
about rural life. The son of a Kentucky farmer, Stuart finished college in Tennessee, then started
graduate school at Vanderbilt in 1931, at the height of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement. Stuart
found his teachers little more than arm-chair farmers. They were not the farmer-writers he
envisioned them to be. Even so, he developed a lasting friendship with Davidson. Davidson
encouraged Stuart during his time in Nashville, so much in fact that Stuart credited Davidson for
his success as a writer. But Stuart became a significantly different writer than Davidson. He
wrote short stories, poems, and non-fiction books about life as he understood it in the Kentucky
mountains. He wrote few works of philosophy or ideology, but his unique writing style
connected with a large audience. His books sold so well in fact that Stuart became a relatively
wealthy man, and a significant landowner for his part of Kentucky.
Agrarian writers of this period, and before it, often opposed the encroachment of market
imperatives, favoring options that resulted in less reliance on the market. But Stuart thought it
necessary to harness the power of marketing and advertising to promote an attractive image of
the American farm. He saw that American farm magazines and publishing houses were
marketing particular images of rural life in keeping with corporate agriculture, and he criticized
such image marketing for not creating a picture powerful enough to attract young people to
remain on the land, or go back to it. Harkening back in some ways to the Country Life and
Nature Study movements of the early twentieth century, Stuart was motivated by an intense
desire for Americans, especially young people, to find value in agricultural and rural life. Stuart
believed strongly in the power of education to shape the future of young people, but he also
10

believed that agriculture should play a respected and leading role in the future of the nation. But
he saw that role far differently than the authors of leading agricultural journals and magazines of
his day. Stuart shows the degree to which agrarian literature could serve as a type of advertising,
a way of investing agriculture with a set of values, and a plea to persuade others to buy into an
image of rural and agricultural life more reminiscent of Jefferson than the picture of industrial
agriculture that had been touted by American farm journals since the 1880s.10 This chapter
argues that Stuart’s career underscored the degree to which agrarianism worked as a plea for
rural communities to preserve the cultural and aesthetic value of rural life by embracing a
national shift to increased economic diversity that included new career choices capable of
providing the financial stability that many throughout rural America struggled to achieve through
farming alone. His career also highlights the commodification of rural values, and how some
agrarians sought to leverage economic shifts to consumerism to the benefit of rural society.
Stuart helped other rural writers, such as North Georgia farmer Byron Herbert Reece, to
establish their own literary careers. Reece was born during World War I to an established farm
family. He farmed his entire life, and during the 1940s, was discovered by Stuart, who helped
him secure a publishing contract with E.P. Dutton in New York. Even though literary scholars

10

Stuart was by no means alone in doing this, however. Literary scholar William Conlogue chronicles the lives and

careers of several writers from different regions of the country who found popular farm publications’ advocacy of
corporate agribusiness quite problematic because it sought to change how farmers understood themselves and their
work. In this way, Stuart joined a national discourse that included several prominent authors, such as Willa Cather,
John Steinbeck, Ernest Gaines, and the early works of Wendell Berry. William Conlogue, Working the Garden:
American Writers and the Industrialization of Agriculture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002).
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have paid attention to Reece’s career, historians still tend to overlook Reece in favor of more
prominent writers of the period. Scholarship about Reece’s life and career situate him in the
historical context of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement, but they do little to explain how or why
Reece’s thought moved in a quite different direction from that of his peers in Nashville.11 In
contrast to Davidson and Stuart who enjoyed national reputations, Reece toiled in comparative
anonymity. His biographers have hinted that Reece self-identified as an agrarian, but this study
explores his agrarianism more fully.
Reece’s struggle with everyday farm life fundamentally shaped his thinking about the
meaning of things rural. Quite often, his ideas served as expressions of events and problems
going on in his life at the time, either with his family or on his farm. To get at how Reece
understood rural life, much attention has to be given to the biographical details that explain how
the real struggles of farming led him to his conclusions about what farm life added up to. Unlike
other writers of this study, Reece gave little hint about intellectual or literary influences, he
owned no extensive library, had no college degree, and he did not read as widely as the others; it
is difficult to understand Reece by looking at how he responded or related to other writers or
larger intellectual groupings. He did little of that. Reece’s lifelong experience with the family
farm shaped his understanding of rural life. The tension between his desire for a successful
writing career and his dedication to the family farm influenced him to think the way he did.

11

The three essential works about Reece’s life include Raymond Cook, Mountain Singer: The Life and The Legacy

of Byron Herbert Reece (Atlanta: Cherokee Publishing, 1980); Bettie Sellers, The Bitter Berry: The Life of Byron
Herbert Reece (Atlanta: Georgia Humanities Council, 1992); Jim Clark, Byron Herbert Reece: Fable in the Blood
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2002).
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Even though Reece came from a traditional mountain family, he rejected many of the
religious and cultural standards of his own community. In this study, Reece’s life and writings
reveal the complicated realities of rural culture that helped shape the evolution of agrarian
thought in the South, and highlights the degree to which even those who admired rural life felt
constrained by it. Indeed, Reece’s career suggests that if the agrarian aspect of southern identity
is to continue as a subject of inquiry for American historians, interpretations that employ
religion, memory, or political conservatism as the foundations of that identity must at least
recognize the worldview of those southerners whose rural experience did not lead to an
acceptance of religious truth or regional distinctiveness, but rather to a reality of doubt and
ambivalence.
This study returns to Kentucky for its final chapter to explore the life and writings of
Harriette Simpson Arnow. Arnow published her best-known works during the 1950s and the
early 1960s, which carries this study well into the second half of the twentieth century. Unlike
Reece, both literary scholars and historians have dealt with Arnow in the context of midtwentieth century rural southern migration to northern towns and cities. Arnow’s most famous
work, The Dollmaker, chronicles the story of a Kentucky farm family who chose a life in Detroit
in hopes of bettering the prospects of their children. Scholars tend to view the novel as an
instructive window into this migration history.12 The Dollmaker remains important in this study,
but equal attention will be given other works that also spoke to her understanding of rural life.
The back-to-the-land movement of the interwar era influenced Arnow, and she spent several

12

Most notably James Gregory in The Southern Diaspora: How the Great Migrations of Black and White

Southerners Transformed America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005).
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years during the early 1940s trying to live a self-sufficient homestead life on an abandoned east
Kentucky farm. Her attempt to farm ultimately failed, and the Arnows moved to Michigan where
she continued to write about rural America, past and present, until the end of her life.
Agrarian thinkers often favored back-to-land movements as part of the answer to the nation’s
ills. This chapter uses Arnow to explore the relationship between agrarianism and calls for “the
simple life” that sought to persuade people against increased consumerism in order to preserve or
recover control of personal time and resources. Back-to-the-landers thought self-sufficient
farming the best way to secure a simpler life, but Arnow’s writings after her failed farm
experience sought to remind readers about the complexity of America’s rural past. Arnow
developed an agrarian worldview that, while sympathetic to the agricultural society that once
governed America, deemed it wildly imprudent to seek the restoration of that society in a
twentieth century context. Indeed, Arnow reflects the degree to which the economic and cultural
expectations of modern consumerism, in steady rise after 1945, forced some agrarian thinkers
away from the clarion call for subsistence farming to a different response based on the
realization that America’s historically agrarian culture could not be preserved in any meaningful
way because of the extent to which industrial capitalism had restructured society.
In one sense, the agrarian thought of these southern authors offers historical perspective about
a nation on the move away from the rural society that once gave structure to the lives of most
Americans, to a country increasingly distanced from agrarian lifestyles. But the story of agrarian
thought is also one of irony: by packaging images of rural life into books intended to make
money, agrarian writers essentially commodified agrarian society, lending support to the rise of a
modern consumer-culture that many of them denounced.

14

CHAPTER II
DONALD DAVIDSON AND THE FUGITIVE-AGRARIAN MOVEMENT
No work has proven more influential in shaping conventional understandings of southern
agrarian ideas than I’ll Take My Stand: The South and the Agrarian Tradition (1930). Donald
Davidson worked as one of the chief architects of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement. In his
contribution to this well-known book, Davidson contrasted his purpose to that of the other
essayists. He suggested that while others focused on different aspects of the South where an
agrarian tradition might be seen, such as its history, economics, or religion, his “business is to
consider to what extent” this agricultural way of life “offers the kind of society we are looking
for.” Long after his fellow essayists abandoned agrarianism, Davidson continued to ask questions
about what the rural South might offer to a modern, industrialized America. The purpose of this
chapter is twofold. First, it examines the life and writings of Donald Davidson to explain the rise
of Nashville Agrarianism from the mid 1920s to 1930. Second, it uses Davidson to examine how
Fugitive-Agrarian thought continued to survive after the original, formal movement subsided in
the mid 1930s. As his thinking about agrarian topics continued to develop through the 1940s and
50s, paralleling the distinct shift away from rural ways of life that helped characterize the nation
after World War II, Davidson’s writings highlight how southern agrarian writers coalesced with
broader concerns over industrial capitalism and the preservation of regional folk cultures.
Davidson continued to write in favor of the Nashville brand of agrarianism long after most of his
Fugitive-Agrarian contemporaries jettisoned the idea. As such, his ideas about American rural
15

life became part of a discussion broader and more national in scope than the distinctly southern
discourse the Fugitive-Agrarians wanted to foster in 1930. Even so, this chapter argues that
Davidson’s writings underscore how the history of Fugitive-Agrarian thought limits
understanding of southern agrarian thinking because of the degree to which it remained divorced
from the realities of the rural South.
This chapter seeks to understand the history of Fugitive-Agrarian thought within the
context of the rural and agricultural history of the early to mid-twentieth century United States.
Historians who focus on Davidson tend to discuss his work in a purely intellectual and literary
sense. This is not to criticize those who have written about him for concentrating on the more
intellectual and literary; the point here is that Davidson wrote much about the importance of
preserving an agricultural way of life in the American South, as he understood it, and it is worth
studying Davidson, not only within the context of intellectual history, but within the agricultural
and environmental history of the South. Since the 1980s, historians such as Daniel Joseph Singal,
Michael O’Brien, Eugene Genovese, and more recently Paul Murphy, have used Davidson’s
writings as part of larger studies about the intellectual history of southern conservatism, and they
are not wrong in doing so.13 Davidson’s work fits that category of analysis. But the FugitiveAgrarians argued that only the preservation of farm life would stem the tide of industrialization
that their essays vehemently denounced. Historians have provided good intellectual history and
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instructive insight into Davidson’s and the Fugitive-Agrarians’ texts in general. But they do little
in the way of asking fundamental questions about how and to what degree Davidson, and
ultimately the Fugitive-Agrarian effort on the whole, grounded criticism of American modernity,
and ultimately their cry for the preservation of a predominantly agricultural society, in some
understanding about the material realities of rural life. A study about the solution to the problems
of twentieth century life that agrarians proposed makes little sense when divorced from the
agricultural history of the period.
The Fugitive-Agrarian movement came about while agriculture in the United States
witnessed considerable change. Historian David Danbom shows how, from 1900 to 1920, the
“golden age of agriculture” saw average farm incomes double, farm values triple, and the overall
prosperity and discretionary income increase for farmers across the country. Danbom found that,
in 1900, American farm families produced 60 percent of what they consumed. By 1920, that
number dropped to 40 percent. During the 1910’s, in part because of World War I and the
devastation it created for the European landscape, prices of American farm commodities,
including southern cotton, increased substantially, allowing farmers to buy more consumer
goods. But, as Danbom reveals, after 1920, the prices of consumer goods that farmers wanted to
buy did not decline like commodity prices, inducing more rural families to buy on credit. Before
1920, farmers’ incomes often exceeded that of urban wage workers. After WWI, city workers
earned 30 percent more than rural families. Successful farmers grew bigger while further
mechanizing their operations. Although the USDA calculated that a farmer would need to tend
over 100 acres to justify a tractor purchase, most farms in the 1920s South were considerably
less than 100 acres in size. In fact, as Danbom notes, farms 175 acres or more, the largely
mechanized operations, and farms 50 acres or less, often small operations tended by a family
17

with other sources of income, grew in numbers. Farms between 50 and 175 acres declined by
over 200,000. Moreover, some 6 million Americans left the countryside during the decade,
including southerners who relocated to southern mill towns and more industrial northern cities,
creating one of the largest domestic migrations in United States history.14
As Davidson began to think about agrarianism in the 1920s, southern farms did not often
resemble the bucolic paradises that he and his fellow writers believed them to be. Sharecropping,
a product of the post-Civil War era, continued to grow throughout much of the old plantation
regions, as landowners sought to gain more profit from corn, grain, and cotton production.
Although nothing new in the 1920s, farm tenancy caused massive exploitation of the land, the
result of overcropping, lack of proper crop rotations, and the crop-lien credit system.15 In the
upland and mountain South, timber and coal workers returned to overpopulated farmlands as
those industries dwindled after 1920. As a result, returning farmers cut the native trees and
vegetation away from sloping upcountry lands to plant tobacco, creating a massive erosion
problem across the South’s piedmont and mountain counties.
At first glance, it would appear that the 1920s history of rural America gave rise to
Nashville agrarianism, but ironically, this history had little to do with it. Certainly, enough
changes were happening on American farms to warrant some type of intellectual response on
behalf of those who sought to preserve the life of the small family farmer. But the Fugitive-
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Agrarian movement began in the heart of a bustling city, one that represented the best of urban
and industrial life that the South offered at the time. Since the 1880s, New South advocates had
called for greater diversity in the South’s economy and the growth of its cities, a program that
identified success with financial wealth and economic stability. Between 1880 and 1930,
Nashville’s population more than tripled. The city became a major hub of southern industry and
commerce, and with the growth of Vanderbilt University and other schools, its educational
facilities became quite reputable and prestigious. Some Tennessee farmers returning from WWI
chose to leave the farm for Nashville to work in the city’s many grain milling and grain storage
businesses. According to one historian, “The locus of southern society moved from the country
to the city, resulting in a destabilization of southern agricultural life and the disruption of many
of its distinctive features.”16
Having spent much of his adult life in Nashville’s downtown business district, Donald
Davidson did not begin his career as an agrarian. He witnessed combat while serving as an army
lieutenant in France during World War I, and he came home from war with a strong sense of
American nationalism. He then married Theresa Sherrer from Oberlin Ohio; a town known for
its Midwestern liberalism. She taught Greek and Latin and sought a career as an academic.
Sherrer earned a PhD that allowed her to serve as a professor of classics at Vanderbilt. She also
earned a law degree in 1922. While it may appear odd that Davidson, who became a staunch
southern conservative as the interwar period continued, would marry a woman not especially
southern or conservative, he tended to sympathize with New South liberalism until the mid1920’s. His biographer points out that southern topics were of little concern to him during his
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early writing career. In fact, Davidson spent much of his time refining his poetry, teaching his
classes at Vanderbilt, and building what he hoped would become a national, not regional, literary
reputation. In 1922, he expressed ambitions about entering the cinema as a screenwriter. In 1925,
as frustrations with a poor academic income plagued him, Davidson wrote Allen Tate about his
growing desire to leave not only Nashville, but the South entirely. He hoped that Tate would help
him land a job teaching in New York at Columbia University.17 Although he did not leave
Nashville that year, and subsequently spent the entirety of his career at Vanderbilt, it raises
further questions about why Davidson chose to advocate agrarianism later in the decade.
Davidson did not become an agrarian because he was concerned about the future of
farming. One scholar mentions Davidson’s New South liberalism in a single sentence, with no
explanation about how he made a transition, and his biographer mentions this shift in passing,
but there remains a question about why Davidson became an agrarian.18 Among historians,
Daniel Singal provided the most detailed explanation. Although Singal nods to the 1925 John T.
Scopes Trial as a possible contributor to Davidson’s change, he argues, “But the root cause
appears to have been that knot of dissatisfaction building up over what Davidson in ‘The Artist
as Southerner’ called the ‘inhibitions’ of Modernism.” Singal is here speaking of Davidson’s
later contention in I’ll Take My Stand that good art must be rooted in place and local experience.
But this literary explanation seems insufficient, and certainly less than the “root cause” of
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Davidson’s shift to agrarianism. A growing sense of place may have been a contributing factor,
but it was not the only cause.
Louis D. Rubin, a longtime Davidson scholar, once argued that this shift can be explained
through Davidson’s search for a cause to believe in.19 The contention makes sense, and
complicates the arguments of those who see Nashville agrarianism as primarily a defense of
Christian civilization.20 Historian Mark Malvasi’s work on Davidson builds on Rubin’s point.
According to Malvasi, the Fugitive-Agrarians displayed a “tendency to divinize the secular, to
replace the piety for God with a piety for history, society, and tradition.” Malvasi concluded of
Davidson and his fellow essayists, “If at times they erred in their defense of southern society and
history, so that the South became for them an embodiment of the City of God on earth, they also
knew that it was better to go to the grave believing in something rather than in nothing.”21
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Davidson, perhaps more than the other Vanderbilt writers, attached himself to agrarian ideas
with great passion and zeal, almost to the point of making a religion out of the South itself.
During the 1920s, Davidson proved instrumental in the development of two separate,
distinct, and often contradictory schools of thought, that of the Fugitive poets, and then the
Fugitive-Agrarians. The two schools reveal Davidson’s early ambivalence about southern
identity. One scholar of the Fugitive group described it as “a quite tangible body of sixteen poets
who, having no particular program, met frequently from 1915 to 1928 for the purpose of reading
and discussing their own work.”22 These poets published the magazine The Fugitive from 1922
to 1925, and they contributed mightily to the rise of the southern literary renaissance of the
interwar period. Indicating the Fugitive poets’ desire to create a new southern literature not in
keeping with the writings of antebellum gentility, the foreword in the magazine’s first issue
stated, “The Fugitive flees from nothing faster than from the high-caste Brahmins of the Old
South.”23
At the time, the Fugitives proved highly critical of the Old South, and especially critical of
the aristocratic views of the region’s antebellum writers and thinkers. They desired to split from
that older sense of aristocratic southern identity to create something more in tune with New
South ideology. To be sure, the antebellum South enjoyed several literary magazines, including
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the Southern Review, the Southern Literary Journal, and The Southern Quarterly Review. But the
leading authors, editors, and contributors to these publications were among the strongest
advocates of a rural, slave-based society, including South Carolinians William Gilmore Simms
and Henry Timrod, writers who Davidson would grow to admire with passionate enthusiasm
later in his career.24
Davidson and the Fugitive poets on the whole did not write about the South much at all
before 1925. The Fugitives, as students of the classics, wrote topics concerned with the
“medieval, Elizabethan, Italian Renaissance, Oriental, or nineteenth century French—anything
but Southern.”25 In a letter penned 1923, Davidson wrote about the meaning of the Fugitive
magazine title, “If there is a significance in the title of the magazine, it lies perhaps in the
sentiment of the editors (on this point I am sure we all agree) to flee from the extremes of
conventionalism, whether old or new.” To Davidson, the Fugitives wanted to keep in touch with
the best forms of modern literature, while casting occasional reference to good things found in
the past.26 At the height of his work as a Fugitive poet, Davidson had not yet become the staunch
conservative of his later career.
Davidson’s shift toward agrarian topics occurred between late 1925 and the spring of
1927. While he toyed with the idea of a Columbia University appointment in 1925, (and rejected
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the idea in part because his wife would need a new job as well), by March 1927 Davidson wrote
Allen Tate that he despised “midwestern jackasses” and “Yale-Harvard-Princeton pretty boys”
who influenced the intellectual life of New York. The letter showed Davidson fuming against the
North on the whole. Significantly, Davidson wrote the letter in response to the Nation’s choice of
someone else’s poetry over his for their annual poetry prize.27 The salient point is that Davidson,
then in his mid 30s, became disillusioned with the fact that his literary and teaching career had
not provided him the reputation and financial security he longed for, and his move toward
agrarianism provided a way for him to make sense of these personal career and economic
problems. He and his family rented apartments in Nashville throughout the 1920s and 30s, and
he did not make enough money to buy a house until very late in his career. Increasingly, he
blamed twentieth-century American culture for these problems, not so much his own choices and
environment.
Davidson first wrote about agrarianism in a 1928 essay regarding the Scopes Trial.
Davidson argued that the trial represented a problem much larger than the evolution/creationist
debate. The trial served as the impetus for him to refine theories about agrarianism and
regionalism that shaped the rest of his career. On trial, Davidson thought, was not simply the
debate of evolution vs. creationism, but whether or not southern leaders would come to define a
special kind of progress that the South would make its own. He made a series of revealing points.
First, he quickly noted that although Fundamentalism had its problems, it was “at least morally
serious in a day when morals are treated with levity.” He applauded Fundamentalism for asking
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“how far science, which is determining our physical ways of life, shall be permitted also to
determine our philosophy of life.” Davidson also noted a major flaw in the way Fundamentalism
functioned at Dayton, “The Fundamentalists, for example, argued with genuine fervor that they
were out to save the younger generation, but they did not inquire whether the younger generation
wanted to be saved.” Davidson, the educator that he was, found that younger Americans,
including southerners, were already exploring and accepting mainstream notions of progress.
They did so as a result of education, literature, and published opinion found within the region.
He wrote, “Anti-evolution statutes are straw barriers against a great wind.” Davidson thus
concluded that Northern criticism, primarily that of H.L. Mencken and the like, challenging the
South as backwards and illiterate, is unfounded, if only because there was in fact a growing and
native southern liberalism that fostered opinions in common with that of the Northeast.
Davidson dealt in this essay with the nature of progress and heavily criticized how
southern liberals had defined it. He asked, “Whose ideal of progress is the South to follow?” He
argued, “Only that ideal of progress is justified which affirms and does not destroy the local
individuality and true characteristics of the South.” But, to his dismay, this had not happened.
Davidson then criticized rural southerners for falling prey to mainstream ideas of progress
motived by monetary profit, “Even the rural population, long unmanageable, yields to the sway
of dividends when Kraft cheese factories and water power syndicates invade the countryside.”
Contrary to his earlier New South ideas, Davidson believed southerners, beginning as early as
Reconstruction, had too easily accepted mainstream northern business culture that became
characteristic of the late nineteenth century forward. He argued here and elsewhere in his later
writings that rural southerners abandoned their agricultural traditions because of New South
ideology promoted by leaders such as Henry Grady, Walter Hines Page, and Virginius Dabney.
25

He blamed liberal futuristic educators, as well as writers and political leaders, all whom he
argued had adopted northern philosophies of industrialism, for their failure in instructing
southern youth about the important agricultural traditions and history of their region.
Davidson argued that the South “should turn back upon itself, to rediscover itself, to
examine its ideals, to evaluate the past with reference to the present, and the present with
reference to the past.” He concluded the larger problem represented through the Dayton trial was
whether or not the South would eventually adopt a more native and “organic” progress, one that
would not make the South into the image of other American regions. Davidson wrote, “To make
Charleston over into the precise image of Pittsburgh would be a crime worse than the Dayton
crime.”28 Strikingly, Davidson spent little effort discussing the evolution/creationist debate. He
did not think it was very important to the promotion of his own argument. However, historian
Edward Larson, in his study of the trial, shows that Christian fundamentalism remained strong in
1925 East Tennessee. Larson shows that the people who attended the trial, including many local
farm families, saw the evolution/creationist debate as the primary issue at hand, not the old
North/South cultural divisions that Davidson believed the trial highlighted.29 After all, it was no
southern theologian that became the local hero, but rather the “Great Commoner” himself,
William Jennings Bryan, a Nebraska politician.
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By the end of the 1920s, Davidson had become not only an agrarian, but a staunch
southern conservative. One historian of American conservatism recently stated, “…the Nashville
Agrarians expanded on Lost Cause themes to decry nearly every aspect of modernity and
industrial society.”30 And as Davidson’s biographer Mark Winchell notes, “By the mid-1920s,
he had become increasingly committed to interpreting life and art from a partisan southern
perspective.”31 Winchell argues that Davidson adopted a more conservative view of the South
while writing The Tall Men in 1927, an extended poem about the history and culture of
Tennessee. After the decline of the Fugitive group, Davidson began “to search for a more
expansive and vernacular poetic style.” Davidson wrote the poem from the perspective of a
modern southerner living in an urban setting, a person removed from the land and from nature,
much like Davidson himself. The poem is about this southerner responding to industrialization
by imagining an older, better South, one before the onslaught of twentieth century urban life. The
final part of the poem even displaces the resurrection of Christ for the resurrection of historical
memory. For Davidson, the past came to hold almost messianic power in its ability to save
people from disorder in the present. Winchell further argues that Davidson used the poem to
create a tradition for himself from his own literary imagination, “Davidson continued to try to
put the southern myth into the minds of southern readers. The fact that it was no longer there
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made the task all the more compelling.”32 Given Winchell’s conclusions, it is clear that Davidson
did not come to agrarian thought with any real concern or knowledge about the historical context
of southern agriculture in the 1920s. Rather, he came to it through his own newfound belief that
a farming South is the best way to preserve his interpretation of what the South was, in essence, a
final bastion of Western civilization on the American continent.
The Tall Men revealed how Davidson came to view the southern past, a view that
motivated his approach to the Fugitive-Agrarian movement. Paul Murphy suggested that
“Davidson’s Tall Men was, in effect, an effort to translate the Lost Cause ideology into a form
compatible with the modernist sensibility.” Murphy further notes, “Moreover, Davidson rejected
the evangelical piety at the core of the conventional southern exposition of the Lost Cause
religion. The poem portrays the acts of remembrance as sacramental in and of itself.” Davidson
wrote his editor in 1927 that the poem sought to address the spiritual problems of the modern
world by looking to a more stable world of the past. But just as Davidson failed to consider how
the real problems of life in the rural South could not be solved through mythology, so too did he
neglect a proper study of the southern past that he saw as the solution to modern spiritual
disorder.
In his discussion of the Fugitive-Agrarians and the southern literary renaissance, Michael
O’Brien discovered an important heterodox about the agrarian view of southern history. O’Brien
first noted that the Fugitive-Agrarians failed to account for the extreme complexity of the
South’s past, largely because they believed “that once upon a time there was an undifferentiated
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Southern society, which is now lost.” He further noted, “The demise has been variously dated: at
the Civil War, with the rise of the New South, at the First World War.” O’Brien then made an
important conclusion, “It means that the Southern writer, always regarded as the self-aware
survivor of transition, never had a transition to survive. He, like the rest of us since the Middle
Ages, made it up. He invented the South and therefore himself.”33 From 1927 through the close
of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement in the late 1930s, this was true of Davidson.
In a 1928 letter to Tate, Davidson showed how he then believed southerners should use
their past to help shape the present. Davidson wrote, “We must recover the past, or at least in
some way realize it, in order that we may bring the most genuine and essential parts of our
tradition forward in contact with the inevitable new tradition now in process of formation. Only
thus can we achieve vital continuity in the national life.”34 The tradition Davidson spoke of did
not, at that point in 1928, mean agrarianism. It meant a rather vague, abstract dedication to past
values, and an attempt to find a way for those values, whatever they may have been, to work in
Davidson’s present. Much like the paradigm O’Brien suggested, Davidson genuinely believed he
had survived an important transition in southern life and culture, although Davidson did not say
specifically what the transition was, or when it happened.
By late 1929, Davidson saw the preeminent debate in American culture as that of
agrarianism vs. industrialism. Amidst the turmoil surrounding the stock market crash that fall,
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Davidson, along with Tate, John Crowe Ransom, and Andrew Lytle, came up with a plan to
write a collection of essays that pitted agrarian against industrial society. Davidson first
mentioned to Allen Tate the idea of a southern symposium in a July 1929 letter. Davidson told
Tate, “It would deal with phases of the situation such as the Southern tradition, politics, religion,
art, etc… It would be written by native Southerners of our mind…” In August, Davidson told
Tate that “The Southern book—as a heading-up of ideas and as the basis of a program” became
his priority. In October, Davidson saw the stock market crash as “more ammunition for us.” In
all of this Davidson mentioned agrarian ideas not one time, only a vague sense of needing to
defend the South against what he considered unwarranted Yankee notions of wealth and
progress. Not until December did Davidson allude to a concentration on rural matters for the
book’s thesis, “Perhaps our program develops into a program of provincialism in general…and
with it all the values (to be defined and announced) that belong to country life, decentralized,
stable, local, self-sufficient, etc.”35 Davidson came to advocate agrarianism as a way to defend,
or as Louis Rubin put it, redeem the South from the “moral evils of industrialism, urbanism, and
materialism.”36
By January 1930, once Davidson, Ransom, and Lytle settled on agrarianism as the central
idea of the book, the three men, along with Tate, began to solicit essays from various writers in
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hopes of publication by year’s end. The group encountered disagreements as early as February,
as they tried to write an introduction for the book. Tate wanted the book to concentrate more on
the importance of religion to southern life, while Davidson, as one scholar noted, “…tended to
expect history to function as a religion, much in the manner of the southern religion of the Lost
Cause.”37 The book’s introduction, in its final form, explained a rather unorganized, almost incohesive “statement of principles” that supposedly united all the essays under the general
heading of “agrarian.” Be that as it may, by June 1930, essays made their way to Nashville to
undergo review by Davidson and Ransom. Tate secured Harper and Brothers as a publisher, and
I’ll Tate My Stand: The South and the Agrarian Tradition went to press during the fall.
Ransom and Davidson explained the book’s purpose in the introduction essay, “All the
articles bear in the same sense upon the book’s title-subject: all tend to support a Southern way
of life against what may be called the American or prevailing way; and all as much agree that the
best terms in which to represent the distinction are contained in the phrase, Agrarian versus
Industrial.” The book called on young southerners to reject the “American industrial ideal,” and
to “look very critically at the advantages of becoming a ‘new South’ which will be only an
undistinguished replica of the usual industrial community.” According to Ransom and Davidson,
an agrarian society produces the best forms of the “amenities of life,” including conversation,
manners, hospitality, family, religion, and the arts. The essay concluded that a rural society is far
superior to other forms of society, “The theory of agrarianism is that the culture of the soil is best
and most sensitive of vocations, and that therefore it should have the economic preference and
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enlist the maximum number of workers.”38 In one form or another, the book’s remaining twelve
essays provided images of what such a rural society either looked like in the past or ought to look
like in the present, according to each author’s interpretation.
Critics who reviewed the book through the early 1930s found its thesis and purpose
problematic. Historian W.B. Hesseltine, professor of history at the University of Chattanooga,
wrote a scathing review of the essays in an early 1931 edition of The Sewanee Review.
Hesseltine believed the Fugitive-Agrarians made an argument against “the southward march of
the industrial revolution.” He also placed the book in a type of historical context, stating
“Opposition to the age of the machine…is not particularly new.” He saw the Fugitive-Agrarians
as part of a larger history of “reactionaries marching in the crusade against the mechanical
devises of the modern age.” He viewed their efforts as having “nothing to say which has not been
better said many times before.” In Hesseltine’s view of southern history, to speak of a viable
agrarian tradition worthy of preservation in the twentieth-century South was nothing short of
ridiculous, “At no time in its history, from Jamestown to Dayton, has the American South been
other than a horrible example of the spiritual failure of agrarianism.” Finally, Hesseltine
concluded, “Most of them realize that the industrialization of the South is inevitable, and it
would be better for them to face that fact, and attempt to make the most of it, rather than to adopt
an ostrich trick and stick their heads in the soil.”39
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North Carolina writer Gerald Johnson reviewed the book in his 1931 article in Harper’s
entitled “No More Excuses.” Johnson rejected the Fugitive-Agrarians’ invitation to contribute an
essay to I’ll Take My Stand. Among critics, Johnson enjoyed one of the largest reading
audiences. Davidson, predictably, despised him and the progressivism he represented. In his
article, Johnson charged the Nashville writers as hopeless romantics, “At first blush it seems
incredible that twelve men, all born and raised in the South, all literate, and all of legal age, could
preach such a doctrine without once thrusting the tongue in the cheek or winking the other eye.”
His biting challenge to Fugitive-Agrarian ideology continued, “Of such a philosophy one can
only say that it smells horribly of the lamp, that it was library-born and library-bred, and will
perish miserably if it is ever exposed for ten minutes to the direct rays of the sun out in the
daylight of reality.”40
Editor W.T. Couch published further criticism of the Fugitive-Agrarians in 1934. In the
introductory statements to a collection of essays he edited entitled Culture in the South, Couch
wrote that the Nashville writers “reveal clearly the fallacy of expecting a better way of life as a
result merely of bigger and better business,” while making “the even more serious error of
interpreting southern life in terms of industrialism vs. agrarianism.” He argued that the essayists
were wrong in assuming that “farming in the South is a healthy and attractive occupation,
peculiarly devoted to the service of genuinely human purposes, and that industry is necessarily a
destroyer of human values.” Couch wanted to show that no single characteristic, including
agrarianism, could be argued to be the “dominant feature” of the South. He challenged the
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Nashville argument that farming is better for the South when compared to industry. He
contended that noticeable differences in fact existed between industrial and agricultural lifestyles
in the 1930s, but not in the way the Fugitive-Agrarians saw them. Couch argued that many
farmers in the South at the time worked as tenants, owning no land. Women worked themselves
into an early grave. Sharecroppers dreamed of an independent landholding that most of them
would never achieve. Couch contended that farming in the rural South was not the leisurely,
ordered, and stable way of life the Fugitive-Agrarians portrayed it to be. The Nashville writers,
Couch concluded, “…have never known or imagined the misery, the long drawn-out misery, of
over-work and undernourishment, of poverty and isolation, of ignorance and helplessness.”41
The terms of the debate between the Fugitive-Agrarians and their critics underscores
conflicting understandings among writers and thinkers of this period about the meaning of
agriculture. Davidson and his colleagues capitalized on the image of the self-sufficient American
yeomanry, seeing small family farms in much the same way as Jefferson did, as an essential
element of a virtuous republican society.42 As a result, they ignored the story of those rural
southerners who struggled to make a living from the land during the interwar years. Conversely,
their critics thought the South afforded no example, historically or otherwise, of a viable agrarian
society. To be sure, poverty and destitution characterized life for many rural southerners during
the early twentieth century. But others in the South during this period, especially the upland and
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mountain South that Fugitive-Agrarian writers often drew inspiration from, continued to supply
much of their own food, often from lands they owned. To the same degree that the FugitiveAgrarians highlighted an image of the small farmstead as a place of independence and
contentment, critics of their work ignored those places where attractive examples of successful
small farming might be found, and wanted others to see farming as something that must be
industrialized as much if not more than other aspects of twentieth-century American life. In
doing so, critics of agrarian ideology interpreted change in terms of agrarianism vs.
industrialism, while chastising agrarian writers for employing the same dichotomy.
In the summer 1935 edition of the American Review, editor Seward Collins published
Davidson’s article entitled “I’ll Take My Stand: A History.” Unique among Fugitive-Agrarian
writings, the article explained Davidson’s understanding of the motives and results of I’ll Take
My Stand several years after its initial publication. Davidson started the article with mention of
the Fugitive-Agrarian detractors, such as Hesseltine, “To our critics, industrialism in 1930 was a
foregone conclusion, an impregnable system moving inexorably on a principle of economic
determinism and already dominating the United States and the South.” He tried to argue that the
same critics fundamentally misunderstood what was meant by agrarianism, “To such critics,
agrarianism suggested doomed farmers eaten up with hookworm, brutal labor from sunrise to
sunset, or at best an idealized plantation life vanishing or utterly gone.” He was right in seeing
that his critics “were amused and incredulous, if not disgusted.” On this point he concluded, “We
did not and we do not think of industrialism and agrarianism in the terms that our critics have
used.” Maybe not, but the Fugitive-Agrarian movement suggested that the two could not
comfortably coexist as coequal forms of society.
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Davidson made clear remarks about the intended audience and aims of the 1930 essays. He
suggested that the intended readers were not those seeking to restore the Old South or study “a
handbook of farming and economics.” To him, “It was first of all a book for mature Southerners
of the late nineteen twenties…prepared to use intelligence and memory.” The agrarians asked a
question that led to further study and writing of the book, “What were the right Southern
principles of the late nineteen twenties?” Later in the essay, he wrote, “Uppermost in our minds
was our feeling of intense disgust with the spiritual disorder of modern life—its destruction of
human integrity and its lack of purpose; and, with this, we had a decided sense of impending
fatality.” A major point of agreement among the Fugitive-Agrarians, according to Davidson, was
that whatever caused the economic and moral condition of “American civilization in those days,”
the South was not to blame. “The characteristic American civilization of the nineteen twenties
had been produced under Northern auspices,” wrote Davidson. The Fugitive-Agrarians “wanted
a life which through its own conditions and purposefulness would engender naturally (rather than
by artificial stimulation), order, leisure, character, stability, and that would also, in the larger
sense, be aesthetically enjoyable.”43
To the charge that the Fugitive-Agrarians tried to restore the Old South, he wrote, “The
so-called Agrarians are not a neatly organized band of conspirators. They are individuals united
in a common concern but differing among themselves as to ways and means.” Regarding the
point about the essayists not writing much new, he continued, “They [Agrarians] are conscious
that many other minds than theirs are busy with these problems. They would be glad, as the book
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states, to be counted as members of a national agrarian movement.” In response to the plight of
the farmer, an issue he did not previously seem to care about, Davidson wrote, “We consider the
rehabilitation of the farmer as of first importance to the South, the basis of all good remedial
procedure; and we therefore favor a definite policy of land conservation, land distribution, land
ownership.” Almost agreeing with Couch’s ideas about the necessity of industry, Davidson
argued for “small industry that produces fine goods involving craftsmanship and art.” Then, in a
way that almost flirts with totalitarianism, Davidson advocated legislation opposing giant
corporations and mass production of “course goods and cheap gadgets.”44
Davidson’s essay indicated that neither he nor the other Nashville writers tried to define
the total meaning of agrarianism in twentieth-century America. He said that he understood
Hesseltine’s point that the Fugitive-Agrarians were not alone in opposing the machine age. As
Leo Marx demonstrated, such opposition was nothing new. Marx pointed out that “Since
Jefferson’s time the forces of industrialism have been the chief threat to the bucolic image of
America.”45 During the 1930s, Davidson studied nineteenth-century Jeffersonian writers such as
John Taylor and William Gilmore Simms. For the first time, he indicated some understanding
about practical farm problems of the mid 30s, at least enough to suggest a “rehabilitation” of
sorts. The larger point, however, is that while he initially saw the Fugitive-Agrarian symposium
as “the Southern book,” by 1935 Davidson portrayed I’ll Take My Stand as a “general study” that
set forth ideas to be worked out “slowly and critically” over time. He depicted the essays as a
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product of a particular place in history; therefore, they were not in any way a definitive last word
on the meaning of agrarianism or how one might understand the South. Nonetheless, critics of
Nashville agrarianism were right in suggesting that the book provided a very limited view of the
region at the time. Although Davidson’s response to such criticisms did not alter the fact that the
1930 publication argued in favor of a single, overarching agrarian tradition with little to no
variation over time and across space, writings from his later career were more in keeping with
how he was thinking about agrarianism in this 1935 essay. That is, he continued to work out
agrarianism in his mind “slowly and critically.”
Literary critic Malcom Cowley described the conundrum of the Fugitive-Agrarian effort.
Cowley befriended Allen Tate in the 1930s, and followed the movement rather closely. He wrote
of the Fugitive-Agrarians in 1980, “Condemned by their superior abilities to live in cities, they
might celebrate an earlier way of life, with its good customs, and might gather in sacramental
feasts over a country ham, but meanwhile they belonged to the underpaid white-collar staffs of
the new educational factories.”46 Throughout much of the century, Cowley and many others,
including British writer Hillair Belloc and conservative writer Russell Kirk, admired the
Fugitive-Agrarians for what they tried to accomplish in 1930. Still, others remained critical of
the movement. Davidson’s biographer argued that “the economic rewards of subsistence farming
were too meager. An aristocratic society might benefit those at the top, but it depended on the
exploitation of a peasant class—mostly black and white sharecroppers.”47 Michael O’Brien
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argued that if the Fugitive-Agrarians located their Edenic past in the period of their own
childhoods, they imagined a paradise that did not exist, “The 1890s, racked by depression and
the social conflict of agrarian populism, were scathing times of social disunity… Thus the
perception of community, inherited by the twentieth century, was as much a fiction of alienation
for the Old South as for the 1920s.”48
But some, such as the late Louis D. Rubin, maintain that Nashville agrarianism was never
about farming in the first place, even though it appeared to call for a back to the land movement
among native southerners. Rubin argued that the Fugitive-Agrarians, because they sought
primarily to defend the South rather than rural ways of life, were not well served by employing
agrarianism as the vehicle to define and promote southern identity and distinctiveness. Rubin
notes that much of the South had already been industrialized by 1930, including large textile mill
towns and urban business centers in places like Atlanta, and even Nashville. He argued that
critics of the Fugitive-Agrarians, such as H.L. Mencken, were quite right in arguing that
industrialization and diverse ways of making a living away from the land were, by 1930, in the
South to stay. Rubin explained how the Fugitive-Agrarians wanted to preach the merits of closeknit community, human-limitation, manners, local culture, much as Davidson repeatedly argued
in the years after 1930. Rubin then points out, “The only ‘practical’ proposal that could be made
was to pursue an agrarian economy, and several hundred years of Western European and
American history and a long-disadvantaged regional economy militated against any such
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possibility.”49 If the movement was not about farming, in the way Rubin explains, it was
nonetheless about farming in one important sense: the Fugitive-Agrarian essayists genuinely
believed, at that moment in 1930, that farming would prove the best way to preserve southern
culture as they understood it, even though none of them chose to forsake their accustomed urban
comforts to pursue a rural lifestyle themselves.
After I’ll Take My Stand was published, Davidson began spending his summers away
from the South, teaching at the Bread Loaf School in rural Vermont. The summer school at
Bread Loaf came to be one of the most prestigious meetings of its kind, and it usually lasted
from June to August each year. A two-week long writers’ conference often followed the summer
school, and Davidson usually stayed around for that as well, giving him a chance to meet and
befriend several notable writers of rural America, including Robert Frost. Davidson’s biographer
finds that he enjoyed his time in rural Vermont far more than he did Vanderbilt, “Not only was
the area itself more rural, but his colleagues were more congenial.” Davidson did not shy away
from his southern identity while there, and most of his lectures dealt with southern and agrarian
topics. His audience gave his lectures a warm reception. The school did, however, institute a “ten
o-clock rule” that prohibited discussion of the Civil War after 10 PM each night. Violators had to
pay a fine or be expelled from the school. After his first Vermont summer of 1931, Davidson
wrote both Allen Tate and Andrew Lytle that he enjoyed the outdoors with good people, had a
great time, and intended to return.50
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Davidson loved Vermont. He taught each summer in Vermont until 1967, and he
eventually bought a house there. He loved the area so much in fact, that he and his wife lived
there a full six months of each year after his retirement. Davidson’s correspondence indicate he
was always happy and content when in Vermont, quite possibly happier than he had been
anywhere in his life. It is possible that Davidson thought of moving to Vermont permanently off
and on through the rest of his career. Paul Conkin spoke to the implications of this infatuation
when he noted that Bread Loaf became “a separate, alternative career for Davidson, entailing a
radical shift in environment and role each year.”51 Davidson found that many of his friends who
frequented Bread Loaf respected his opinions and work as a Fugitive-Agrarian. He felt
appreciated and wanted, something that became increasingly scarce as the old movement fell out
of favor among Vanderbilt faculty.
In February 1932, Davidson lost his apartment home to a fire that destroyed Wesley Hall
on the Vanderbilt campus. Then in his late 30s, Davidson had no home for his family, and no
material possessions to speak of. He lost most of his personal library and correspondence from
the 1920s. One scholar notes that Davidson’s “uncertainty and depression that had plagued him
ever since the breakup of the Fugitive group now became even more acute.”52 Davidson suffered
other losses as well. Beginning in the mid-1920s, Davidson wrote a brief review column called
“The Spyglass” for the Tennessean, a local newspaper. Nearly half of his annual income came
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from his work for the paper. Several months before the Wesley Hall fire, the paper went
bankrupt and Davidson lost his position there. Moreover, Davidson’s father died in February
1931, deepening his sense of frustration and loss. During this turbulent time of the early 1930s,
Davidson wrote and published very little. Reaching a point of desperation, he ended up taking a
year off from Vanderbilt beginning the fall of 1932.
Given his difficult circumstances, Davidson decided to take an unpaid leave of absence
from Vanderbilt to live for a year at the ancestral farm of his fellow Fugitive-Agrarian writer,
John Donald Wade of Marshallville, Georgia. Wade invited Davidson and his family to stay at
the farm’s guest house while he, Wade, taught that year at Vanderbilt. Paul Conkin described
Davidson’s newfound infatuation with middle Georgia, “Marshallville, in a peach-growing,
fertile area of central Georgia, confronted Davidson with what he soon took to be the real South,
the South of former cotton plantations, of a settled owning class, and a majority population of
working blacks.”53 He enjoyed the cooking of “Katy Lou,” the black cook on the Wade place,
who also cleaned the Davidson’s laundry. The local townspeople nearly worshipped Davidson
because of his known role in the Fugitive-Agrarian movement, and his work as a southern poet.
He gave many speeches, lectures, and visited almost daily with Wade’s friends and family. In his
letters to Tate, Wade, and others, he spoke of the Wade farm as a modern Eden. Indeed, that year
in Georgia gave Davidson an opportunity to write and study in a place that he truly considered
the best example of the agrarian South. In October, Davidson wrote Wade about his newfound
rural pleasures, “We have dug up a few spare yards of earth, back of the garage, and planted a
tiny winter garden that may or may not provide food; at any rate it will provide exercise and
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adventure.”54 Such was the extent of Davidson’s experience with soil and the “real South” as he
envisioned it. But, this, coupled with his extended visits to rural Vermont, proved instrumental in
the sense that it gave him a slightly more tangible understanding and experience with rural life,
one that helped shape his later writings.
While at Marshallville, Davidson toyed with the idea of a new agrarian symposium.
Davidson wrote Allen Tate in October 1932, “This should be a simpler, more compact book than
the first…The book should make full use of the present trends toward the farm and small
town…We should be careful to present ourselves as the advance-guard of the new dispensation,
not—as our critics tiresomely say— ‘reactionaries’.”55 By this point, Davidson well knew the
larger back to the land movement that captured the minds of other writers in the early years of
the Depression. He wanted the old Fugitive-Agrarians to help spearhead the “new dispensation.”
Davidson admired the work of New York native Ralph Borsodi, a leading advocate of selfsufficient farming in the 1930s. He knew the work of Catholic agrarian John C. Rawe. Davidson
also knew the work of the English Distributists and historian of the American West, Walter
Prescott Webb, all very much active during this period.
Often referred to by scholars as the sequel to I’ll Take My Stand, the 1936 book Who
Owns America? became, in part, the book Davidson and Tate envisioned, and the final collective
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publication of the Fugitive-Agrarians. During the intervening years of 1932-1936, Davidson,
persuaded by the many months he enjoyed in rural Vermont, moved away from the old North vs.
South arguments that undergirded his earlier writings. He now advocated a type of regionalism
that no longer saw the North as the South’s enemy, but rather what he called the leviathan state,
the common enemy of all sections, headed by an overbearing central government. By 1936,
Davidson displayed an old Jeffersonian view of the United States as a nation of distinct regions,
with no region being necessarily better than the other, although necessarily different in culture
and makeup. Almost mirroring a line from the speeches of Abraham Lincoln, Davidson’s
contribution to the new book, “That This Nation May Endure,” made a federalism argument
reminiscent of antebellum southern politicians, “For the United States the ideal condition would
be this: that the regions should be free to cultivate their own particular genius and to find their
happiness, along with their sustenance and security, in the pursuits to which their people are best
adapted, the several regions supplementing and aiding each other, in national comity, under a
well-balanced economy.”56 In 1930, agrarianism served as a way for Davidson to redeem the
South, with little thought given to other parts of the country. By 1936, as one historian put it,
“Agrarianism became a synonym for his brand of regionalism.”57
Allen Tate and his co-editor, Herbert Agar, secured several authors to contribute essays,
including Davidson and several of the original Nashville writers. Cleanth Brooks, Hillaire
Belloc, John C. Rawe, and a sprinkling of Catholics sympathetic to rural life, all submitted
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essays in time for the book to go to press before the 1936 presidential election. Tate and Ager
sought to influence the election with the book’s overall criticisms of big business, industrial
capitalism, and overbearing central government. The book advocated self-sufficient, regional
ways of life, and concentration on small, local economies. While the book did not reflect the
Nashville ideals to the extent Davidson wished, it was the best he could ask for given the
significantly varied interests among the designated contributors. The book did bring together, for
a short while, enough of writers to organize the Committee for the Alliance of Agrarian and
Distributists Groups. The group held a convention in Nashville the summer of 1936. Participants
included many of the Agrarians, Distributists, members of the Catholic Land Movement, and
members of the National Committee on Small Farm Ownership. Ralph Borsodi, then heavily
engaged in promoting a modern homesteading movement, also attended. The committee called
for the destruction of communism and fascism, and for a decentralization of the American
population. Although the committee planned to meet again the following spring, this single
conference proved the end of an Agrarian-Distributist coalition, and the last time the Nashville
group worked on a collective project.58
Although Who Owns America? did not foster a new movement in the way Davidson and
others had hoped, it did reveal the extent to which Nashville agrarianism had, by 1936, become
part of a national and international critical discourse about the loss of land-based lifestyles and
the rise of industrial, commodity-driven economies. In the United Kingdom, G.K. Chesterton
and Hillaire Belloc led the Distributists, which, as a movement both anti-capitalist and anti-
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socialist in tone, called for the widespread ownership of private property as the best way for
families to secure personal and economic independence. Historian Allan Carlson describes the
Distributists as those “who refused to treat human labor and relationships as commodities.”
Carlson suggested, “Unlike both liberal capitalists and Communists, they [Distributists] treasured
rural culture, family-scale farming, gender complementarity, and the vital household
economy.”59 If, as the historiography about the Fugitive-Agrarians indicates, the Nashville
movement influenced post-WWII American conservatism, it also played a significant role in the
history of twentieth-century anti-modernism, a way of thought that did not want to rely on
capitalism in the way postwar conservatives defined it.
But those who looked to small family farming as the best alternative to modern
industrialism needed to consider and deal with the reasons why rural families of the period were
leaving the countryside. During the late 20s and 30s, while the Fugitive-Agrarians argued against
almost all aspects of modern change, other writers and thinkers better explained the causes of
rural depopulation. In a 1928 USDA circular, North Carolina native Hugh Hammond Bennett,
founder of the USDA Soil Conservation Service, argued that farmers, not the federal government
or industry, were at fault for not practicing more advanced land management. After explaining
the seriousness of soil erosion in the United States, Bennett remarked, “Unfortunately the
farmers in many localities are doing little or nothing to stop the wastage and much to accentuate
it. In many instances the farmer does not know just what to do to slow down erosion.” Soil
erosion, according to Bennett, became such a huge issue because of farmer ignorance; “In many
other cases he does not even suspect that the waning productivity of his fields results from any
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cause other than a natural reduction of the plant food supply by the crops removed.” Bennett
continued his article with regional examples of soil erosion, “The southern part of the great
Appalachian Valley is an admirable place to see the evil effects of that gradual land washing
known as sheet erosion.” He observed that the Tennessee River became “red with wash from the
red lands of its drainage basin.” Bennett concluded that conditions in the upper South were only
getting worse, “Field after field has been abandoned to brush, and the destruction continues.”60
To the extent that the Fugitive-Agrarians understood that farm problems existed, they failed to
consider all the different and actual causes of those issues, especially the ecological realities that,
according to Bennett’s nationally recognized soil surveys, resulted from the farmers themselves.
Consequently, by 1937, Nashville agrarianism, in the words of one historian, became the
“second lost cause.”61 John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, Robert Penn Warren, and most of the
1930 essayists began to denounce specific southern and agrarian topics in favor of topics more in
tune with their individual interests. All in all, most of them had grown tired of the old fight. But
some of them came to see their agrarianism as wrong. Ransom and Tate’s idea of agrarianism,
according to Paul Murphy, “…had always been informed by a deeper concern with the problem
of religious faith in the modern world.” Ransom’s full denouncement of his earlier agrarianism is
best demonstrated by a remark he made immediately after WWII in reference to Germany’s
forced reversion to a predominantly agricultural economy, “Once I should have thought there
could be no greater happiness for a people, but now I have no difficulty in seeing it for what it is
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meant to be: a heavy punishment.” Ransom ended his life thankful that the South had
industrialized and had accepted the government interventions of Franklin Roosevelt’s New
Deal.62
Besides his travels to rural Vermont and John Donald Wade’s farm in Georgia, Davidson
continued learning more about rural life during the 1940s as he traveled and researched the
history and culture of the Tennessee River country in preparation for a new book for the Rivers
of America series. By the end of the decade, Reinhardt published Davidson’s history of the
Tennessee River in two volumes, The Tennessee: The Old River, and The Tennessee: The New
River. Davidson’s history of the Tennessee spanned from the frontier conditions of the
eighteenth century to the coming of the TVA in his own time. Historian Avery Craven said of
Davidson in his review of the first volume, “He gives the Tennessee a personality and manages
to weave about its perverseness, its honest contributions and its occasional waywardness the
whole story of the American thrust into this early West and a masterful analysis of Southern
ways and values….” A Book of the Month Club reviewer wrote, “The second volume promises
to be no less interesting, for, besides covering the War for Southern Independence, it will offer
the piquant spectacle of the TVA treated by a prominent and very able member of the Southern
Agrarians.” Another reviewer noted Davidson’s concern about the relationship of modern man to
nature, more aptly reserved for the second volume’s discussion of the TVA, “Mr. Davidson fears
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that the Authority has but added a whole new series of adverse influences to those already
sapping the independence and contact with the natural world which he holds vital.”63
Davidson’s work on the Tennessee became one of his better-received publications, yet
historians more interested in Davidson’s earlier career often overlook it. As Eugene Genovese
argued, “The Agrarians deserve belated tribute for having been, as it were, premature
environmentalists.”64 Another author has suggested, “Like many modern ecologists, Davidson is
deeply concerned about the senseless destruction of our wilderness.”65 After explaining in detail
the history of the TVA, who came up with the idea, who built the dams, how the dams came to
be, who was impacted, Davidson argued that “if, in the long run, the TVA program succeeded,
the transformation of the land would certainly take place.” He suggested that “the effect on the
landscape of the Tennessee Valley, combined with other tendencies of similar kind, would be
much like the effect of the enclosures of Henry VIII’s time, and later, upon the England of
Elizabeth and succeeding monarchs; and it might have some of the social effects which
accompanied those great dispossessions and which later made acid for the pen of Karl Marx.”
Indicating his fear of industrial capitalism, Davidson envisioned how the TVA might impact
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rural life, “Green fields would be many, and tillage would be small. The Tennessee farmer would
become a cattle raiser, a dairyman enslaved to the aching, compulsive teats of a herd of cows and
to the trucks and price scale of Borden, Pet, Carnation.” He also nodded to the changing
identities that the TVA might bring to the regions’s rural inhabitants, “And then he might also
become—though in 1946 he still detested the idea—a forester, a mountain guide, an operator of
tourist homes and hot-dog stands, a tipped purveyor and professional friend to tippling
fishermen, hunters of ducks unlimited, abstracting artists, tired neurotics, and vacation seekers of
all sorts.” His biting criticism concluded, “Under the TVA agricultural plan it might even turn
out, eventually, that the various rural dialects of the valley would acquire a marketable value and
could be entered among farm assets, along with the blooded bulls, hogs, alfalfa, and
refrigerators.66
Davidson’s river books show how his concept of environment departed from mainstream
ideas about wilderness preservation that helped guide environmentalist ideas of the time. Unlike
land preservation initiatives forwarded by institutions that took shape during Davidson’s career,
such as The Wilderness Society and the National Park Service, his ideas about the environment
centered more upon agriculture than wilderness, lending support to Mart Stewart’s argument that
“the environmental history of the American South has largely been an agrarian one.”67 Stewart
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wanted to show that terms like wilderness and nature, when used in the study and writing of
southern environmental history, could not be separated from the human element. Wilderness here
would not have the same meaning as it might have in an environmental history of the American
West. Nature in the South, as Stewart suggests, was inhabited, “What about the ‘wilderness’ in
which the preservation of the world can be found? The South was quite simply a different place,
come time for ‘wilderness’ and all the questions associated with it.”68 Likewise it was not a
destruction of wilderness that concerned Davidson as much as the waning of the independence
he thought still existed among the Tennessee Valley’s farm families. The effect that New Deal
initiatives had on the landscape mattered to him mostly for the way it impacted the people who
relied on the land for their livelihood.
Davidson’s writings about the TVA revealed where he cast the blame for the South’s rural
poverty. As early as 1936, in contrast to leading farm researchers of the period who recognized
poor cultivation practices among farmers as a root cause of land erosion, depleted soil quality,
and rural depopulation, Davidson, standing on somewhat shaky ground, argued that these
problems were the cause of “a distant tyranny of money-money which the South did not have
and was forced to try to gain.” He argued that the standards of northeastern finance capitalists
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had persuaded the “southern farmer” to exhaust his lands and sell his timber so he could buy
consumer products, resulting in “lands eroded and worn-out.”69
Even though the Fugitive-Agrarians in 1930 echoed Davidson’s concerns about preserving
small family farms, his view on the causes of agricultural struggles, and the meaning of the
TVA, were atypical of the others who were, by then, lapsed Fugitive-Agrarians. Other than
Davidson, the old Nashville writers hoped that the TVA would help farmers in the Tennessee
Valley by providing beneficial uses of electricity. One historian has discovered that the Nashville
writers “foresaw electrification of the southern farm lessening much of the monotony, drudgery,
and long hours of farm labor, thereby helping stem the rural migration to the city by making
farming a more attractive occupation.” Southern farmers might then be able to “increase his
standard of living and his economic independence.”70
After he finished working on his river books, Davidson turned to the growing country music
scene around Nashville as the subject of his first and only novel. Davidson completed The Big
Ballad Jamboree in 1953. Although not published until the University Press of Mississippi
decided to do so posthumously in 1996, Davidson’s novel is one of the most revealing things he
ever wrote, simply because he placed his more refined ideas about agrarianism into a practical
narrative form. Serving as his most serious attempt to connect his agrarian theories to practical
reality, (although he came to realize the importance of this connection too late), he was able to
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show with the novel genre a fictional albeit probable story about how modernity created a real
conflict in the lives of rural southerners. Prior to writing the novel in the early 1950s, Davidson
had already been reading extensively the work of the most astute ballad and folk song scholars of
his time, including Englishman Cecil Sharp, Francis Child, and his own Vanderbilt colleague,
George Pullen Jackson. His novel is a culmination of several decades of thinking about the
philosophical underpinnings of agrarian culture. But by the 1950s Davidson was showing signs
of, for lack of a better term, “lightening up” in his approach to writing rural subjects. Most of
what Davidson wrote prior to this point came across as rather stalwart, seriously defensive, and
quite frankly, melancholic in its conclusions.
Davidson wrote his former student Jesse Stuart in August 1953, “You may be a little
surprised to find me writing in the vein I use in ‘The Big Ballad Jamboree.’ I am more than a
little surprised myself.” Knowing Stuart’s own proclivity to use country humor in his work,
Davidson continued, “I hope you will have some fun with the book. Speaking for myself, I am
terribly tired of NOT having fun out of the books I read, in print or in manuscript. There are so
many pompously dull ones these days.”71 One wonders whether the country humor often
displayed on the stage of the Grand Ole Opry had anything to do with Davidson’s change of
pace, but he came to see the great importance of humor as a cultural element that writers like
Stuart had been capitalizing upon for years. Given the fact that he was an aging man with little
money to show for his life’s work, it is plausible that Davidson envisioned the novel making him
some money. Through this novel, Davidson, a man characterized by his friend Russell Kirk as “a
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lean and austere gentleman who rarely smiled,” showed a lighter side, and one Davidson himself
thought WSM listeners would have appreciated.72
Davidson wrote his novel as the country music business became a powerful economic and
cultural force. In his examination of the Nashville music scene during the “boom period” of 1946
and 1953, Historian Bill Malone wrote in his seminal history of country music, “If some doubts
had existed in previous years, there was now no question that the Grand Ole Opry had become
‘king’ of barn-dance radio shows and that Nashville had become the leading country music
center.”73 Much of this music came out of the upland and mountain South, and in some strange
yet productive way, country music, with explicitly agricultural themes and stories, invaded a new
South city, a place with all the industrial progress that the term entails. Not only for Nashville,
but also for many country homes across the South, WSM and the Grand Ole Opry became a real
force of influence. As historian Michele Hilmes has written, broadcasting “brought together
some of the most powerful agents in the transformation of American culture in the twentieth
century… and combined them in ways that had never before been possible.”74 Davidson knew
full well the growing influence of the Opry broadcasts on WSM. He wrote Wallace Myer of
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Scribner’s Sons publishers that although his novel story is set in the mountains of North
Carolina, “The influence of the ‘Grand Ole Opry’ is, however, all pervasive.”75
Davidson’s novel is a story of two young North Carolina mountain singers who
experience a prolonged courtship. Danny McGregor and Cissie Timberlake, both from the little
community of Carolina City, have known each other since childhood. They play and sing music
together in a local country band called the Turkey Hollow Boys, a singing group with aspirations
of a professional career in Nashville. As the novel progresses, Cissie becomes interested in
attending college in New York City, and eventually a graduate program where she decides to
write a thesis about the mountain ballad tradition. After earning her undergraduate degree, she
travels back to the Carolina Mountains, intent upon recording the sounds and music of the oldtimers in the area. All the while Cissie is exploring her options as a professional academic,
Danny, whom she left behind in North Carolina, continues traveling with the Turkey Hollow
Boys. He lives on the family farm that his people kept from being sold to the government as part
of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Davidson shows through both Danny and Cissie’s characters the conflict between an old
and newer way of life. Danny dreams of farming the MacGregor place, marrying Cissie, and
leading an agrarian lifestyle. He also wants to play music but is troubled by the
commercialization of it. He desires to make a name for himself in music, but the question of
authenticity always lurks in the back of his mind. While Cissie works to collect recordings of the
mountain people, the Turkey Hollow Boys receive an offer from a Nashville promoter to travel
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extensively and play a few dates at the Grand Ole Opry. Danny is faced with a real predicament.
He wonders how the traveling and commercial recording will impact his ability to stay on the
farm, work the land, and live the married life. She finally agrees to marry him. She would get a
job teaching music at the local state college, he would travel on occasion with the band. Together
they can find a way to adapt the old ballads to the new country music industry. The novel
concludes with a simple scene where Cissie suggests that Danny could make a weekend run to
Nashville every once and a while to play the Opry, while living on the farm the majority of the
time.76
Davidson gave Danny and Cissie two different sets of priorities at the beginning of the
novel, and the central conflict between them represents Davidson’s lifelong critique of
modernity. Danny wants to farm, get married, and live on his old family home-place in the
mountains. Yet he is also attracted to the recording, performance, popularity, and traveling life of
a professional country musician. Cissie, however, wants an academic career, a life beyond what
she knew as a child in the mountains. Yet she remains attracted to the old ways and seeks
through her ballad scholarship to preserve some understanding of mountain tradition. By the end
of the novel, however, both come to realize folly in their creating unnecessary dichotomies. They
finally find a way of adapting to change by remaining in the mountains, Dannie farming and
singing, and Cissie living as a farmer’s wife and teaching. The main point is that Davidson now
tried to show a way that agricultural tradition and modernity could work together, something he
did not believe so strongly in the 1920s and 30s.
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A far cry from his earlier writings, Davidson’s novel suggested that he now thought rural
southerners could determine the manner through which modern change became a part of their
lives by controlling how much of their skill-set they chose to sell on the market. In the context of
his novel, he could not see why the commercialization of country music would inherently
challenge the value system that many of the newly recorded songs represented. Davidson was
well aware of a “changing South,” yet he saw the country music industry as a powerful means of
cultural preservation. He would not have noticed this in the 20s and 30s because there was no
significant country music industry to think of until the late 40s. Opry shows did not air until
1927, and the first serious country music recordings, known as the Bristol Sessions, did not occur
until the summer of the same year. It took several years for the music industry in Nashville to
take shape. Immediately after WWI and through the years leading into the Depression, industry
in the context of the original Nashville Agrarian writings meant mass-production of factory
products to support mass culture’s consumption of manufactured goods. By 1949, the year in
which Davidson sets his novel, industry meant far more: it included the use and
commercialization of many local arts, including music. In other words, as the country music
industry grew in Nashville during the late 40s, Davidson came to see it as an example of the
agrarian theory of art he had long espoused.
More so, the factory and city “new” South the Fugitive-Agrarians feared did not come
about until the late 40s. Davidson wrote Tate in the late 50s that the concern of the FugitiveAgrarian writings centered on getting down to “realities and principles” and clearing away the
“nonsense” of late nineteenth century Henry Grady notions of a factory and city culture in the
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South.77 Ironically, that culture did not quite exist in 1930. Considering Jack Temple Kirby’s
argument that “industrial production workers did not outnumber farmers until the late 1940s, and
a majority of the southern population did not become urban until the 1950s,” it is clear that
Davidson began seriously thinking about adaptation within the context of a long-feared
industrialization finally having arrived.78 When increased industry came, however, Davidson
sought to use it more than challenge it. Davidson, after all, never argued that all industry was
bad, only that which compromised the time and energy spent on the more permanent parts of life
such as home, family, and faith.
In early 1954, Davidson wrote editor Ed Kuhn at McGraw-Hill Publishers, “The ‘trouble’
between Danny and Cissie arises out of the fact that the modern world insists on channeling them
off into doings that are below their real capacities and (they instinctively feel) really unworthy of
their better selves.” The point for Davidson was to show that such channeling is false; he saw in
his characters a capacity to adapt, not to simply conform. Davidson continued, “Danny (at first)
is trying to beat that modern world at its own game; Cissie is trying to escape from it or rise
above it—more or less blindly.” In the final manuscript, both eventually realize that thinking in
dichotomies, in other words, having to choose between a more traditional pursuit and a more
modern one cannot produce a desirable outcome. They must adapt. “Each (at first) believes the
other is following an ignus fatuus,” wrote Davidson, “But both at heart reject the modern world
(whatever is false in it), or at least are not taken in by it.”
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In the same letter to Kuhn, Davidson tried to explain what he wanted the novel’s humor to
accomplish. About modernity, he wanted to suggest that Danny and Cissie were “laughing at it,
more or less, all the time; they don’t take it too seriously; they don’t take it at its own
evaluation.” About Danny, Davidson wrote, “With him as narrator, I can put it all into quite a
new perspective, the kind of perspective I want—treat it with seeming lightness, and I hope
pleasantness, and avoid the horrors of realism, symbolism, Freudianism, etc., etc., of which I am
tired to the point of nausea.”79 Essentially, Davidson found himself using humor as a way of
making fun of what he saw as the ridiculousness of industrialism’s expectations.
Davidson devoted a few chapters to Danny’s hilarious experience in a ballad class taught
by a Dr. Hoodenpyl at “Teacher’s College,” with Cissie working as the teaching assistant. The
Carolina City Chamber of Commerce created the college, according to Danny’s humorous
classmate Wallace Exum, as a way to “provide educational opportunities for poor mountain boys
like MacGregor and Exum, and fight illiteracy, and correct our speech defects.” In a survey
project entitled “Some Humanistic Aspects of Folklore Study: A Survey of Urban-Rural
Configurations of Ballad Culture Areas,” Dr. Hoodenpyl asks the class about their radio listening
habits to ascertain in part a correlation between ballad knowledge and radio access, especially
WSM and the Grand Ole Opry. Danny looks over to Wallace and says, “What is correlation,
Wallace? I know I got a lot of relations, but I don’t know nothing about my correlations.”80 But it
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is not the professor who is laughing in this scene; it is Danny and Wallace. Davidson wrote the
scene in such a way as to portray the joke as being on the professor. In this scene, as well as
several others throughout the final manuscript, Davidson shows Danny as always being annoyed
with an idiocy about modernity.
Danny notes things like the “scientific” collection of balladry, the dry character of
academia, and Cissie’s talking about “folk festivals” as strange, awkward, and silly. Through
Danny as narrator, Davidson did exactly what he told Ed Kuhn he wanted to accomplish: a
lighthearted story whose main characters try to understand modern change but ultimately end up
never taking it seriously. In short, Davidson wanted to tell a story where the modern world of
machines, formal education, science, and commercialization enter the mountains and experiences
derision. All Danny wants to do is farm, get married, play music, and live as simply as possible.
But the world of science and progress keeps getting in the way. It is a nuisance.
Unfortunately, while Davidson endeavored to make final revisions to his manuscript, his
publishers at McGraw Hill abolished the trade book department due to economic difficulties. He
then tried to sell the manuscript to Rinehart and Company, with no success. Although Davidson
said very plainly that he intended the work to be lighthearted while capable of providing a new
perspective on how rural southerners might respond to modernity, he wrote Stark Young in 1953,
“But what an author ‘intends’ in his deliberate act of composition is, I suspect, generally not
always in exact correspondence with what actually comes out, in the end. Or, to put it another
way, the mark of a really great book is that it ‘means’ more than was first ‘intended.’”81 That
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same year Davidson wrote Jesse Stuart explaining why Rinehart refused to print the novel,
“Reason given (in a one-page letter) is, in effect that they can’t see a sale for the book; they don’t
think the public that’s interested in hillbilly music and ballad-singing reads fiction, and they hold
that the theme of the book is ‘too special to appeal to fiction readers in general.’” The publisher
had no real conception of the growing popularity and wide range of audiences that country music
commanded in the 1950s, a fact that merely compounded Davidson’s frustration, “So that’s
that…. Of course (as I should have told Rinehart, if they had asked me) any publisher that would
have sense enough to explore the possibilities of the ‘sales area’ commanded by WSM’s Grand
Ole Opry might develop some real prospects to figure on.”82 That the publishing companies
thought those interested in country music do not read fiction was perhaps, as Davidson
suggested, a faulty presumption.
Craig Havighurst, in his history of WSM, has characterized the early owners of that
station, “…a growing passion for radio reflected forward-thinking enthusiasm shot through with
corporate pragmatism.”83 Few statements could have been less characteristic of Donald
Davidson’s coterie of readers. That being said, by the late 1940s WSM knew full well that rural
southerners constituted its primary audience, and they were looking for people who knew
something about agriculture who could help with daily farm reports as well as the homemaker
shows produced on the University of Tennessee campus in Knoxville. WSM figured their farm
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shows reached about a million listeners in the 1940s, and one of these shows, Campus of the Air,
featured regular lectures and poetry readings from the Knoxville campus. In 1945, the station
launched Noontime Neighbors, hosted by dairy farmer and UT graduate John McDonald. It
remained on air for twenty-seven years. 84 When Davidson wrote Stuart that WSM listeners
offered “real prospects” for his novel, it was more than a whimsical statement.
But Davidson’s novel did not account for the massive role that market forces played in the
success and distribution of country music at mid-century. Many artists, often southerners, who
pursued professional music careers during this time did so, in part, as a way to leave the farm and
make money. To a large degree, the country music world was in the business of telling audiences
what they wanted to hear. That is, the movers and shakers of the industry promoted the recording
and distribution of songs that mirrored values and ideas of rural Americans, not because they
necessarily thought such values in need of explanation or preservation, but because record labels
knew it would sell. Davidson did not look beyond the lyrics about home, family, and simple
living to notice how those who wrote and performed the music depended and relied on business
skills and a capitalistic consumer culture to make it work. Ironically, the country music business,
made possible by modern technological progress, served as one of many vehicles for country
folk to get away from land-based lifestyles, if they chose.85
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From his initial agrarian essay in 1930 to his work on country music later in life, Davidson’s
career suggests that the principle limitation of Fugitive-Agrarian thought stemmed from the
inability or unwillingness of its chief architects to better grasp the problems of rural America.
While it lacked a realistic understanding of the several causes of rural poverty and depopulation,
Davidson’s work, as one of many intellectual/academic agrarians of the time, amounted to a
decades-long discourse about the value of rural and agricultural ways of life. But more
importantly, Fugitive-Agrarian thought was also shaped by a paradox: while its founders liked to
argue in favor of farm life as the best way to secure individual liberties, local economies, and
meaningful community structures, they themselves were never able to remove their own daily
needs and career ambitions from the corporate framework of modernity that they denounced in
writing. While the Fugitive-Agrarians shared sentiments with a larger transatlantic collection of
thinkers, lending weight to their historical importance as intellectuals, they did not understand
the extent to which those who may have sympathized with their ideas did so within a consumerculture framework. Agrarianism became a product in the market of ideas.
And yet, despite its limitations, Fugitive-Agrarian thought remains historically significant
for the way it helped shape on ongoing conversation in twentieth-century America about the
place of rural life in the future of the nation. To various degrees, subsequent writers and thinkers
of rural America tended to sympathize with the basic idea of agrarianism as voiced by Davidson
and the Nashville writers in 1930.

to Malone, were “no doubt conscious of the declining status of his work and of the economic penury from which so
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CHAPTER III
THE BEAUTY OF DIRT: JESSE STUART’S AGRARIAN AESTHETIC
Jesse Stuart invested agrarianism with his own set of values. He worked as a financially
successful writer between the mid-1930s and the mid-1950s. His writings centered on rural life,
and his books sold over one million copies during World War II alone. His career was motivated
by an intense desire for Americans, especially young people, to find value in agricultural and
rural life. He knew full well the limited education available to rural youth, and he worked
diligently as a schoolteacher and principal to better the education system in his part of Kentucky.
Stuart believed strongly in the power of education to shape the future of young people, but more
specifically, he believed that rural life should play a respected and leading role in the future of
the nation. Set during a period of American history when many throughout the rural United
States left farming because of economic struggles, this chapter argues that Stuart’s career
underscores the degree to which agrarianism worked as a plea for rural communities to preserve
the cultural and aesthetic value of rural life by embracing a national shift to greater economic
diversity that included new career choices capable of providing the financial stability that many
throughout rural America struggled to achieve through farming alone. Stuart’s agrarian thought
centered on the preservation of rural communities and the beauty of the natural world. Writing
during a time when agriculture had failed to offer financial security to many who struggled to
make a living from the land, he entreated others to find value in the beauty of country life.
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Historians typically approach twentieth-century agrarian thought as little more than an
academic discourse that mattered because it pointed to larger political or intellectual debates.
Such evaluations portray agrarian thought within the context of political and intellectual history.
But agrarianism played a vital role in what historian Warren Susman recognized as a “profound
clash between different moral orders,” and a “dynamic conflict over values.” In his influential
work, Susman suggested, “The battle was between rival perceptions of the world, different
visions of life. It was cultural and social, never merely or even centrally political.” While
Susman interpreted twentieth century American history through the lens of an overarching
cultural conflict, his definition of these “rival” value-systems is limited, and overly simplistic.
Susman viewed the conflict as that between an older Puritanism, with its Protestant work ethic,
and a newer product of interwar period America that he called “culture of abundance.” To the
extent that Susman noticed agrarianism, he saw it as part of a basic rural/urban dispute subsidiary
to his broader definition of the larger cultural conflict.86 But this view of agrarian thought is
problematic. Beginning with the architects of the Nashville movement in the late 1920s, southern
agrarian writers continued for the next three decades to define the principle conflict of their time
in terms of agrarianism and industrialism. As such, when they spoke of political, intellectual, or
cultural tensions, they understood these things as symptoms of a larger problem caused by a
general shift in the United States away from rural ways of life that fostered and nourished the
kinds of things that they valued.87
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To study the history of agrarian thinking as an academic or political activity does not help
explain Jesse Stuart and what he contributed to a broader agrarian critique. Stuart did not write to
engage intellectual or political debates, nor, as a relatively wealthy man, did he have a problem
with buying consumer goods or enjoying a life of abundance. He did, however, find the changing
role of the farmer in American society to be quite problematic, and his writings worked against
this transformation. In his discussion of the early twentieth century history of rural America,
David Danbom described this change, “For most of the history of the country rural had been
normal, and urban had been peculiar. The typical person was a farmer, the atypical person was
not. According to American mythology, the farmer was the paragon of virtue and the backbone
of the republic; those who did not farm were, in some way, deficient.” A significant
transformation occurred because “farmers had become peculiar. They were objects of concern…
The farmer had been transformed from paragon to problem, and rural America from backbone to
backwater.”88 The first line of his first book, the book that catapulted Jesse Stuart’s career in
1934, read, “I am a farmer singing at the plow.” As this chapter shows, Stuart earned a
significant income from his writings, identified primarily with a farming lifestyle, and packaged
agrarian values to meet the demands of America’s consumer society.
Born in 1906 to hardscrabble tenant farmers, Stuart’s childhood was that of a mountain farm
boy, an identity he never relinquished. His paternal grandfather served in the Union army during
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the Civil War, while his maternal grandfather fought for the Confederacy as a member of John
Morgan’s raiders. Stuart’s mother had little education, but like his father, she enjoyed working
the land. Stuart’s parents wanted he and his siblings to have a good education. His parents
enrolled their children in Plum Grove School, a place that often played a role in Stuart’s later
fiction. After nearly two years of school, Stuart left the schoolhouse to help work the farm,
largely because his father became ill with influenza. For four years, Stuart worked jobs wherever
he could to help his family. He earned twenty-five cents a day as a farm worker. He worked local
cornfields in the summer, and he cut wood for railroad ties in the winter. Stuart began plowing
land and tending large fields of corn and tobacco as a boy of ten. His parents dreamed of owning
land in Greenup County, and Stuart carried that dream forward to realization as a young adult. 89
In 1918, Stuart’s father paid $300 for a modest tract of land, an undeveloped 50-acre parcel in
the W-Hollow community.
The Stuarts lived off the land in the same way that many Appalachian families would have in
the early twentieth century. The Stuarts garnered most of their food from their farm, including
fresh vegetables and meats, including wild game. They bought items they could not readily
produce, such as baking powder, pepper, soda, and occasionally, sugar. Most of their sugar came
from sorghum molasses and wild mountain honey, however. The Stuarts grew large gardens,
kept large herds of hogs for meat, and milked a family cow for their personal dairy supply. While
Stuart was still a teenager, his father added an additional 15 acres to the farm at a price of $600,
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money that his father earned working for the local railroad company.90 Prior to 1922, Stuart led
the life of a typical farm boy. He had not yet developed an interest in writing, nor did he express
an unusually early interest in extensive reading habits. He filled his boyhood years with
agricultural work characteristic of the time, including plowing with mules, making hay by hand,
and hoeing weeds from large cornfields.
In the summer of 1922, while working on the roads in downtown Greenup, Stuart decided to
attend high school in that community. For the next four years, Stuart’s teachers noticed and
encouraged his creative imagination. At Greenup High School, Stuart began writing poems and
short stories. By the time he graduated at the age of twenty, he amassed a considerable number
of literary pieces, almost all dealing with themes of agriculture and nature, and almost all later
printed in national magazines. His reading habits developed, and he spent most of his spare time
in the school library, learning all he could about famous writers, especially Robert Burns, his
most significant literary influence.91 Later in life, as Stuart reflected on his early years, he voiced
an opinion of mountain life that perhaps gained a foothold in his mind during his time in high
school. He admitted that he often felt “nostalgic for the old-time hills,” but he also believed that
the people of his part of Kentucky had “too long let the winds of progress blow around them.”92
From his high school years forward, Stuart grew to welcome progress as a vehicle to promote,
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not destroy, rural life. Most of all, as his desire to write and be published continued to blossom,
he welcomed progress when it benefited himself and his career ambitions.
In September 1926, after working the summer in a local steel mill, Stuart left home,
hitchhiking away from Ashland, Kentucky in hopes of finding a college that would accept him.
He visited several colleges, including Morehead, Kentucky Wesleyan, then to Berea. Berea
College became known as a school intended to help mountain youth receive a college education.
In fact, the school’s programs often featured studies in Appalachian history and culture. But in
1926, the college could not support the many students who applied annually. The college refused
Stuart’s application, but recommended him to the president of Lincoln Memorial University in
Harrogate, Tennessee. Lincoln Memorial accepted him, and Stuart spent the next three years
working the college farm to pay his education and living expenses. He continued to write poems
and short stories while in college. During his senior year, he served as editor-in-chief of the
school newspaper. In the end, Stuart experienced an ordinary yet academically successful career
at Lincoln Memorial. In August 1929, as a college graduate, he returned home.93
While in college, Stuart encountered the writings of the Fugitive poets of Nashville. At the
same time Stuart prepared to graduate from Lincoln Memorial, the Fugitives began laying the
groundwork for their Fugitive-Agrarian movement at Vanderbilt. Not surprisingly, as a
Kentucky farm boy himself, Stuart sympathized with the Fugitive-Agrarians’ distaste for
industrialism. In a letter home to his father in 1928, Stuart spoke of his concerns about industrial
society, and the negative influence of large cities on American culture. He expressed some of the
same worries that the Fugitive-Agrarians voiced two years later. He concluded that industrialism
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destroyed the natural world, and “discredited the importance of a traditional farming way of
life.”94
Between 1929 and 1931, as the affluence of the roaring twenties closed and the trouble of
national economic depression deepened, Stuart wrote a series of poems that he collectively called
Songs of a Mountain Plowman. Although he used a few of these poems in later publications,
Stuart decided not to submit the poems for publication at the time he wrote them. He later said of
the manuscript, “I knew it wasn’t my best.”95 Actually, no one published the poems until
members of the Jesse Stuart Foundation decided to do so two years after Stuart’s death in 1984.
But the poems reveal how Stuart’s agrarianism continued to take shape once he finished college
and returned to the farm. Stuart’s poem “One Time To Sing Your Song” beckons fellow poets to
wield their pens against American modernity:
This is your time to sing while the ox cart
Is rotting in the chipyard and the cattle yoke
Decaying in the woodshed of dry-rot.
This is the time to sing songs of your heart;
You see America that used to be
Is fading, fading to eternity.96
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Stuart continued to mirror Fugitive-Agrarian sentiments in “An Easy Path”:
Americans have lost their love for land.
Men have grown far away from land and plow;
The greenback dollars hold them in command.
Men leave the land, their spirits have been daunted;
Go far removed from cattle and the plow
But it takes beauty from the brain and heart
And kills men’s spirits that would play a part.97

While not his best poetry, Songs of a Mountain Plowman indicated the degree to which Nashville
Agrarianism influenced Stuart’s ideas about American culture as a young man in his midtwenties. To be sure, as his writings expressed, Stuart loved the land, and he loved W-Hollow
specifically. But, as his writing career unfolded in the 1930s, he started to fashion an image of
himself as a “backwoods teacher who was the defender of all that was good and wholesome,” to
satisfy his growing desire for literary fame and financial wherewithal.98
While working on the family farm and writing poetry, Stuart took a job at a one-room
schoolhouse teaching high school students math, English, Latin, and history. For $100 a month,
Stuart taught fourteen students in a barn that had recently housed farm horses. His students
entered an academic competition against Greenup High School and won. In 1930, the principal
of Greenup High School resigned, and the school asked Stuart to replace him. He worked as
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principal for a year before he asked for a raise. Stuart earned a salary of $1000, and he hoped for
a $200 increase. The school fired him.99 His job as principle gave him the largest income he ever
enjoyed at that point in his career. But it was short lived. In the midst of the Depression, when
decent paying jobs did not come easily, Greenup County more than likely viewed Stuart’s raise
request as an indication of untimely selfishness, and possibly worse yet, as an insult.
In 1931, out of a job, and running out of money, Jesse Stuart decided to attend graduate
school at Vanderbilt to study under the Fugitive-Agrarians. I’ll Take My Stand had only been in
print a few months. Donald Davidson, John Crowe Ransom, Robert Penn Warren, John Donald
Wade, and Allen Tate were in the prime of their teaching careers at Vanderbilt. All the while the
rural South found itself perched atop mounds of Lost Cause rhetoric, economic depression, and
national criticism because of it fundamentalist faith, Jesse Stuart wanted to attend Vanderbilt and
join the old Fugitives in their defense of agrarian civilization. Or so he thought. Twenty-fiveyear-old Stuart imagined the Fugitive-Agrarians as men who owned and worked farms while
writing treatises in defense of their individual rural experiences. He found instead, as he would
write many years later, “Their farming was on paper. I went to one professor’s home and he had
a few tomatoes in a little garden and these plants were poorly cultivated. At my home, we
farmed; we knew how to do it.”100 Once he moved past his initial disappointment, Stuart set out
to learn from these “gentlemen farmers” as he called them. Although they never recognized
Stuart as part of their inner circle, the Fugitive-Agrarians left an indelible stamp upon Stuart’s
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writing career. Or, as one scholar argued, “Nonetheless, the Fugitive sense of the decadence of
the times and the Agrarian sense of the importance of place have been central to almost
everything Jesse Stuart has written.”101
Stuart did not finish a degree at Vanderbilt. In the same Wesley Hall fire that destroyed
Davidson’s apartment in February 1932, Stuart lost his dormitory. Most tragic, he lost the only
copy of his master’s thesis, a study of Appalachian writer John Fox Jr. Although Warren, Wade,
and Tate did not express great interest in Stuart’s writing abilities, Davidson found in Stuart a
real talent. Stuart often slid his poems under Davidson’s office door to be read and criticized.
Davidson soon came to see Stuart as a natural born writer. After the fire, rather than encouraging
Stuart to finish his degree, Davidson told Stuart that he did not need a graduate education to
become a truly successful writer. Stuart admitted that he came to Vanderbilt to learn how to
write like the Fugitives. Davidson argued to Stuart that his talents came from being at home in
the mountains, the place where he derived inspiration.102 He told Stuart to go home, to write
about his people and his country. Years later, while thinking back on this conversation, Stuart
wrote, “Donald Davidson’s advice was good and I followed it.”103
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Once Stuart returned home to Kentucky, Davidson helped him gain his first serious
publications. One of Stuart’s biographers suggested, “In truth, Stuart’s year of graduate study at
Vanderbilt University remained the most important year of his professional life, since it launched
his national publishing career through the influence and assistance of…Donald Davidson.”104
Davidson’s biographer remarked that Davidson may have “seen in Stuart an exaggerated version
of some aspects of his earlier self.”105 This may be seen in a letter written from Davidson to
Stuart in August 1933, “Writing is an avocation, not a vocation. I think you’ll be happiest, in the
end, with a farm as your center of earth; but anything, such as teaching, that will bring in money,
will undoubtedly be a great help. The thing is, not to get buried in teaching, as I am buried.”106
Two months later, Davidson had secured publication for several Stuart poems in H.L. Mencken’s
American Mercury. Mencken said that Stuart’s submissions were “among the most interesting
things that the magazine had printed.”107 Davidson also contacted Stringfellow Barr, editor of the
Virginia Quarterly Review, calling Stuart “the first real poet ever to come out of the southern
mountains.”108 Barr published several of Stuart’s poems, but also encouraged Stuart to seek to
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have his poems published in book form. With the help of both Davidson and Barr, E.P. Dutton
published Stuart’s Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow in 1934.
At this early point in his career, it is not immediately apparent that Stuart thought of himself
as a southern writer. His extreme northeast corner of Kentucky experienced division during the
Civil War, as Stuart’s own family history attested. But it was an identity that he occasionally
mentioned and claimed in his many letters to Davidson. In a January 1934 letter, Stuart wrote
Davidson, “I think it best to keep the South rural as it is. It is going to be better in the long run.
This is merely an opinion because I am a farmer I guess, but I think farm people have more
strength. They get more from life.” In the same letter he also wrote, “If every man owned his
home, his little farm, you would see a different world. The beauty of the hill country has been
ruined by coal mine operations—the big timber shots have
ruined the forests—what is left—it’s too bad we didn’t wake from sleep sooner than the 20th
century.”109 He wrote Davidson again in December 1937, “You can mark me down as a Southern
man. No man can ever say otherwise despite the fact my grandfather fought in the union
army.”110 (Stuart’s other grandfather served in the Confederate army). Years later, in June 1954,
in the midst of the Civil Rights movements, Stuart once more told Davidson, “The South and the
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America we grew up in and knew, is no more. It will never be the same.”111 Finally, in 1962,
Stuart wrote to Davidson about a newly published collection of essays called The South: In Its
Cultural Setting. The editors included an excerpt from Stuart’s Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow,
“Yet, this poem was brought up but I was not even mentioned as a Southern writer. If I am not
Southern, what am I?”112 From his correspondence with Davidson, it is apparent that from his
time at Vanderbilt through his last correspondence with Davidson, Stuart made it certain that he
thought of himself as a southern writer, and to an extent, a writer in the agrarian tradition of 1930
Nashville. In the very least, his letters indicate Davidson’s continued influence on Stuart as a
writer.
In 1936, after E.P. Dutton published Stuart’s second book, Head O’ W-Hollow, friends
encouraged him to apply for a Guggenheim. At the time, Stuart worked as principal of McKell
High School in South Shore, Kentucky. He continued to help his father farm during the summer
months, and he helped the family buy more land to increase the farm’s acreage. But increasingly,
Stuart’s literary ambitions pushed him to travel more extensively. In the fall of 1936, Stuart
applied, proposing a study in Britain to compare the literary traditions of that country to those of
Appalachia. In April 1937, Stuart received a letter from the Guggenheim Foundation informing
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him that he had been awarded a fellowship. In July 1937, he sailed to Scotland with $2000 in
funds from the foundation. He remained in Europe for fourteen months and visited every major
country on that continent during his tenure there.
While in Scotland, Stuart toyed with the idea of returning to graduate school to finish a PhD.
He wrote Davidson in November 1937, “It is my intention Donald Davidson to portray my
section of Kentucky before I die.” He again wrote Davidson the following month, “I plan to
return to Vanderbilt and get a PhD if I am capable of it.”113 Ironically, just a few years earlier, as
a Vanderbilt drop-out, Stuart railed against the PhD in Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow:

I know I do not need a PhD.
To throw the fodder over to the cows
And to interpret wind in the pine tree
And to sit by and watch the cattle browse.
Degrees are things to have on parlor walls,
This written scroll that shows what once can do.
Degrees would make good bedding for cow stalls;
They surely would be enriched fertilizer.
Oh, it is strange how people run a bluff
And put themselves above the things they are.
Some look upon unlettered men with scoff,
These chosen intellectuals striving for
To drop ten pole-beans down a craw-dad hole
And to give to charity—God bless their souls!114
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While some scholars read this sonnet to suggest that Stuart was not bothered by his failure to
finish graduate school, it points again to the fact that the Fugitive-Agrarians continued to
influence his thinking through the 1930s.115 However much he wanted to become part of the
Fugitive-Agrarian clique, Stuart, as one biographer argues, was “academically unprepared for a
prestigious graduate program.”116 Davidson, however, did not encourage Stuart to return to
Vanderbilt. Davidson continued to echo his earlier sentiments about Stuart, “So many writers
(so-called) have truly lived only in their minds; You have lived in the world of people as well as
in your own head.”117
By the end of the 1930s, Stuart moved beyond Davidson and the Fugitive-Agrarians in the
sense that he better acknowledged the difficulties of farm life in his works, but he did not see this
as a sufficient reason for great numbers of Americans to leave the land. His works sought to
persuade readers to see value in country living, even within the troublesome years of the
Depression. While Stuart thought of himself and presented himself as a pupil of the FugitiveAgrarians, his writings provided a clearer expression of agrarian life from an actual lived
experience, one that many Americans of the time could easily relate to. As the forces of
modernity pushed growing numbers off farms and into cities, Stuart tried to convince readers to
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keep farming on the table as a viable career option. One reviewer said of Stuart’s work in 1938,
“For him, gun-toting men and weather-beaten women, dinky farmsteads and hard-won acres are
symbols of a splendid way of life.”118
Stuart’s idea of rural life received its first real narrative expression in his first novel, Trees of
Heaven. Scholars tend to overlook this novel in favor of Stuart’s autobiographies and poetry, but
none of his works better captured his agrarian vision. When Stuart returned from Scotland, he
learned that E.P. Dutton had been advertising a new novel that they supposedly thought he was
writing during his visit to Europe. He did not write a novel while traveling but decided that he
better do so. Stuart began writing the novel in August 1939 and completed it seventy-two days
later.
Stuart’s novel explored what literary critic Wade Hall called “man’s right relationship with
the land.”119 Stuart set the story in his native Greenup County, called Greenwood in the novel.
He called the two main characters Anse Bushman and Boliver Tussie. Bushman owned a large
tract of land and farmed his spread with the help of his wife and son, Tarvin. Anse Bushman
sought to own more land, and to make his farming operation bigger than ever. Bushman spent his
life clearing bigger fields, planting bigger crops, and planning for the next tract he would buy.
Tussie squatted on land adjacent to the Bushman farm, several hundred acres then owned by a
timber company. Stuart developed the story around the day to day farm activities of the
Bushmans, including a growing courtship between Tarvin and Tussie’s daughter Subrinea. Stuart
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contrasted Bushman to Tussie throughout the novel to illustrate two views of land use. Bushman
built a successful farming business growing tobacco, corn, and raising sheep. He provided most
all of his home goods from his land, including molasses, meat, dairy products, vegetables, grains,
and chewing tobacco, but he raised several cash crops as well. Bushman is portrayed as a man of
order, strict schedules, and high expectations. In contrast, Stuart used Tussie to describe the
squatter’s lifestyle. Tussie lived in a shack with his wife and children, lived a more
hunter/gatherer existence, one free from schedules and public responsibility. He owned no land,
nor anything else of note.
In the novel, Stuart developed the relationship between Tarvin Bushman and Subrinea Tussie
to suggest “a more balanced view of life.”120 Stuart did not suggest that either example proved
ideal, but that elements of each might come together to make a better approach to farm life. After
watching his parents, in their late 60s, work each day, only to appear hopelessly exhausted with
life, Tarvin concluded that he did not want his wife, eventually Subrinea, to work as hard as his
mother did. He found in Subrinea a girl not only capable of hard work, as she often helped
Tarvin on the Bushman farm, but more importantly to him, he found someone who enjoyed time
away from work, time to enjoy family and the leisure of a picnic, a walk, or a fresh glass of milk.
During a visit to the Tussie graveyard with Subrinea, after learning of his father’s desire to buy
the timber tract where the Tussie’s squatted, Tarvin thought to himself about the legacy of the
Tussie family, “They didn’t waste their lives away buyin’ land and more land and working like
brutes to pay for land like Pa has…They took life easier and I don’t know but it was better. They
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lived while they lived.”121 With the eventual marriage of Tarvin and Subrinea at the novel’s end,
Stuart suggested a new relationship to the land represented by the union of Bushman and Tussie:
the farmer ought not to work land exclusively to build monetary wealth; he ought to enjoy and
nurture the natural world, and work together with the family and friends on lands around him,
fostering a greater sense of place and community. Stuart’s first novel and first years as a
successful author together point to the fact that he had less interest in defending rural life against
a national move to consumerism and industry. Rather, he saw that many rural Americans,
including himself, wanted an income and level of financial stability that farming alone seldom
offered. For Stuart, agrarian values could thrive in the absence of a primarily agricultural
economic base.
In this first novel, Stuart echoed some of the same sentiments expressed by other mountain
writers of this time. Stuart’s work compares to that of James Still. Still’s 1940 River of Earth
also dealt with change in the mountains, more particularly the struggle between agrarian and
industrial civilization, the arch theme of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement that influenced both he
and Stuart. Still and Stuart knew one another quite well, and they remained friends until Stuart’s
death in 1984. Although Still was born in northern Alabama, in 1932, he moved to a log house
on a small farm in Easter Kentucky, approximately 120 miles south of Stuart’s home in Greenup
County. They were born the same year and attended Lincoln Memorial together as college
students. They both attended Vanderbilt, but Still finished a degree under the tutelage of John
Crowe Ransom, arguably the original leading voice of the Fugitive-Agrarian movement. That
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movement influenced Still’s thinking in ways most noticeable in his first novel. Still later said of
the Fugitives-Agrarians, “I’ll Take My Stand was a pioneer undertaking, a seminal work.”122
But Stuart departed from Still, and other agrarians, in one crucial sense. While Trees of
Heaven did not discuss industrialism, Still dealt with it head on. Told from the perspective of a
7-year-old boy, Still told the story of the Baldridge family, a hard-working family of six that
fought poverty and uncertainty about the family’s future. The family tried to live on a small
farm, allowing them to feed themselves from the land, while the father traveled to work each day
in the nearby coal mines to make money. The father, Brack Baldridge, did not enjoy life on the
land, but his wife, Alpha, did. She tried to make the land provide food for the family, but after
disease, drought, and insects depleted the family gardens and livestock, Brack decided to leave
the uncertainties of the farm to seek financial and housing security in the local coal company
town. Still clearly favored the sentiments of Alpha in the novel, and he suggested that farming,
even though an uncertain lifestyle, was nonetheless more stable in the long term when compared
to the market-controlled life of the coal mine. Indeed, toward the novel’s end, the coal mine that
employed Brack Baldridge closed down because national demand for coal dwindled. With no
land, and no income, the novel ends with the family more destitute and more reliant on others
than ever.
To be sure, Stuart and Still approached the subject of agrarianism from two different angles.
In his study of River of Earth, literary scholar H.R. Stoneback argues that Stuart’s work was
defined by “the sentimental deployment of the Appalachian myth,” while Still “represents in all
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of the best senses the kind of stand—as man and artist—for which the Nashville agrarians
called.” Stoneback further argued that “Still’s version of agrarianism, clearly, is not a call to
political action, not a symbolic stance from which to go forth into the world of letters and a
peripatetic academic career as it was for so many other Nashville agrarians. It is a design for
living.”123 While it is certainly true, as once Stuart scholar notes, that he and Still developed
different writing styles, Still being more formal and meticulous compared to Stuart’s desire to be
quick and prolific, both continued to think of themselves as agrarian writers, interested in similar
themes, and equally dedicated to agrarianism as a “design for living.” In fact, Still wrote in 1941,
“If Jesse Stuart had not existed I would have invented him.”124
Beyond their different approaches, Stuart and Still together reveal how ideas often attributed
to the Fugitive-Agrarian movement garnered a significant following of able writers who,
although beyond the radar of many historians, nonetheless wrote literature as expressions of the
agricultural and rural life that they were convinced continued to hold merit amidst the onslaught
of America’s growing urban and industrial society. Writers from the Kentucky mountains are of
particular interest in this regard because of the sharp historical changes in local culture and
economy that created the context of their many stories. While Stoneback is less than convincing
in his argument that “tenacious family land tenure, sense of place, community, and tradition—
were perhaps stronger in the Kentucky hills than elsewhere in the South,” he is on more firm
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ground when he suggests that “the general conditions of deracination and dehumanization as a
consequence of industrialism prevailed in the hills and minefields of eastern Kentucky.”125
By 1940, eastern Kentucky had experienced a generation-length economic decline. In the
early 1920s, for a brief span of time at the height of the bituminous coal boom, a mountain
farmer working for a coal company could earn between twenty and fifty dollars a week, and buy
more foodstuffs at the company store in a single day than he could possibly produce from his
farm in a full year.126 As historian Thomas D. Clark once wrote of Kentucky’s Appalachian
families during this era, “Farming as a way of life had failed them.”127 Moreover, with each
passing year, mountain families reduced their landholdings into increasingly small homesteads as
larger farms were subdivided to accommodate sibling inheritance. Marginal lands, often
bordering timber cut-over tracts, made it more difficult for families to make a living from the
soil. Increasingly, coal mining, once a booming industry that by 1923 employed 700,000 men
nationwide, suffered from a lack of demand as alternative fuel sources came into common use
during the depression. Progress in mining machine technology compounded the employment
problem by reducing reliance on human labor. And finally, as historian Ronald Eller noted, “The
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mountaineers had partaken of progress, but for most, the profits had somehow failed to
accrue.”128
As the general depression of Kentucky farmers continued on the eve of World War II,
meanwhile, in Greenup County, Jesse Stuart took a wife and set about making his permanent
home. Deanne Norris had been born in Greenup in 1908. She finished a bachelor’s degree from
Morehead College in 1938, while she began her courtship with Stuart. They originally planned to
marry in the spring of 1940, but Stuart proposed in October 1939 and they were married that
same month. The Stuart’s decided to restore on old barn that existed on the family farm, to make
it their home, converting it into a four-room house. The Stuarts did not install electricity or
running water for several years. They added rooms to the house and acres to the farm as Stuart’s
literary earnings grew. Other than his personal travels and a non-combative commission in
Washington DC. from 1944 to December 1945, Stuart and his wife lived in this home until his
death.129
Given the lack of source material from either Stuart or his biographers, it is difficult to figure
out exactly what crops Stuart farmed during the years surrounding his courtship and early
marriage, or how he cultivated them. It is clear, however, that while his boyhood seemed typical
of the time and place in which he lived, his early adulthood and middle age years appear less so.
Unlike many families from eastern Kentucky who remained on the land after the depression and
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war, Stuart became less reliant on local sources of income as his writing career developed.
Except for the 1956-57 school year, Stuart did not teach in local schools ever again. He taught in
other places, other countries even, but not in Greenup County. His books sales made him a
relatively wealthy man, especially by local standards. From 1946 to 1954, Stuart delivered more
than 500 lectures and speeches across the United States. During a time when the average annual
income for a household hovered around $5000, Stuart typically charged $1000 for a single
presentation.130 In light of his traveling schedule, Stuart could not have spared sufficient time to
farm the several hundred acres of land that he amassed through his earnings. In many ways
mirroring the narrative of twentieth-century American progress that he readily denounced in the
early 1930s, Stuart farmed less. Following what might well be the definitive tradition of
American agrarianism from Jefferson to his own time, Stuart did not grow away from the land,
but he certainly grew away from the plow.
By the late 1940s, with the depression and World War II behind him, and a steady source of
literary income under his belt, Stuart, then a significant landowner, began to think more
specifically about land conservation. In fact, Stuart provides one of the few available windows
into how southern agrarian authors engaged and wrestled with the conservation movement that
proved key to agricultural and environmental debates of this period.131 Even though conservation
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played only a supporting role in his many works of fiction, in a 1953 article he wrote for The
Land, Stuart outlined his land ethic in some detail. This magazine published writings from
several rural authors, including Louis Bromfield, Channing Cope, and Byron Herbert Reece,
with the intent of raising awareness about the problem of land misuse in American agriculture.
Edited by conservationist Russell Lord, The Land remained in print as a quarterly magazine from
1941 to 1954. The essays collectively reflected a shift in United States agriculture away from
Jeffersonian agrarianism to industrial farming. In the beginning, the publication, according to
one scholar, “was informed throughout by a deep nostalgia for the Jeffersonian agrarian ideal.”
After 1945, however, “The Land tried to place its faith in mechanical and chemical
improvements.”132
The Land came about as American farmers increasingly relied on new mechanical equipment
and chemical herbicides to help produce unprecedented amounts of crops needed to meet the
growing demands of the international commodity market. Within this context, landowners did
not often see conservation as a priority issue, and thus contributed to the environmental
degradation that several authors of The Land worked to counter. In his 1946 contribution to The
Land, Louis Bromfield argued that rural Americans of his time were guilty of bad agriculture,
“One reason we have high living costs and, contrarily, one reason why our farmers sometimes
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need to be subsidized and a great many of them are in bad condition a large part of the time is
that we have a very bad and wasteful agriculture.”133 The following year, Ralph Borsodi, a chief
player in the back-to-the-land movement of the 1930s, suggested that rural Americans were
faced with a choice between “two totally opposed and irreconcilable concepts of agriculture…
The first of these concepts is that of agriculture as industry and business; the second, as a way of
life.” As if pulled from a page of the 1930 Fugitive-Agrarian manifesto, Borsodi argued that this
choice between opposing types of agriculture “shapes not only rural life but, because of the
supremely important role played by country life in the whole of any culture, it shapes the whole
life of the nation.”134
For his part, Stuart’s contribution to The Land evoked the example of his father as a soil
conservationist. Stuart claimed that his father “had done everything I’ve read about soil
conservation, and more.” His father “wonders why more people didn’t use a little ‘horsesense’ to
keep all their topsoil from washing away.” Stuart told the story of how his father improved the
original 50 acres that he bought in 1921, “…half of this small boundary was considered
worthless… The only part of this farm that was not streaked with deep gullies was the timbered
hillslopes. The slopes that had been cleared and farmed were streaked with gullies deeper than a
man’s height.” Stuart’s biographer notes that his father began working as a section hand on the
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C&O Railroad to pay his new land debt. Stuart and his grandfather, Nathan Hilton, built a house
on the new farm, “They hewed oak trees for the walls, made clapboard shingles for a roof, and
later broke and smoothed large pieces of stone to make a big chimney for the double
fireplaces.”135 Stuart told how is father instructed him to save the tops and branches of the trees
they cut for house logs. His father “laid this brush down in these scars, putting the tips uphill.
‘When the water comes down the gully,’ he said, ‘all the grass, dirt and little twigs it carries will
catch in this brush. The gully will soon fill up.” The Stuarts then placed the rocks and stones not
used for the chimney in the bottom of the gulley “so they would never work to the top of the
ground and be a menace to the plow and the mowing machine.”136
Stuart wrote of his father, “His was Nature’s way. And to this day I believe he did it the right
way.” He told a story of how his father scolded him for “dragging a double shovel plow from the
tobacco field down the hill.” Stuart’s father “followed over the way I’d gone, took his foot and
pushed back the loose dirt the plow had dug up… He reunited the fresh cut across the earth’s
skin that water would have followed down the hill.” Stuart explained how his father began
contour plowing long before anyone in his family ever heard of the Department of Agriculture
recommending that farmers plow with the contour of the land. After trying to grow corn on the
hillsides unsuccessfully for three years, Stuart said his father decided to stop planting corn on the
hillsides altogether. They sowed the hills in grass. For fertilizer, Stuart said, “We lifted the
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fertility of our little creek bottoms, the flats on our hill slopes and the level hilltops by using oak
leaves, barnyard manure, and commercial fertilizer.”
The Stuarts also came up with ideas to control erosion in pastures caused by livestock traffic.
Stuart wrote, “My father said the roots of grass that formed a fine root carpet in the surface of the
earth were the greatest protection against the erosion the land could have with the one exception
of timber. But we had some ditches start along the cattle and sheep paths in our pastures.” Rather
than letting the problem grow worse, Stuart and his father cut briars and sprouts with mattock
and scythes, and “placed this brush and briars we’d cut in the pasture along these paths… Cattle
and sheep wouldn’t walk this way again. Soon these cuttings gathered wash and sediment and
the path was covered over and the land was healed.” Finally, Stuart argued, “My father worked
carefully with Nature and she healed her own wounds. Not a scar was left on his eroded fifty
acres seven years after he bought the farm. To this day, although he is seventy, he practices his
prevention of erosion.”137 Nowhere in his essay did he discuss land as capital, but as a prized
possession to be nurtured.
After suffering a major heart attack in 1954, the first of several that caused serious
deterioration of his health, Stuart spent the next few years at home on his farm, writing books
that further profiled his land ethic. He began writing a new book in 1955, published the
following year as The Year of My Rebirth. Stuart wrote the book as a journal of sorts, chronicling
his thoughts about a host of subjects over the course of a full year. Again, he harkened back to
his father’s idea of land conservation, “My father used to rant and rave about how our neighbors
treated their most valuable possession, land. He always told me that, if I made money and could
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get enough ahead, I should buy land. This is what I have done since I have been twenty-two
years old.” Stuart explained that since the early 1930s, he had amassed 758 acres “of hill and
bottom land.” He noted that while some of his neighbors criticized him for owning too much
land, he criticized them because they “butcher timber, burn land over to kill snakes, and let their
soil erode. I cannot tolerate their collective wisdom, which produces such waste and
destruction.” Stuart’s concerns were not unfounded, nor was he alone in voicing them. Historians
have shown how environmentalists of this period attacked timbering, burning, and bad farming
because of their disastrous, sometimes unintended consequences, including the destruction of old
growth forests, soil structure, and ecological diversity.138 Federal authorities noticed the
destruction as well, resulting in the United States government placing thousands of mountain
acres under Forest Service management. In 1956, Stuart parted from conservative agrarian
thought when he admitted, “I have wished a hundred times that our timbered areas were under
the supervision of the state Forest Service. Someday we’re not going to have anything left.”139
He had lost a degree of faith in his neighbors to take care of the land. Even though he thought
that man should live close to nature, his writings about the importance of land conservation used
stories of people who lived close to nature while ruining it. Indeed, Stuart’s ideas about land use
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suggested that he considered it far better for rural Americans to make a living doing something
else rather than overworking or abusing land to make money farming.
While recovering from his heart attack, a problem that from then on prevented strenuous
work, Stuart indicated a way that his idea of land use went beyond that of his father. When Stuart
spoke of his father, he described the soil conservation methods that helped his father better farm
the land. With his own acres, however, Stuart sought to recreate a natural forest. He wanted
wildlife habitat and the restoration of the land’s natural ecosystem. Stuart wrote, “When I bought
my ‘worthless’ acres, the timber had been cut and these acres were considered wasteland.” He
explained how he planted native trees, allowed volunteer seedlings to sprout, and that he let the
wild flowers and other native plants return to the clearcut acres. He wanted to “wait for the
timber to build a new topsoil.” Stuart then explained, “This is what has happened. People drive
out here from the cities to get my leaf-rot topsoil for their flowerpots. I let them have it, for there
is so much of it now.” Stuart made it clear that he “didn’t collect these acres for profit.”140 To be
sure, at the moment Stuart bought his land, including fields that had been farmed during his
father’s generation, he effectively removed traditional agriculture from those acres. Instead, he
implemented an approach to land use intended to compliment the natural ecology of his farm.
Over time, however, as his health continued to deteriorate, Stuart’s property became more of a
wildlife preserve than a working farm of any real kind. By the final decade of his life, he gave
his land, save his homesite, to the state to be operated, per his request, as a nature preserve.
While Stuart echoed Fugitive-Agrarian sentiments about the value of agrarian societies, his
understanding of conservation better resembled the more futuristic and ecological perspective of
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nineteenth-century southern agriculturalists. In 1955, while speaking of his own lands and acres,
Stuart revealed that conservation became a central aspect of his agrarianism, “Man can never
own them as securely by deed, for the land belongs to the people who love it and to the future
generations of Americans. Every man should be a conservationist. We who pass this way once
do not have the right to destroy what belongs to others yet to come.”141 Whereas the FugitiveAgrarians often used agrarianism as a way to argue for the restoration of a regional cultural
identity, Stuart emphasized the relationship between conservation and the preservation of an
agrarian society. In this way, Stuart saw what Benjamin Cohen found to be true of early republic
writers, “From lived experience, they understood that the improvement of the soil—increased
fertility and health—was synonymous with the improvement of society—a healthier, stronger,
and more virtuous culture.”142 Stuart went beyond his Fugitive-Agrarian mentors in noticing that
industrialism was not alone to blame for the decline of American agriculture: bad farming had
depleted the quality of both soil and human life.
Stuart turned to conservation after he had lived through 50 years of change in rural
Appalachia, and after absorbing all that Nashville agrarianism had to offer. The region, although
it still contained a great many small farmers in the 1950s who continued to live a relatively selfsufficient lifestyle, was far less agricultural than it had been at the turn of the century. Ronald
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Eller found that between 1900 and 1930, long before Stuart’s writing career, the move in the
mountains had already become one almost entirely from farm to city. Eller discovered that the
Appalachian urban population increased four times over during this earlier period, the rural
nonfarm population doubled, but the farm population grew by a mere five percent.143 Jack
Temple Kirby found that “the effect of the alienation (and sometimes the destruction) of land
was compounded by farmers’ growing appetite for cash, whetted first by part-time employment,
then forced by full-time specialized work that wrenched them away from farming altogether.”144
Stuart’s increased interest in conservation suggests that continued arguments about agrarian
values made little sense to him without a parallel dialogue in search of better farming practices.
As his own acres grew, Stuart encouraged others in his community to control erosion on their
lands as well. But neighbors did not always welcome Stuart’s opinions. In early 1956, Stuart
drove downtown Greenup to meet the new terminal trainmaster, Chester Powell. Stuart and
Powell sparked a casual relationship. In March of that same year, Powell wrote Stuart that he just
purchased a new Oldsmobile and wanted to visit Jesse at his farm in W-Hollow. He and Stuart
rode around the surrounding countryside. At one moment Stuart asked him to stop the car. They
had arrived at an old farmhouse and Stuart wanted to talk with the farmer sitting on the front
porch. Stuart asked the farmer, “When did you decide to give your farm to the state?” The
farmer, confused, replied that he was not giving anybody anything, and inquired as to what led
Stuart to ask the question. Stuart replied, “I see these erosion places are washing your soil down
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into the state’s ditches and they come with machines and dump trucks and haul it away to make
somebody else’s farm, to make his land richer.” The farmer then refused Stuart’s handshake and
told him to mind his own business. Powell wrote that Stuart left with a smile on his face and
seemed happier the rest of the day. Powell wrote, “I was up that way in the fall and saw that the
man had indeed sown some fescue and was getting a good start.”145
Stuart’s belief in farming as a way of life forged his attempt to persuade young people to see
the value of it, and maybe decide to become farmers themselves. In 1955, writing from his home
in Greenup County, Stuart wrote, “Agriculture can be taught, I know it can. More than that, the
beauty of growing things can be taught.” Stuart argued that America’s magazines and publishing
houses had not created an image of farm life that was powerful enough to attract young people to
it. He said of farm magazines, “The power of new machines and magic fertilizers was described
by word and picture every week. But dirt alone, the greatest mystery, always escapes
attention…The thousands of young men who leave the farms every year never to return must fail
to see the poetry in growing things, the beauty of dirt.”146 For Stuart, young men were leaving
farms because they had not been taught how to love farming, to see the land as a thing of beauty,
as something to be nurtured.
Stuart argued that rural Americans might do a better job of selling, essentially commodifying,
the intellectual and cultural benefits of farming to younger generations. He pointed out, “People
in this country believe in advertising. When a way of life isn’t highly advertised, it is soon
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rejected and forgotten. People have to be told what to like, what to buy, even what way of life to
choose. People have to be sold on their jobs.” Stuart pondered what might happen if farm
magazines “were to glamorize the soil, run ads about the beauty of growing plants.”147 This idea
of how advertising might be used to persuade people to take another look at farming was quite
different from how the Fugitive-Agrarians understood advertising twenty-five years earlier. John
Crowe Ransom and Donald Davidson, the principle authors of the introduction to I’ll Take My
Stand, wrote in 1930, “So the rise of modern advertising…is the most significant development of
our industrialism. Advertising means to persuade the consumers to want exactly what the applied
sciences are able to furnish them… It is the great effort of a false economy of life to approve
itself.”148 Unlike his Vanderbilt teachers, Stuart came to think of farming as something that could
be “sold” to people by heralding the benefits of rural life.
Stuart knew quite well the power of advertising to promote ways of life that did not involve
rurality. His career can be seen as an attempt to counter this tendency through his own style of
image marketing. The evidence about Stuart suggests that he understood agriculture in modern
American discourse as part of what T. Jackson Lears called “struggles over ways of being in the
world.” In his study about the history of modern advertising, Lears suggested that “twentiethcentury advertising iconography redefined the source of abundance from the fecund earth to the
efficient factory.” He then argued why this shift matters, “The crucial historical point is that
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differing definitions of abundance reflect deeper divisions in worldview. What seem like
ephemeral changes in visual fashion turn out, on closer inspection, to be struggles over ways of
being in the world.”149
Certainly, while Stuart continued to write from his home in Kentucky, writers had been trying
to persuade Americans to go back to the land for a number of years. Louis Bromfield, M.G.
Kains, Ralph Borsodi, Aldo Leopold, and several others, created rather sophisticated arguments
in favor of self-sufficient farming in the face of an increasingly industrialized agricultural
system. Bromfield, somewhat like Stuart, purchased 1000 acres near his hometown of Mansfield,
Ohio, with money he earned through writing. Although Stuart and other agrarians often relied on
work other than farming to purchase their own lands, they did express a genuine concern that the
future of American agriculture was headed in the wrong direction. And if Stuart’s book sales are
an indication, they garnered an audience.150
From one perspective, by the late 1950s, agrarian writers amounted to little more than voices
crying in the wind. In many ways, they represented an extreme minority opinion among rural
Americans, including a great many farmers. David Danbom noted of the new American farmer at
mid-century, “They had to be more sophisticated, better educated, more technologically literate,
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more willing to use complex business strategies, and more highly capitalized.” Danbom also
found that “agriculture was increasingly peripheral even in rural America.” While
conservationists and environmentalists gained a hearing among some farmers who “had their
own environmental concerns,” Danbom concluded that most “farmers and agribusiness
corporations damned environmentalists and health professionals as hysterics who wildly
exaggerated even the slightest risks.”151
Still, Stuart continued espousing an agrarian view that optimistically looked for a way that
might restore man’s proper relationship to the land. After his 1954 heart attack, Stuart
increasingly understood the meaning of rural life in terms of a Christian worldview. This
religious element existed prior, as evidenced in the conversion of Anse Bushman toward the end
of Trees of Heaven, but Stuart wrote blatantly of his faith in the years after his near fatal heart
attack. Now, Stuart looked to religion to pave the way for the restoration he sought. One Stuart
scholar pointed this out some years ago when trying to explain the central theme of Stuart’s
canon, “The theme is this: A man draws his strength and nourishment from the land. Its produce
feeds his body as its poetry feeds his soul. He thrives when he is close to the soil; he withers
when he forsakes it and sojourns to the city. His prime duty is to respect and care the land just as
the land provides his needs.” While the first part of this description would also describe many
agrarian authors of Stuart’s day, the final part indicates a point where Stuart differed from the
bulk of his peers, “In death his body is returned to the soil. And through his communion with the
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land he finds a mystic communion with God. Yet this view of the land stops short of pantheism.
Nature remains inanimate; God remains transcendent.”152
Stuart pondered after his heart attack, “How can any farmer ever doubt resurrection?” Stuart
found that in farming, “Here was the process of eternal life—growing, living, dying, and
rebirth.” He then wondered, “How can I possibly doubt the resurrection of Almighty God’s Son
when every spring I have seen the process of resurrection in the laws of Almighty God.” Stuart
called for his readers to consider the importance of man’s relationship to the natural world,
“There is something that is elevating in being alone with nature. Here is the peace of new
perspectives for men sick in an uncertain world.”153 In a way, Stuart resurrected the old FugitiveAgrarian argument about the importance of religious life to an agrarian society. His Vanderbilt
teachers argued in 1930, “Religion can hardly expect to flourish in an industrial society. Religion
is our submission to the general intention of a nature that is fairly inscrutable; it is the sense of
our role as creatures within it.” The Fugitive-Agrarians also believed that with an industrial
society, “We receive the illusion of having power over nature, and lose the sense of nature as
something mysterious and contingent.”154 In another sense, however, just as he came to see
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conservation as necessary to further talks of agrarianism, he now viewed religion as vital to the
agrarian critique as well.
In his work about Christian agrarianism, historian Kevin Lowe argues, “Agrarianism has
always been a prescriptive movement; it tries to affirm what ought to be the case. Christian
agrarianism prescribed a different future for the nation while embracing the idea that rural
America was facing a crisis, one that was as much moral as it was economic or technological.”155
Stuart’s agrarianism was undoubtedly prescriptive. But, as Lowe further explains, Christian
agrarians sought to create a Kingdom of God on earth, a type of religious utopia where families
live in harmony with nature and their surrounding communities. Stuart was never so naive. He
wrote on several occasions that his understanding of the Kingdom of God was that it existed in
the minds and hearts of believers. And while he certainly sympathized with those who wished
more young people would become farmers, he did not suggest that farming would create
communities of perfect harmony.
In the end, Stuart appreciated the role of science in agriculture, but this role remained
subservient to his view of farming as primarily a living form of art, and the farmer as chiefly
responsible for land stewardship. With this view, Stuart echoed sentiments voiced by American
farm-writers of the 19th century. In 1813, acting against the currents of antebellum southern
agriculture, and chastising those farmers and planters who emigrated to new lands rather than
rebuild older soils, John Taylor wrote, “It is the office of agriculture, as an art, not to impoverish,
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but to fertilize the soil, and make it more useful than in its natural state… Yet it is a fact, that
lands in their natural state, are more valuable, than those which have undergone our habit of
agriculture, of which emigrations are complete proofs.”156 Stuart’s work also mirrored the
agricultural principles represented by Adam Summer of South Carolina, who, with his brother
William, built Pomaria Nursery, one of the most important botanical and experimental farms of
the antebellum South. In an 1854 essay published in the Southern Agriculturalist, Summer wrote,
“When man was first commanded to go and dress the earth, it was a mandate which did not
imply waste, and desecration, and heedless greediness in monopolizing thousands of broad acres,
but he was ordered to cultivate, beautify and preserve that which, after it was finished, was
pronounced by the Creator—good.”157
After Stuart suffered his eighth heart attack and then a massive stroke in 1978, he decided to
grant the bulk of his lands to the state to be used as a nature preserve. Although he continued to
write until that year, his better-known works were all finished and published before 1960: he
simply rehashed familiar stories in the remaining two decades of his life. By 1978, Stuart’s lands
looked quite different from what they did when he was a young man. His lands had at one time
contained several homesteads and helped feed many farming families. But those acres were often
badly eroded when Stuart purchased them over the course of a twenty-five-year period. Well into
the 1970s, Stuart worked with the Soil Conservation Service to generate more sustainable
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pastures, restore river bottom lands, and to reforest the high ridges and slopes. As Stuart’s life
came closer to an end, his lands looked more like a wildlife refuge than the neighborhood of
farms it once had been.
Stuart used his career to craft an argument for rural life based on cultural and aesthetic values,
not economics. He knew that the survival of rural communities would center on their ability and
willingness to pursue different ways of making a living. His own acres grew as his writing career
blossomed, and he encouraged others sympathetic to rural life to find their own ways of
engaging market imperatives in order to maintain rural homes and acreages to steward and enjoy.
He was interested in the survival of rural communities and thought some version of America’s
agrarian society should continue during his own time. Stuart’s writings collectively suggest that
he, contrary to his Fugitive-Agrarian mentors, did not envision a future for rural America where
most people farm for a living. As a mountain farmer turned professional writer and educator,
Stuart understood the value of modern professional careers, and while he championed farming as
a vocation, he found value in other career choices that gave rural Americans more options to
secure financial stability. For Stuart, to enjoy farming and rural living did not mean that one had
to make a living from it. Indeed, his brand of agrarianism suggested that, in the future of rural
America, those not reliant on the land for income might be better farmers than those who
welcomed genetic diversity, chemical science, and increased mechanization in order to secure
the monetary profits that industrial agriculture demands.
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CHAPTER IV
THE STAY-AT-HOME: BYRON HERBERT REECE’S SENSE OF PLACE
The short life of North Georgia poet Byron Herbert Reece spanned those four decades that
historian Jack Temple Kirby once studied to explain a “seismic event” in the annals of American
history: the passing of the agrarian South between 1920 and 1960.158 Kirby suggested that the
South was the last region of the United States to experience the onrush of technological progress,
the arrival, in short, of American modernity. This chapter uses Reece’s story to explain how a
deeply rooted sense of place continued to hold sway in the minds of those who admired rural life
while feeling constrained by it. This chapter argues that if the rural aspect of southern identity is
to continue as a subject of inquiry for American historians, interpretations that employ religion,
memory, or political conservatism as the foundations of that identity must at least recognize the
worldview of those southerners whose rural experience did not lead to an acceptance of religious
truth or regional distinctiveness, but rather to a reality of doubt and ambivalence.
Before and during WWII, Reece, known by his friends and family as “Hub,” spent much time
working the land on the family farm that belonged to his parents. As a young man in the 1930s
and early 40s, Reece worked alongside his father on the family farm. He broke land in the spring,
tended the summer crops, and reaped the harvest in the fall. In many ways, his early life was that
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of a typical mountain farmer, and his community accepted him as such. As his writing career
blossomed in the late 40s and early 50s, however, Reece became less involved with agriculture,
more concerned with developing a career in literature, and he distanced himself from much of
the surrounding community. In the final decade of his life, Reece developed and expressed doubt
about his Christian faith, and he did so at a time when evangelical theology still shaped how
many mountain families viewed the world. Over time, Reece’s home community of Choestoe
came to see him less as a farmer and more as an anomaly.
Although southern, rural, and a man who valued farming as an honorable lifestyle, Reece’s
story challenges those interpretations of agrarianism in the South that see agrarian writers as
generally concerned with advancing an orthodox form of southern identity, one that obeyed
traditional race, class, and religious divisions characteristic of the region’s history. Eugene
Genovese and Michael O’Brien, although their interpretations of intellectual history often differed,
both presented southern agrarianism as a collection of ideas originally articulated for the twentieth
century South by the Fugitive-Agrarians during the 1930s. Other historians, such as Paul Conkin,
Paul Murphy, and Jay Langdale also present southern agrarianism as a tradition best and most
importantly explained through these Vanderbilt writers. 159 While the history of the Vanderbilt
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writers and their thought is one of no little historical significance, the historiography still tends to
presume that agrarianism in the twentieth century South existed in some degree as whatever the
Vanderbilt professors said it was. The Vanderbilt group wrote in defense of what they called the
southern agrarian tradition, an ephemeral idea at best that many of them renounced in their later
careers. A single, overarching tradition that defined the contours of life in the rural South did not
exist, yet historians presume that if it did, the Vanderbilt school shaped what it meant. In short, the
Vanderbilt movement proved prescriptive rather than descriptive, and historians have erred by
interpreting southern agrarian thinking retrospectively through the lens of the Fugitive-Agrarians.
Reece’s life and writings developed as part of an experience in the rural South just as real to
him as any expressed by the more famous literary artists of his time. His family supported the
Confederacy and fought in its armies. He worked a small farm in North Georgia for the majority
of his life. His parents raised him in the Methodist church. He lived close to the land. His
appreciation and love of the land found expression in most of his poems. Ultimately, this intense
passion for his home landscape explains why Reece remained on the farm when many others his
age chose to abandon the countryside in favor of what rural families then called “public work.”
Yet he did not channel that passion into writings that sought to define what being rural meant or
should mean. Although he did, like his Nashville counterparts, find consumerism problematic, he
did not position the South as some final holdout of Western civilization, the last best hope for
America, or the stronghold of Jeffersonian conservatism. The Vanderbilt writers came to argue
all these things, and in doing so provided historians with the often-preferred way of studying
agrarianism in the South writ large, that is, as a contribution to the political and economic history
of the modern United States. The historical significance of Reece, however, is found in the
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several ways his life as a writer in the rural South varied from the image of the region as
presented by more famous writers of his own time.
Reece was born in the fall of 1917, on a farm that the state flooded when it became part of
Vogel State Park in 1931. Reece’s parents, Juan and Emma, relocated their home about three
miles up Wolf Creek to lands that belonged to Fate Lance, Reece’s maternal grandfather. There,
except for a few brief stints teaching at various colleges, Reece lived and worked the remainder
of his life. He had one brother and three sisters, and together they helped farm the land that
provided the primary income for the family during Reece’s childhood and early adult years.
Until the 1940s, there were no laws in North Georgia governing free-range livestock. Farmers
could make hogs and cattle to feed themselves by roaming freely through the surrounding
landscape. Juan Reece made a living by raising large herds of hogs that fed on the chestnuts,
roots, and grasses of the Choestoe district where the farm was located. Reece later wrote of his
farm upbringing in a letter penned to his publisher, E.P.Dutton, “My whole temperament is the
product of an agrarian way of life. I was born and brought up in a rural area. When I was first
coming to take notice of the world, we existed in our region under conditions the rest of the
country had outgrown some years before.”160
The Reeces lived on a larger homestead than most farmers in Union County. In 1934,
Union County farms totaled nearly 1200 different homesteads. Half of those were tenant farms,
while full owners worked the rest. Farms in the surrounding area averaged 90 acres in size. In the
early 1930s, the Reece’s controlled approximately 160 acres of forested and arable land that
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followed Highway 129 between the county seat of Blairsville and Vogel State Park to the South.
Although the Reece’s sold some of their lands in the years after World War II, the family
continued farming about 30 acres of good bottomland throughout the rest of Byron Herbert
Reece’s lifetime. Not until after his death in 1958 did the family eventually sell the majority of
their lands as his siblings grew older and sought employment elsewhere.161
For much of his childhood and young adult years, Reece led a farm life characterized by hard
work and self-sufficient agriculture, a life shared by many other families of the mountain South.
His father’s herd of hogs grew tremendously, with sows often producing two liters of 4-8 piglets
each year. The family’s annual income was largely determined by how well the “mast crop” of
acorns, chestnuts, and chinquapins fell in autumn. This determined how finished off the hogs
would be at killing time. Byron and his brother Thomas Jack (T.J.) would accompany their father
to pen the hogs in the fall. They would make camp where their hogs had been feeding on the
mast. After trapping the hogs large enough to sell, usually those 5-6 years old, Juan Reece picked
the coldest day in the fall for the hog killing. The Reece men would then load the hogs on a oneton horse-drawn wagon and take them to market in Gainesville, Georgia where a single butcher
named Byron Mitchell paid cash for the meat. Juan and Emma named Byron Herbert Reece after
this important butcher. There is little indication as to the price Juan Reece got for his hogs, but it
was enough to support his family for the next year. The family continued this way of farming
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until the chestnut blight destroyed a primary source of mast and the state legislature closed the
open range in the early 1940s.162
But the Reece family did more than run herds of feral hogs. They grew several acres of corn
to help feed their domestic livestock, as well as to stock the corn-crib to grind cornmeal and
make grits through the winter. A typical crop of corn on the Reece farm consisted of about 13-15
bushels per acre, similar to contemporary standards of corn production in north Georgia. The
farm occasionally made more than that, some years upwards of 50 bushels per acre, but that was
not common. The family planted large gardens to supply vegetables for their table. They
traditionally planted on Good Friday in the spring. The Reece’s grew onions, lettuce, several
types of beans, early potatoes, a couple rows of sweet potatoes, black-eyed and field peas, as
well as collards and turnips in the late season. Emma Reece also grew a large flower garden next
to the house. The family preserved most of the vegetables by canning, drying, or building
ventilated dirt banks that housed root crops through the winter. The family also owned several
apple trees and muscadine grape vines that grew next to the fields, supplying them with a variety
of fresh fruits. The Reece farm contained several outbuildings, including a large barn, a
smokehouse for curing meat, a springhouse for keeping butter and milk cool in the summer
months, and a chicken house used for gathering eggs each morning. As gas-powered farm
equipment became more readily available to American farmers in the years after WWII, Byron
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Herbert Reece and his brother purchased a Farmall Cub tractor in the late 40s. Until that point,
the family cultivated their fields with mule-drawn planters, plows, fertilizer spreaders,
cultivators, and small disc harrows. Mechanization did not improve farm income for the Reeces,
however. The family did not rely on row crops for money, but rather their hogs. After the state
made it illegal to run open range livestock herds, the family gradually sold small bits of lands as
a source of income. But save the feral hog business, the family continued farming in much the
same way throughout Byron’s lifetime.163
The Reeces, in other words, worked hard to scrape a living from the land. Throughout almost
each year of his adult life, Byron repaired outbuildings, mended fences, and took logs to Souther
Mill, a lumber and grain milling company about five miles from the Reece farm, to be cut into
usable lumber. The growing season for Reece began as early as late winter. By February the
family planted seed boxes of tomatoes and peppers for transplanting in the spring. In March they
started early plantings of lettuce, Irish potatoes, and various greens. Byron, his brother T.J., and
their father began breaking land for spring planting at that same time. They planted the main
garden and field crops in April and continued working the stand until the main crops could be
laid by during the summer. For the Reeces, the harvest began in June as the vegetable crops
began to come off. Each year, Byron picked a variety of beans, tomatoes, cucumbers, and
peppers well before the beginning of August. While the family began the summer harvest, they
planted fall crops, often in mid-July. In the fall began the main field crop harvest, especially corn
and sorghum. The Reeces often took their corn and wheat to Souther Mill to be ground into meal
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and flour. They also took their crop of sorghum to Mr. Jewel Marion Dyer’s syrup mill to have
their cane made into sorghum molasses.
The Reece family experienced many of the changes roiling Appalachia and rural America
during the first half of the twentieth century. Absentee landowners controlled vast amounts of
acreage in North Georgia, fueling the timber industry, and employing many workers from the
mountain counties. As the timber industry’s need for these lands waned during the 1920s,
employment subsided, and workers often returned to an overcrowded landscape incapable of
supplying a living for increasingly consumeristic communities. From 1900 to 1930, the
population of most mountain counties in the South grew by more than fifty percent. According to
Jack Temple Kirby, land erosion became a problem in the mountains, not because of farmers’
ignorance, but because of necessity. As the number of farms increased, farmers plowed steep
lands that traditionally served best as cutover or pasture, “As steep places came under the plow,
leaching, washing, and serious erosion followed.”164 Moreover, by 1930, feral hogs in the
mountain South numbered less than forty percent of their 1880 population, creating even greater
strain on those families, such as the Reeces, whose livelihood relied heavily on these herds of
wild hogs. Although Reece’s literature did not serve as a reaction to these changes per se, they
did provide the agricultural context in which he worked both the plow and the pen. Reece often
expressed frustration that the farm did not produce the income he needed to live as comfortably
as he desired. He was not immune to the bite of consumerism.
While there is enough source material to understand how the Reece family lived and worked
during Byron’s childhood and young adult years, when or why Bryon Herbert Reece began
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writing is less clear. His high school teachers left records of his writing and study habits between
1931 and 1935, but Reece burned his earliest writings for unknown reasons in 1937. There is
indication that he developed a literary bent early in life, however. In a 2004 interview, Dora
Spiva, who lived three miles from the Reece farm and also served as Reece’s high school math
teacher, remembered Reece as a serious student who did not enjoy playing with other children, a
boy who kept to himself and to his books most of the time. She recalled how Reece would read
literature in her class, much to her dissatisfaction. She called him aside after class one day and
told him she did not want him reading literary books in her math class. According to Spiva,
Reece responded, “I know there are 12 inches in a foot, 3 feet in a yard, and 100 pennies in a
dollar, and I don’t need none of it.” Spiva asked Dr. James Nicholson, the school principle, to put
Reece in a different class, perhaps a good English class. That is exactly what he did.165
In 1936, Dr. Nicholson recommended Reece for admission to Young Harris College, a small
institution operated by the Methodist church, located about 25 miles from the Reece farm.
Nicholson wrote that Reece was “Cynical, truthful, dependable, determined. Has few contacts
with folks, and wants but few…Widely read. Tastes are literary and artistic. Writes usually good
poetry and short stories, but is like Thoreau about his work.” On this last point Nicholson
expounded, “Knows he has ability, but doesn’t give a straw whether you know it or not.”166 As
his career developed, however, he cared greatly what others thought. Reece attended the college
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until 1939, when he dropped out, in part to take care of his family, but also because he could not
abide the French and mathematics courses required for graduation. His eighteen hours of
coursework at the college comprised the total of his formal higher learning.
But it was at Young Harris that Reece took instruction under the man who became his mentor,
Dr. Lufkin Dance. While little biographical information is known of Professor Dance himself, it
is clear that he mentored a group of young writers at Young Harris who attended weekly
meetings of The Quill Club, a literary association for students wanting to refine and share their
creative writing. Reece joined in the fall of 1938. The writers mostly met at Dance’s “cabin over
there in the woods.” Jack Biles, one of the members, once noted his first impressions of Reece,
“There isn’t any question but that there was something special about him…We can talk about the
fact that Hub was older, had more experience, he knew Scripture, this, that and the other, which
we didn’t, but it’s that imponderable, this thing we are calling genius or gift or whatever it is.”
Professor Worth Sharp, who taught Reece history at Young Harris, and who also attended Quill
Club meetings, once made the syrupy observation that “It was Mr. Dance who gave Byron the
release he needed so that his infinitely fine mind could range at will and pour itself out in song of
sometimes ineffable sweetness.”167 While Reece attended Young Harris, he made a lasting
impression on both students and faculty alike. Most found him to be quiet, yet genius. During his
final year of study, members of the Quill Club made him president of that organization, owed in
part to the influence of Professor Dance in making Reece a more refined writer.
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Reece’s opinion of Dance is most clear in retrospect from the letters he wrote after Dance
took his own life in 1946. In fact, the most Reece revealed to others about his mentor is found in
his correspondence with old Quill Club friends after Dance’s demise. Reece also used that
occasion to discuss his opinions about taking one’s own life. Reece wrote his friend George
Broadrick after learning of Dance’s death, “We went to YH and waited until midnight till the
undertakers had prepared his body for burial. He looked utterly at peace and as if he were
sleeping.” Reece mentioned a letter he had been hearing about from others, one written from
Dance to Worth Sharp explaining a cancer diagnosis in the region of the sinus, one that would
eventually move to the brain, thus causing a slow and painful death. Reece did not believe this to
be the reason for the suicide, although, it certainly could have been. Reece concluded, “I don’t
know his reasons of course, but I respect and do not question them. I have admired him as much
as any man I have ever known, and his death at his own will has not lessened my admiration for
him.” Reece told Broadrick that every man has the right to kill himself, provided he has thought
it through. Love of family and responsibility to others, to Reece, was not strong enough a reason
to not kill oneself if one so chooses. Reece acknowledged that Dance “influenced me and I loved
him.”168
After leaving Young Harris, Reece returned to farming. In his letters from the 40s and
50s he tells stories about buying his first tractor, having to move outbuildings to accommodate a
new state highway, and in general what things he was planting, tending, or harvesting at any
given time. Although he never married, he once wrote of farming and writing as the two things
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he wedded himself to. Unlike many of the Fugitive-Agrarians, Reece knew farming and the
intense struggles it brought to him in life. In 1940 he wrote a friend from his home in Choestoe,
“I have been plowing for two weeks, there is nothing romantic about that, rather few things are
more monotonous than following a plow around and around like a fish in a bowl.” Yet in the
same letter Reece wrote, “I am firmly convinced that the world is going to the dogs, what of it
has not already arrived, and long ago I began a campaign, not to divert it from its destination, but
as much dog as the rest, stay behind and snap at the heels of those who are going faster than I
am.”169 Reece recognized unrelenting change in the greater use of machines, in the building of
more automobile highways, and in his own inability to ever make a decent living doing either of
the two things he enjoyed the most, writing and working land.
Shortly after he left the college, twenty-four-year-old Reece received his first letter from Jesse
Stuart. Stuart, already a well-respected writer from eastern Kentucky, ran across a couple ballads
Reece had submitted to Prairie Schooner. Stuart wrote to Reece, “And here’s from one writer to
another a hope and prayer that you continue as you have started with your fine sincerity, skill,
touch and feeling. You have it before you and I hope you won’t let anything turn you aside. And
I hope your people around you are proud of you and lend you their support.”170 From this first
letter to his memorial essay written after Reece’s death, Stuart continued to admire Reece as a
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man of unique talent. Stuart’s second letter to Reece further encouraged the young north Georgia
poet to write about the mountains in his own way, a piece of advice Reece took to heart, “It
seems to me that you should hold to your mountains, that you should be out of them long enough
at the time to make you feel and realize what you have at home—a region untouched—there for
your exploration.”171 Stuart saw in Reece a literary talent capable of writing about a place in a
similar way to what he himself tried to accomplish in literature about Greenup, Kentucky. At one
point Stuart wrote of Reece as quite possibly the South’s most distinctive poet.172 Once Stuart
discovered that Reece had no relationship with any major publishing company, he persuaded his
own publisher, E.P. Dutton, to print Reece’s work. In 1946, Dutton published Reece’s first
volume of poetry, Ballad of the Bones. Reece remained with this publisher for the entirety of his
writing career, owing in no little way to the influence of Jesse Stuart.
Meanwhile, from January to May of 1941, Reece wrote a local newspaper column for The
Union County Citizen, located in Blairsville. Among Reece’s initial attempts at publication, he
wrote a column titled “I’ll Take My Stand” as a commentary on cultural change in the mountains
of North Georgia. Reece wrote about mountain culture in his opening segment, “I shall report
and interpret it as I see it,” and several of his early writings for the newspaper reported on
Reece’s interpretation of tourism. Referencing the creation of Vogel State Park in 1931,
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including Vogel Lake that now covers Reece’s birthplace, Reece wrote in his column, “In the
light of recent developments it would be logical to infer that, even to the natives, the value of this
section has been translated from an aesthetic or cultural plane to a commercial one.” In the same
issue Reece later concluded, “The argument of the practical man is that since we are selling our
appearance, which, incidentally the purchaser cannot carry away, why not get what income we
can from the development of our region as a park area? The trouble is that practical men are not
at all always right.”173
While he hoped farming would provide his community with continued income, Reece did not
want the land to become a tourist attraction, primarily because he did not welcome the influence
of Georgia’s city-dwellers. By the 1940s, road development and automobile manufacturers made
it increasingly possible for Atlanta residents to make the 100-mile trip to the North Georgia
mountains for a weekend getaway. An episode from the late 1940s adequately demonstrates a
reason for Reece’s personal frustration with Atlanta tourists in particular. One summer evening,
Reece decided to take his nephew Terry walking alongside Hwy. 129 to pick blackberries. Reece
removed trash from the side of the highway as they walked, trash that he presumed Atlanta
people had left behind. Reece and Terry found a good blackberry patch, and as they began to
pick, some out of town boys drove by, rolled down the window, and called out to Reece, “Hey
Rube, what are you doing? Picking your dinner?” He cursed them profusely, then leaned down to
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his nephew and said, “Better not tell your Mama I said those things.”174 Over the next few years,
Reece occasionally referenced that story in his letters to help express his opinion of urban
tourists.
As Reece wrote against the development of Vogel State Park and Union County tourism, the
county suffered major economic change. Many local residents decided to diversify their income
by working in the lumber industry as early as the first decade of the twentieth century. Before a
brief resurgence of farming occurred in the 30s as a result of the Depression, the number of
farms in Union County declined by 18% between 1910 and 1930. And between 1940 and 1958,
the year Reece committed suicide, the number of farms in the county declined 36%. Although
one historian has said of the mountains during the first decade of the twentieth century, “The
American dream for each family to support itself on its own farm still held the horizon,” by
WWII, that dream had changed.175 The majority of farmers who elected to migrate out of the
county entirely were between 18 and 24 years of age, members of Reece’s generation.
Beginning in 1903, the Pfister and Vogel Leather Company out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
eventually acquired approximately 80,000 acres of prime forestland in the southern end of the
county. Multi-millionaires Charles F. Pfister and Fred Vogel Jr. owned and operated a leather
company started by their German-immigrant families before the Civil War. An increased
demand for leather products during the war gave the company the boost it needed to become the
United States’ leading manufacture of tanned leather by century’s end. Once lumber mills
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depleted the large hardwood forests of the Great Lakes region in the 1880s and 1890s, a number
of successful lumber companies looked to the essentially untapped forests of the mountain South
to supply their continued lumber needs. Pfister and Vogel eyed the massive oak and American
chestnut trees of North Georgia. The company needed the tannic acid from these trees to use in
their Milwaukee tanning factory. They acquired most of their land for a mere $2.00 per acre.
Although farmers in other regions of the mountains were more reluctant to sell land to lumber
companies, those of North Georgia were less rigid. The farm population had grown greater than
the land could adequately sustain, and many Union County farmers sold to Pfister and Vogel
with little hesitancy. Many rural families who continued living in the area then worked for Pfister
and Vogel in the local lumber mill, built within hearing distance of the Reece farm. In fact, the
company became one of the leading employers of the county. With growing demand for leather
during World War I, the mill continued with great success. However, the chestnut blight
seriously challenged the hardwood supply by the 1920s, and the company developed further
ways of tanning leather that did not require as much tannic acid from chestnuts and oaks, leaving
little need for their massive land holdings in Union County. Most of the North Georgia forests
owned by Pfister and Vogel were never cut. In the late 20s, the company sold most of its vast
acreage to the federal government under the 1911 Weeks Act. Those federal lands later became
part of the Chattahoochee National Forest. But the company donated the closed lumber mill site
and the surrounding 259 acres to the state. Once Georgia established its state park program in
1931, Vogel State Park became one of the first such parks in the state and the nation.176
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As the state continued to build the park in the late 30s and early 40s, complete with a CCC
constructed lake made by damming Wolf Creek, tourism development in North Georgia quite
literally surrounded Reece’s career as farmer and writer. He detested it adamantly. Reece
indicated a clear concern that “having been made conscious of the attractiveness of our region
we are now working tooth and nail to sell it to outsiders. To some, this method has the ear-marks
of prostitution.” And even though Reece eventually hoped to earn a living by selling his books
about mountain life, a fact realized only with a larger audience outside the mountains, he
nonetheless believed mountain families should “preserve what we can of a wholesome heritage.”
Reece further vented, “ ‘We are bringing the outside world in,’ some say, as if that were
something to be proud of. It always angers me a little that a proposition can be boiled down to
‘Why not?’”177 One early 40s North Georgia newspaper advertisement for Vogel State Park
presented the area as a tourist destination rich in nature’s beauty, “Today the scenic wonderland
is yours to enjoy whenever you drive across the winding highways perched above the valleys.
The Walasiyi Inn at Vogel Park and mountain hotels in many of the hill towns are waiting to
tempt you with fried chicken and fat brown biscuits.”178 Reece’s concerns in the early 1940s
about tourist occupations displacing farming, although a tad ironic given his own desire to make
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money by writing the mountains, were not unfounded. Between 1925 and 1940, the number of
annual recreational visitors to national forests in the mountain South increased from 5 to 16
million.179
In her work on the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, historian Margaret Lynn Brown
argues that the National Park Service fabricated an image of wilderness to attract visitors to lands
that had actually long since been conquered, settled, and farmed by both Cherokee and
European-descended families. In her history of the national park, Brown faults the park service
and the surrounding tourist industry for creating and selling an artificial image of the Smoky
Mountains. Brown discovered that such an image sought to overshadow the real histories of
agricultural and rural life that had very little if anything to do with a frontier and wilderness idyll
that millions of visitors came to believe existed in the mountains at the time of the park’s
founding in the 1930s. Rather than seeing twentieth century mountain families as transient
inhabitants of American wilderness, Brown argues that a sense of place was crucial for many
farmers displaced by the park service, “Without romanticizing what indeed was a very difficult
life, it is accurate to say that this sense of place resulted from great ecological knowledge borne
of use and spiritual traditions that encouraged them to imbue that use with meaning.”180
Reece’s criticism of parks and tourism in North Georgia lends support to Brown’s contentions
about the importance of a sense of place to mountain farm families. Like farmers in the Smoky
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Mountains, the heritage Reece envisioned was one of conquered wilderness and established
agricultural traditions. Reece wrote in his paper column, “Our early immediate ancestors were
men and women to match the mountains. This view of them, I think, is not the insult of looking
at them in retrospect. It is based on what they accomplished, often in the face of great odds.”
Reece spoke of “fields” and wagon “roadways” that the forests had recently reclaimed as
“monuments to the prodigious labors of our ancestors.”181 While tourism developers promoted
North Georgia as a place of “fairy-like trilliums… rolling blue hills, sparkling lakes and
waterfalls…red earth and new green leaves,” Reece wrote about it as a working farm society,
replete with life, death, hopeful planting, and often disappointing harvest seasons.
From 1941 to 1950, however, Reece’s relationship with farming became more ambivalent as
his writing career blossomed. In a comparative essay of several agrarian writers, literary scholar
Jim Clarke argues, “Reece, on the other hand, while he did often praise farm life, nevertheless
seemed to wrestle with its physical demands and aggravations, especially as they tended to eat into
the previous time and energy he tried to reserve for his writing…Nor was he, I think, a farmer by
natural inclination, but more so by fate and circumstance.” Clark’s point is a crucial one. Rather
than finding ways to make the farm a more profitable agricultural venture, Reece often viewed the
farm as a serious nuisance.
Even so, Reece continued to appreciate rural mountain folkways. Reece wrote a friend named
Harold Martin in late 1941, “I am making a collection of old ballads, the songs my forefathers
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used to sing, but the going is rather slow, since the hills are swinging into the stride of civilization
and people here have laid by a number of customs that they once cherished.” In a letter penned to
E.P. Dutton in November 1943, Reece sought to make it clear that he lived on a farm, and was
proud of it, “I still live on a farm, and only a mile from the one on which I was born.” In his 1944
poem “Choestoe,” Reece revealed a hint of regret at the ruin and neglect found on older farms,
“Sprung from the hard earth, nurtured by hard labor. We know the names that built the fallen
dwellings/Going to ruin in old dooryard orchards.” In the same poem he wrote of the modern
farmer, “He does not make his shoes, with pegs of maple/To keep the soles from giving up the
uppers/But buys them sight unseen from Sears and Roebuck. His mother may have spun and wove
and carded, His wife buys all her cloth across the counter/Or ready-made in Gainesville or
Atlanta.”182
In 1945, E.P. Dutton published Reece’s first collection of poems, Ballad of the Bones. Reece’s
first book well represents the way he married Biblical and agricultural themes to mountain
balladry, a method or philosophy of writing he continued throughout his career, and the style he
became most known for. In December of 1945, The Atlanta Journal Magazine published an essay
Reece wrote about the thinking behind his first book of poetry. “Poetry is not a thing; it is many
things. It is form and music, it is a mood, it is a state of mind, and above all it is a special way of
looking at the outward and inward world,” wrote Reece.
The book portrayed a mood of skepticism in Reece that he did not reveal in earlier known
writings. Reece may have been more able to accept the faith of his parents early in life when the
farm was still profitable, his parents in good health, and his dreams of literary fame yet blossoming
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in his mind. However, it becomes evident in his first collection of published poetry that not only
did he have a large working knowledge of Scripture, he also expressed doubt about the truthfulness
of the faith as described in those texts. One poem in Ballad of the Bones, called “Whose Eye Is On
The Sparrow,” is a reflection on Matthew 10:29-31. In this piece, first published in the campus
newspaper at Young Harris while Reece was in his early twenties, the subject matter gives what
Reece scholar Bettie Sellers called “hints at his concept of religious faith with an approach he
would follow throughout his life and writing career.”
I saw a fallen sparrow
Dead upon the grass
And mused to see how narrow
The wing that bore it was.
By what unlucky chance
The bird had come to settle
Lopsided near the fence
In sword grass and nettle

I had no means to know;
But this I minded well:
Whose eye was on the sparrow
Shifted, and it fell.183

But the poem shows more than Sellers explained. It shows a concept of religious faith that leaves
room for the possibility of an uncaring God, even no God at all.
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Reece’s growing doubts about Christianity stood in opposition to the Fugitive-Agrarian
position that religion, first, grows best in an agricultural society, and second, serves as a defining
characteristic of southern identity. John Crowe Ransom argued in 1930, “Religion can hardly
expect to flourish in an industrial society.”184 Allen Tate went even further, “A society which has
once been religious cannot, without risk of spiritual death, secularize itself.” As a recent scholar
of Tate said, “As with his metaphysical and theological critiques of the old South, so does Tate
diagnose American society’s ills as fundamentally tied to a certain forgetfulness about the religion
which gives rise to the West.”185 Richard Weaver, arguably the most influential student of the
Fugitive-Agrarians, wrote two years before Reece’s first book came out, “It seems an inescapable
inference that in the sphere of religion the Southerner has never been friendly to the spirit of
inquiry.”186 Ironically, Reece, by raising questions about the truthfulness of religion, specifically
Christianity, was no less a southerner than the man whom the Fugitive-Agrarians often referenced
and revered, Thomas Jefferson.
After Ballad of the Bones, Reece sought more time away from farm-work in order to write. His
father Juan was still in fair health in the late 40s, so the brunt of the farm work did not yet fall on
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Byron, as it would in the 50s due to both parents’ illness with tuberculosis. Reece wrote his friend
G.B. Gaskin in spring 1946, the first planting season since his first major publication, “I am still
farming and will have to keep it up until I make a lot more money than I am at present.” He told
Gaskin of how he usually got his “turning” done in the fall, “but last fall I was bustling about
because of Bones instead of staying home.” Reece feared the constant rains would not allow him
to plant his corn crop. By spring 1948, Reece grew frustrated that he had not published another
book of poetry. He wrote Gaskin, “A farm is the most despotic thing in the world at certain seasons
of the year… I am going to try and get free of the farm for a year or two. I simply must have some
time now for my work.” He did not publish another book until 1950.187
While he did long for more time away from farm-work to write, and to build his literary career,
he did not consider a move to the city as the way to solve that problem. In fact, by the end of the
1940s, Reece tuned in to the anti-urban literature of the period. He read Cities Are Abnormal, a
1946 collection of essays edited by Elmer Peterson, with great interest. Peterson, Dean of the
College of Education at the University of Iowa, said that the point of the book was to argue in
favor of more rural based lifestyles, because the “growth and evolution of cities” should be seen
as abnormal to the natural way of things, the “rural life is the inescapable norm.”188 Echoing similar
arguments made by the Fugitive-Agrarians sixteen years earlier, Peterson wrote, “This book is not
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a special pleading for a purely rural existence. Rather, it has tried to show that industry, to be
healthy, must be soil-born.” 189 The book’s contributors included Louis Bromfield, the famed
agriculturalist of Ohio’s Malabar Farm, and H.C. Nixon, Vanderbilt political science professor and
member of the Fugitive-Agrarians. Peterson’s manuscript, while it did not have immediate
influence on American urban life, had a profound impact on Wilderness Society member Howard
Zahniser. According to environmental historian Mark W.T. Harvey, Zahniser “was much taken
with Elmer T. Peterson’s edited book.” Zahniser, who eventually became the primary author of
the 1964 Wilderness Act, sympathized with Peterson’s talk of human life being intrinsically
connected and reliant on nature. He found much to admire in the book’s general goal of resisting
the idea that cities are good because of the way they conquer nature.
Others who read Peterson’s edited book were not so welcoming. Louis Wirth, Professor of
Sociology at the University of Chicago, and whose 1938 article “Urbanism As a Way of Life”
published in The American Journal of Sociology made him a respected scholar of modern America
in his own right, reviewed Peterson’s book and concluded that to blame cities for the ills of modern
society is a poor “prognosis.” Agreeing that much urban growth in the United States was ugly, the
product of pathetic design, and ecologically harmful, Wirth nonetheless pointed out, “On the other
hand, neither does rural life give evidence of the best use either of the potentialities of nature or of
culture.” Professor Wirth argued that the solution to modern urban ills “does not lie in rural selfsufficiency. Without cities we would probably not have the kind of industrial civilization upon
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which even the farmer must depend for the tilling of the soil and the marketing of his crops.”190
Wirth made some worthy criticism, but Peterson’s book, much like the Fugitive-Agrarians several
years earlier, did not influence readers to make the changes or challenges to modern life that the
writers envisioned. If influence is to be ascribed, it is to be found in the way Peterson’s remarks
had some bearing on the thought and plans of wilderness advocates like Zahniser. After WWII,
cities continued to grow, and the number of Americans working in agriculture steadily declined.
Americans increasingly sought rural experiences, not on farms, but on backpacking trips and
weekend wilderness adventures.
In Reece’s review of Peterson’s book, he found much to admire. Reece argued, “It is beginning
to be obvious even to the superficial thinker that the cities have grown to unwarranted vastness
and to exert and influence on the culture of the nation as a whole out of all proportion to their
special contribution to national culture.” He did not deny the importance of the city to national
culture, but he did think its influence too large. Reece interpreted the book’s economic
implications, and he agreed with them, “The money-wealth system based on labor which produces
consumer goods which in turn are sold to the producer for the money he made by producing them
had drained a lot of our resources to the vanishing point, and has resulted in a plethora of superficial
or even a plethora of essential goods.” The final point Reece made had to do with the idea that if
postwar Americans were in any real way convinced that decentralization of cities is desirable, it is
because the invention and use of the atomic bomb had made it so. He argued that Americans might
come to see the atomic bomb as “the strongest argument of all for the dispersal of our urban
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populations and industries.”191 But if cities had “grown to unwarranted vastness,” even to a point
where Reece called for “urban populations and industries” to disperse, it raises a question as to
where he, and anti-urban writers on the whole, thought these urbanites should then live. And to
the extent Reece thought urban Americans should disperse, he at least expressed some reservation
about their suitability as potential neighbors in his own community, as is evidence in his dislike of
Atlanta tourists to the Georgia upcountry.
Reece had two literary projects on his desk between 1948 and 1950, one a new collection of
poetry, and the other a novel he eventually published called Better A Dinner of Herbs. Dutton
published both in 1950, but Reece expressed great anguish with farming while he tried to write
those pieces. In August 1948, while trying to finish the novel manuscript, Reece wrote his longtime
South Carolina friend Pratt Dickson, “Harvest is coming up and I’ll have to take out time for that,
despite the fact that the first of September is my deadline. I am happy that deadlines are usually
pretty flexible, nevertheless I get pretty well frustrated between writing and farming. The two do
not go well together, whatever you may hear to the contrary. Both make too many demands on
your energy and time.” He wrote Dickson again in January 1950, just as he began to have thoughts
about a second novel, “I am always torn between two loyalties, one to go on making my bread on
the farm and the other to get out of my system those things I want to comment on through writing.”
Reece then expressed what had become at that time his ultimate dream, “If I could ever earn a
living through writing what I want to write I’d be free and as happy as a mortal can expect to be.
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It is possible I may be able to do that one time, but not yet.”192 It is clear that although Reece
wanted to live on his farm, he did not want the necessity of working it.
Reece’s sense of place became most noticeable when he was away from home. During the
spring of 1950, Reece received an invitation to teach a summer creative writing class at UCLA.
He wrote his friend Pratt Dickson that he welcomed the opportunity because he “had nothing
compelling to do except carry on the work of the farm.”193 The job paid well over $1,000, and
Reece saw the opportunity as a way to bolster his writing career. He wrote Dickson shortly after
he accepted the offer, “I don’t know what drove me to accept except for the fact that it seems
logical that one should grab all opportunities as they come, which is a false doctrine.” Several days
after he arrived in California later that spring, he wrote his father, homesick, “It sure would feel
good to plow a few acres now.” He wrote again a week later, “How is everything there? How are
the crops looking, Dad? How’s the garden doing? I would like to have some vegetables from the
garden at home.” Again, in a letter home, Reece wrote, “Dad, I sure would like to help you pick
some berries. It seems like only yesterday that I got so mad at the bastard that hollered Hey, Rube,
are you picking your dinner?” While away from home, thirty-three-year-old Reece felt intensely
homesick.
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In spite of his desire to return home, during his teaching period in Los Angeles, Reece toyed
with the idea of crafting a literary response to postwar suburbanization. He mentioned to his
mother in one of his letter’s home that summer that he wanted to write a novel on “Rural and
Smalltown life,” inspired by a recent Time article he read called “From the Country and the City.”
He wrote about how the article “gives the feeling I want to get across in my novel.” Time published
a number of pieces that year about the 1950 census, and this particular article dealt with the waning
influence of rural life in modern America. Reece did not often mention other peoples’ writings in
his private correspondence, but it is clear that this one captured his attention. The article began,
“Many a small U.S. Farm town… is dying.” The article told the story of several small towns around
the country, one in Iowa, another in Texas, where young people had moved to find jobs in Detroit
and other cities with wider employment opportunities. The writer asked, “The 1950 town. Where
are the people? In 1950, it seems that the US wants to live, not in a big city, but near it.” But the
final point of the piece may have been the one Reece found most revealing, “Population-wise, the
city of the future may be little more than a glorified workroom, the railroad station and parking
lot—crowded by day, empty and echoing by night. Around the hollow center, circle on concentric
circle, would lie the teeming suburbs. Beyond them, only the open farm land and the lonely lights
of farmhouses, sprouting television antennas.”194 In short, the article touched on the idea that
increasing numbers of people in 1950s America did not want to live in either the city or the country,
but somewhere in between. More importantly, in all probability it suggested to Reece that postwar
suburbia attracted Americans from both the country and the city, creating a new type of social
structure that drew influence from both country and city without actually being either one.
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Reece never wrote the literary response he hinted about to his mother. And while the
relationship between rural and urban America grew more complicated than Reece admitted, with
both city and country people relocating to the suburbs, he continued an interest in the traditional
dichotomy that writers since Jefferson (and before) saw between city and country.

Reece’s

poem Roads, published 1950, elaborates in verse his impression of cities from the perspective of
his mountain identity:
A pace or two beyond my door
Are highways racing east and west.
I hear their busy traffic roar,
Fleet tourists bound on far behests
And monstrous mastodons of freight
Passing in droves before my gate.
The roads would tow me far away
To cities whose extended pull
They have no choice but to convey;
I name them great and wonderful
And marvels of device and speed,
But all unsuited to my need.

My heart is native to the sky
Where hills that are its only wall
Stand up to judge its boundaries by;
But where from roofs of iron fall
Sheer perpendiculars of steel
On streets that bruise the country heel
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My heart’s contracted to a stone.
Therefore whatever roads repair
To cities on the plain, my own
Lead upward to the peaks; and there
I feel, pushing my ribs apart,
The wide sky entering my heart.195

The primary road in the poem is a reference to U.S. Highway 129, built through Reece’s farm in
1947. He and his family moved their barn, corncrib, and other outbuildings to make room for it.
Tourists, commercial freight trucks, and city-goers use the road to take them through and beyond
the places the poem celebrates, places of sky and hills. The poem depicts an uncomplicated
city/country contrast. Streets “bruise the country heel,” as a place “unsuited” to Reece’s need. The
poem says nothing of Reece’s actual relationship with the city, his frequent visits to writing clubs
in Atlanta (using the same road he shuns), and his general willingness to leave the farm to do
something other than plow and plant now and again. Reece’s love of the land was no less real
because of it. He had that. But the city/country dichotomy depicted in his literature suggests that
one could not appreciate the farm and the city at the same time. Reece presented to readers a heart
“contracted to a stone” when in the city, but warmed and powerful when in the mountains. Reece
understood a strong identity as a mountain farmer, but the poem does not reflect the total realities
of Reece’s own life. There was much about the city that he did not like, the steel, and the concrete.
And there was much that he took advantage of, the intellectual community, and the music halls.
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Reece’s disdain for the city stemmed in part from the way mainstream American society
stereotyped mountain people as backwards and uncultured. But more importantly, it stemmed from
a concern that readers might apply that stereotype to him. While he thought himself rather cultured
indeed, “Nevertheless that has not changed the fact that because I am a farmer I am circumscribed
by financial conditions and by the mores of an urban civilization that asks can any good thing ever
come out of the country.”196 In light of Richard Hofstadter’s famous statement from the 1950s that
“the United States was born in the country and has moved to the city,” it matters that, during that
same decade, Reece became increasingly persuaded that his attempt at becoming a more successful
writer, especially a writer of mountain themes, was going to fail. 197 As David Danbom suggests
about the history of twentieth century rural America, “The farmer had been transformed from
paragon to problem, and rural America from backbone to backwater.” 198 And although some
urbanites, such as New England missionary Olive Dame Campbell, thought of the mountain South
as quaint in its old-fashioned country living, still others viewed the region as a poverty-stricken
blight on modern American society. Either way, most Americans came to see Appalachian culture
as the ultimate twentieth-century representation of pioneer tradition, rural values, and “home-
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style” cultural traits.199 But this was an image that increasing numbers of vacationing Americans
wanted to visit, not live. By the final decade of Reece’s life, America’s “urban civilization” viewed
the mountains, not so much as a serious contributor to the country’s intellectual and social circles,
but more as a charming tourist destination, a culture on display for the entertainment of others.
Within this context, Reece’s aversion to country folk stereotypes makes better sense. So much of
the context was at his front door. He did not wish to welcome it in.
Reece’s ambivalent relationship with both farm and city beckons a larger question about what
is meant by “the city” among southern agrarian writers, and how that fell in line with broader
cultural currents in twentieth-century America. Reece, a mountain writer who believed “the city
has reached its apotheosis: it is already insane,” provides a lens through which to view a far more
complicated story about cities as a target in agrarian criticisms of modern change. In a 1950 letter
to E.V. Griffith, Reece leaned towards a belief that the growing urban nature of American culture
explained why few embraced his literature. Reece expressed to Griffith a list of grievances against
the way the New York Times interpreted his novel Better a Dinner of Herbs, a story set in the
mountain South. After explaining to Griffith how the reviewer thought the book’s author too
removed from his subject matter, Reece stated that this is ludicrous, “…I am one of them.” He
continued, “I am a farmer. I have picked up some culture not only from my own surroundings but
from those remote from me, in time as well as in distance.”
But Reece was removed from his subject matter in several important ways. By 1950, he relied
on his relationships with several friends and acquaintances from urban contexts, including his
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publisher E.P. Dutton. He received two Guggenheims during his 30s because of his connections
with “city folk.” He did not wear the typical denim and plaid of the farmer, but rather the suit and
cufflinks of the urban sophisticate. Although he could not tolerate what was becoming known as
hillbilly and country music in the 1940s and 50s because he thought “it made mountain people
look dumb,” its popularity grew vastly in the mountain South, and far more popular than his own
writings. Reece enjoyed his collection of classical artists like Mozart and Beethoven. By the late
40s, as he gained a bit of literary recognition, Byron Herbert Reece did not live the life of a
stereotypical mountain farmer. He fancied himself a sophisticated man indeed.200 The city, then,
appears to mean something more than a dichotomous dark side, the antithesis of the American
farm. Reece used the city as a standard by which to measure intellect and achievement, even of
rural communities, including his own. Reece, a farmer who prided himself on having read more
poetry than most people, for having developed an appreciation for classical music, and who also
received accolades from the New York based Poetry Society of America as “a new Southern poet,”
was no ordinary North Georgia countryman. Raymond Cook wrote in his biography of Reece,
“There were few persons in Choestoe Valley who could understand the level at which his poetic
perception struggled.” More than that, there is little indication that many persons in his native
valley ever thought it necessary to understand Reece.
Reece began to show estrangement from his local community directly after he returned from the
summer teaching stint in California, “I found no satisfactory communication with other people
here, not in late years, that is; when I was younger I had no trouble in getting on common grounds
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with someone available.”201 Conversely, his neighbors found it difficult to relate to him as well.
Reece’s nephew recalls how “mountain people didn't see much benefit or use in writing poetry.
Probably nobody disliked him [Reece] but as far as having a great deal of respect for his books or
poetry, most of them regarded writing books as not hard work. People here respected hard work.
But back when he was considered more of a farmer, people thought more of him.” But Reece’s
correspondence are replete with stories of what was happening on the farm at the time he wrote a
letter. When he planted, he told others about it. When he laid the crop by, or harvested, he wrote
about that as well. He worked rather hard. Nonetheless, others who knew Reece later testified to
the same fact, sharing a similar story that suggests Reece felt intellectually estranged from his
home community.202
This is not to suggest that Reece disliked his community, but that he came to think of his own
local country in need of change in the way it thought about traditional aspects of mountain living.
While the community may have viewed Reece as a poet who did not value hard work, he came to
question those traditional ways of farming that necessitated work that “takes up too much time and
brings in too little money. Of course, Reece liked to discuss poetry, classical music, and other
forms of “high” art, topics that mountain farmers did not dwell upon very often. But he did not
fault his neighbors for that. However, after 1950, as it became apparent that the majority of the
farm work fell on his shoulders, considering his father’s weakness due to tuberculosis, and his
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brother having moved on to work in the Detroit car plants, Reece began thinking about ways to
improve the farm. After all, his primary criticism of mountain farming came from the amount of
time it required for little monetary return. He did not begrudge the occupation itself as much as the
energies it often took away from his other, and arguably more powerful interest in writing. In a
more practical sense, Reece became especially prone to think about agricultural improvement after
the spring rains of 1951 washed away much of his prime topsoil located on the farm’s bottomland.
As responsibility for the farm fell increasingly on his shoulders, Reece gave increased attention to
environmental concerns, more than is evidenced at any previous point in his farming or writing
career.
Reece’s concern about his farm’s environmental condition brought him to appreciate the work
of a man whom Time magazine in 1949 called “The Kudzu Kid,” Channing Cope. Cope lived on
a 700-acre farm outside Covington, Georgia, where he often experimented with new crops and
publicly praised the merits of kudzu cultivation to help remedy the South’s pervasive
environmental and economic issues that resulted from soil erosion. He worked diligently as writer
for the Atlanta Constitution between 1945 and 1950 to promote his gospel of land conservation,
and in 1949, his book Front Porch Farmer sold over 80,000 copies nationwide. Each morning,
Georgians could tune in their radios to hear Cope’s popular broadcast about farming and rural
culture as he talked live from the front porch of his farmhouse. Conservationist Hugh Hammond
Bennett called Cope’s book “a thoroughly sound book on practical farming by a practical farmer,
who loves the land, gets pleasure out of tending it kindly, and writes about it feelingly.” Cope
argued in his book, “These sorry, washed-out- anemic gullied hillsides, which comprise such a
large part of the average Southern farm, can be made to live again.” Ultimately, Cope’s career
focused on helping others learn the significance of soil erosion, how to fight it through the use of
137

kudzu, and why it is possible to see solutions to erosion as the key to farming in less labor-intensive
ways.203
Reece first met Cope in 1945 while visiting the Henry Grade Hotel in Atlanta. Reece had just
published his first poetry collection and attended a party at the hotel at the invitation of then editor
of the Atlanta Constitution, Ralph McGill. Cope knew of Reece’s work, and invited him to talk on
his radio show at 9AM the next morning. Reece declined because he felt he would not do a good
job and would have been too nervous to speak. Reece did not meet Cope again until 1950, as he
began attending meetings around the state to promote his novel that Dutton published that year.
While attending a luncheon given in his honor at Rich’s department store in Atlanta, Reece met
Cope again. Once more, Cope invited Reece to speak on his radio program. This time, he accepted.
Reece spent the night at Yellow River Farm, toured the many fields, and, as Reece later wrote, “I
felt at home and in the same way I feel at home on Wolf Creek in Choestoe on my own farm.”
Cope interviewed Reece on the radio the next morning. They spoke mainly of Reece’ literature
and mountain agriculture. Once it came time for Reece to return to Union County, he concluded
of Cope, “Here is a man following a profession he loves; he has financial security within that
profession, a distinguished name, and enough outside activities to keep him from ever being bored
with life on the farm. What more could a man want?” In Channing Cope, Reece found a lifestyle
that he admittedly found attractive. Although Reece thought of Cope as “a great force for good in
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the direction of changing the pattern of agriculture,” he admired the varied, full, everyday
experience of a man who seemed to have it all: money, land, prestige, and a vibrant social life.204
If ever there was a person who Reece hinted might serve as a model for what he hoped to
accomplish in life, it was Channing Cope. Cope had land, but he also had a degree of popularity
and financial stability that Reece struggled to achieve. But for Reece, he persistently looked to his
writing career to make him more money, not the land. Although he gave some thoughts to
improving the farm’s capabilities in 1950 and early 1951, even going so far as to purchase a new
Farmall tractor, he did not give as much creative energy to the farm’s economy as he did his
writing. Land improvement became for Reece little more than a fleeting interest. He jotted down
a few notes about soil conservation as a result of his reading on that subject, but there is no record
that he or the Reece family practiced newer methods of soil science. Much of Union County
agriculture centered around truck farming in the late 1940s and 1950s, and the Georgia Mountain
Research Center helped local farmers learn how to better grow and market those truck crops that
grew well on mountain bottomland. But the Reece’s did not sell any more produce then than they
had while the hog business remained fairly supportive. Farmers in the county adapted to the
changes in hog farming by developing their truck farming business. The Reece’s did not, an
indication that the family’s interest in sustaining an agricultural livelihood had dissipated.
Regardless as to how much he admired people like Channing Cope, farming became an
increased nuisance for Reece. He wrote in the fall of 1951, “The harvest cut into my time, and
before that was over, my father had an extensive lung hemorrhage, and has been very ill ever since.
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The chores and the farm work are all mine now, together with the demands and tensions of illness
in the house.” He continued to worry about his money situation, “I have applied for a Guggenheim
Fellowship. If they don’t grant me one and thus rescue me, I am probably lost.” In the fall of 1952,
after he received the Guggenheim, Reece again expressed his frustration with farm work intruding
upon his writing, “Nothing much of interest happens here. I am harvesting corn, not writing it.”205
Be that as it may, Reece did not leave the farm during those years, but remained as devoted to it
and his family, arguably more so, than many other men of similar background during that period.
In the early 1950s, Reece was yet a younger man in his 30s. With his writing talent, he could very
well have moved away in search of a different life, but he chose not to. Exactly why he elected to
stay on the farm cannot be fully ascertained, but what can be known is that something about the
farm had enough influence over him to persuade against relocating.
A major source of his frustration grew out of his own intensifying battle with tuberculosis.
Reece began to notice he was getting weak and dizzy during the fall of 1953. At the time, he was
teaching at Young Harris and was preparing to teach at Emory in the spring as poet-in-residence,
complete with a salary of $2500. But he could not meet the Atlanta appointment at Emory. By
February 1954, Reece was admitted to Battey Hospital, the state tuberculosis sanatorium in Rome.
Doctors diagnosed Reece with an infected upper left lung and told him that he would need to stay
at the sanatorium for at least a year to promote full recovery. He did not complain of any pain,
simply weakness. Reece’s time in the hospital made him quickly depressed, especially as he
watched several patients approach death. While his family and friends, including Ralph McGill
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and former Young Harris president Dr. T.J. Lance tried to visit him, he discouraged visitation for
fear of spreading the contagion. For three months, Reece lived in a lonelier environment than at
any time previously, and his depression tendencies only deepened. After watching four or five
patients that he had gotten to know die at the hospital, he decided it was time for him to leave.
Contrary to doctor’s orders, early one morning in May, Reece woke up, long before the nurses
made their rounds, put some clothes on, and walked out of the facility and headed home. He
eventually told his doctors that he would do his best to follow their prescribed treatments, but he
admitted that he would rather die than go back to the sanatorium.206
Reece made good on promise to continue his medication, and by June 1954, x-ray images
suggested his lungs were healing. After another examination in April 1955, it was clear to his
doctors that his lungs could recover fully if he were to simply take things easy during the following
several months. But Reece did not have that luxury. Since he left the hospital, Reece’s mother had
died of tuberculosis, and he relied heavily on his sister Eva Mae’s income as a schoolteacher to
help support both he and his father. Eva Mae lost her job and had to take another that paid far less,
leaving the family with twenty-eight dollars a month to support the household. Reece continued to
write to friends about having no energy, not being able to sleep, and feeling unmotivated to write,
work the farm, or visit with anyone. Although Raymond Cook suggested that, in 1955, Reece
accidently took an overdose of sleeping pills, resulting in his stomach having to be pumped, Pastor
Jack Waldrep, a local minster who befriended Reece, remembers Reece doing this not only once,
but three times. Waldrep recalled, “On three different occasions, they called me, and we got the
doctor or got Byron to the doctor and had his stomach pumped out when he tried to take his life.”
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Waldrep suggested that after the last attempt at suicide by overdose, Reece “went a long time
without trying to take his life.”207
While Reece’s bout with tuberculosis halted some of his writing, and deepened his depression,
he came to know a few better-known southern writers who tried to encourage him. In June 1951,
Reece met South Carolina lowcountry writer Archibald Rutledge at the Georgia Writers
Conference held that year at Emory University. Rutledge, a well-respected and well-known writer,
saw in Reece the hallmarks of a literary genius. In the fall of that year, while living at his ancestral
Hampton Plantation just outside Charleston, Rutledge decided to write Reece, “Recognizing and
honoring your genius as I do, I should like to be your friend. My conviction is that very great things
are ahead of you in the future. When you come into the fullness of your just fame, I want to be
among the first to join in the turret of acclaim.” Although there are no extant letters from Reece to
Rutledge, Reece evidently sent Rutledge copies of some of his poems, to which Rutledge replied
in December of that year, “Your ballads I consider works of pure genius, without parallel in
modern poetry. They have an air of immortality…they represent the work of a rarely imaginative
and artistic mind…your psychology of the human heart, or your knowledge of it, is delicate and
profound.”208
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Somewhat less flattering, Flannery O’Conner from Milledgeville, Georgia once wrote of Reece,
“I have a friend who is very fond of him and so I hear a lot about him and his troubles, of which
he seems to be so well supplied that it’s a miracle he’s still alive.” After Reece visited O’Conner’s
Andalusia one evening, O’Conner concluded that Reece was “a very fine and a very proud man,”
and also “an anachronism, I guess, strangely cut-off anyway.”209 In 1954, while Reece was in a
Rome, Georgia hospital battling his tuberculosis, O’Conner mailed him a copy of St. Bernard’s
letters. She hoped “that perhaps he might be sent something to read that would at least set him
thinking in a wider direction.” She had little patience for the attitude of hopelessness and
depression Reece espoused when he was around her. She herself had been diagnosed with lupus
in 1952 and was not expected to live longer than four or five years. She did not begin her writing
career until after the diagnoses. O’Conner watched her father die with lupus. Reece watched his
mother die with tuberculosis. Reece killed himself at age 40. O’Conner died from lupus at age 39.
O’Conner found Reece to be an able poet, but, as a writer suffering with disease herself, she
thought him to be annoyingly melancholy.
After being diagnosed with tuberculosis, Reece probably received the most encouragement
from Jack Waldrep, a local pastor who developed a strong relationship with him during the 1950s.
In 1988, thirty years after Reece’s suicide, Waldrep shared his history with Reece in a recorded
conversation. Waldrep remembered that he first met Reece in the thirties while Reece attended
Young Harris as a student. Waldrep left the area for about twelve years to minister elsewhere.
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When he returned to Union and Townes Counties in the late forties to again minister as a pastor,
he met Reece again. The pastor decided not long after he moved back to pay Reece a visit at his
farm. Waldrep said “he was in his field gathering corn at the time with his little Cub tractor.” Reece
asked the pastor to stay awhile and, according to Waldrep, they talked for quite some time in
Reece’s “cubby hole,” a small standalone study Reece built for himself a few months before. The
pastor found that “Byron was very bitter, bitter with the whole world you might say. He felt like
everybody was down on him expect his family… but his mother was the person that had the
greatest influence in his life.” At the time, Reece’s mother, Emma, suffered fairly seriously with
tuberculosis, and Waldrep helped officiate her funeral in 1954. Waldrep had many conversations
with Emma Reece and looked to her to help him understand how to help Byron. Reece gave the
pastor a copy of Ballad of the Bones once they finished their talk at the farm that day. Supposedly,
Reece said, “I might as well just give them to you, they won’t sell. People don’t appreciate
poetry.”210
Waldrep enjoyed spending time with Reece but found that “he was very bitter toward the church
and claimed to be an atheist at the time.” Waldrep did not believe that statement, although it was
probably true. Contrary to the teachings of his own faith, Waldrep asked Reece to teach a young
adult Sunday school class at Salem Methodist Church in Choestoe, where Reece and his family
were members. When Waldrep broached the topic, Reece “got tickled and said, ‘you don’t want
an atheist teaching in your church do you?” Waldrep then picked up Ballad of the Bones and read
aloud Reece’s poem about Ezekiel 37. The pastor then told Reece “who ever wrote that surely is
not an atheist as they have a faith in life. He kindly grinned.” But faith in life hardly equates to
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faith in Christ. Ironically, Reece taught that Sunday school class for several years, and the pastor
remembered it as “the most outstanding young adult class that I had ever seen.” Although there
are no extant notes from Reece’s sermons and Sunday school lessons, or any evidence that he
wrote notes, the pastor said, “He not only expressed himself well, but he had some splendid ideas
and spoke of a deep, abiding, intelligent faith…”
Waldrep recounted stories from the many times Reece visited he and his wife at their home.
The pastor recollected, in a way likely influenced by ex post facto knowledge of Reece’s suicide,
“Sometimes he would come in time to eat the evening meal with us. Maybe he would sit there two
or three hours without saying a word. Then on eleven o’clock or midnight, I remember one night…
he would just spill out his bitterness. He just felt that he was not appreciated…” Waldrep also
remembered that Reece “was very unhappy. He would often become depressed by having to be by
himself…He felt left out…” Waldrep did what he could to help Reece achieve some notoriety. He
used his relationships with Henry Trimble, then Dean of the Candler School of Theology at Emory,
to secure Reece’s teaching position at UCLA the summer of 1950. Waldrep also convinced Dr.
Charles Clegg, president of Young Harris College, to take Reece on as a lecturer. Although
Waldrep granted that Reece did not particularly enjoy teaching and would rather have stayed on
his farm to write, “Byron seemed real happy with the set up” at Young Harris, “The students…took
on to him. He was having a great time.” Other than a brief stint teaching at Emory the spring of
1956, Reece remained as a lecturer at Young Harris until his suicide. While the pastor played no
small part in helping Reece build a larger reputation as a writer, he seriously misinterpreted Reece
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as a man of faith, and wanted to make Reece appear to be something other than the agnostic he
came to be.211
Reece did not enjoy teaching at Young Harris nearly as much as Waldrep remembered him to
be. Reece took several teaching jobs during the fifties to help pay bills, but on the whole, he grew
to detest the classroom. He taught at Young Harris mostly. At that time, Young Harris also
included a two-year academy that provided high school level classes for the local community.
Reece taught literature and writing courses to mostly mountain teenagers. While teaching a
summer session American literature class at Young Harris in 1956, Reece wrote to Elliot Graham,
publicity director at E.P. Dutton, “I have a small group of appealing little illiterates. But, God, no
wonder we have a culture geared to twelve-year old minds. The high schools these days teach
nothing… I hope John Dewey spends eternity in hell watching imps cut out paper dolls while Wm.
Kilpatrick plays ring around the rosey with assorted devils on a bed of live coals.”212 Although
the Young Harris community came to see him as a teacher, and a good one at that, Reece did not
agree. Raymond Cook suggested, “Teaching was always an interruption to his work and a
desperate remedy for financial problems.”213
Reece wanted to do little more than write, and E.P. Dutton continued to publish the work he
produced during the 1950s. In 1955, Dutton published Reece’s second and final novel, The Hawk
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and the Sun. The novel tells the story of Dandelion, a young black man who lived in the fictional
town of Tilden. After a white prostitute gives birth to a mulatto child, the white citizens of the
community forced each black man to leave the town to make sure the unidentified father of the
child would no longer be present among them. Dandelion alone remained. He was lame, could
barely walk, and stayed in Tilden because he could not travel by foot. He took jobs when and
where he could, living privately, secretly, while dipping snuff to help alleviate his fear. The novel
culminates in the capture of Dandelion after he went begging money at the home of Miss Ella, a
lunatic sex addict who screamed at the sight of Dandelion. He then left the house, frightened. A
white woman who noticed him leaving hurriedly spread a lie about Dandelion raping Miss Ella.
The white men of the community eventually captured Dandelion, tortured him, and killed him.
Some in the town, including an eccentric history professor and a frail preacher, see the violence as
wrong, but do nothing about it. The preacher hides away in his study, deciding not to interfere with
a lynch mob composed of his own deacons and Sunday school teachers. Evil is accepted as the
order of things, including racial segregation and race-based lynchings. Reece’s final work carried
a symbolism that Raymond Cook suggested “reflects the separation from truth by greed, sexual
perversion, envy and hate.”214
In response to the Savannah Morning News review of the novel as an attempt to “revive the
theme of lynching,” Reece wrote Elliot Graham, “People can be remarkably literal minded.” Reece
argued, “Nothing has changed in the situation that caused lynching in the past, and until the
situation has been changed there is always the danger of a flare of rage leading to such violation
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as I described.” Concerned that the Savannah paper did not capture the symbolism he tried to
convey, Reece pointed out, “There is, however, nothing in the book to prevent a symbolic reading.
The denial of human dignity to any group can maim, violate and emasculate.” Reece originally
proposed Tents Toward Sodom as the book’s title, but E.P. Dutton suggested that not enough
readers were sufficiently familiar with the biblical story of Lot and Abraham to make sense of it.
“If you wish to get the lay of the land it will cover,” Reece informed Pratt Dickson as he began the
manuscript in 1952, “read of Lot’s parting with Abraham on the uplands of Canaan.” Reece told
Dickson that his novel “will be a study, in fiction, of the compulsion toward evil, a theme that
fascinates me in company with most other writers.”215 Once the reviews of the book came out,
however, Reece grew disappointed that many read the novel as a case in race studies. He wrote it
to be much more. The novel was to him about man’s seemingly limitless capacity to follow evil,
often while recognizing it as such. Racism existed to him as one of many very real expressions of
man’s natural depravity.
Although Reece wrote Pratt Dickson that his novel “will probably get a hell of a lot of bad press
in the South,” Hawk and the Sun received rather good reviews from many regions in the country.
The Nashville Banner thought the novel made Reece “a serious and important writer of prose.”
The Los Angeles Times said the novel was “clothed in beauty and moves with grace, so that the
ugly and the cruel are seen clearly for precisely what they are.” The Nashville Tennessean said of
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Reece, “The work of this lonely dedicated artist is as lean and sparse as his 140-acre mountain
farm, as ruggedly vital.” The Boston Globe said of Reece, “His symbolism is sometimes confused,
yet the novel as a whole stands as a unique effort to deal with lynching not as a sociological
phenomenon, but as a fact and symbol of sadism and sin in man.” There were, however, less
convinced reviewers. The Knoxville, Tennessee News-Sentinel claimed that Reece “concentrated
on the exception rather than the rule. The book is not a realistic picture of racial prejudice in the
South. While prejudice admittedly is rife, it generally follows a less violent pattern.” The New
Yorker said that Reece “has written an effective mob scene and no more.”216 Once Reece had time
to peruse how reviewers actually interpreted his novel, he again write Dickson in April 1956, “If
I may say so, The Hawk and the Sun is a damn good book, though not primarily a race study as
most of the reviewers would have it.”217 Had the novel been produced in another time, reviewers
might have seen more of what Reece wanted readers to see, that is, an understanding of the world
as moved more by man’s natural craving to do evil than those who try to embattle it. But given the
immediate context of the Civil Rights movement, Reece’s reviewers saw the novel as a description
of racism in the South more than an explanation of humanity’s limitless capacity to follow evil.
Reece’s novel showed that he was considerably more liberal on the subject of race relations than
most of the better-known agrarian writers the South produced during his lifetime. Donald
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Davidson, for instance, was an ardent segregationist, and served as a member of the White
Citizen’s Council during the 1950s. Many of the Fugitive-Agrarians, with Robert Penn Warren
being the most notable exception, remained avidly opposed to integration throughout the middle
decades of the century. In his thinking about racism, Reece had far more in common with the
slightly later works of lower South writers Walker Percy of Mississippi and James McBride Dabbs
of South Carolina. The same year Reece’s novel came out, C. Vann Woodward suggested in The
Strange Career of Jim Crow that “It may well be that after a few generations the historians will
conclude that, compared with the contemporaneous abandonment of the one-crop system and
sharecropping, or the rapid pace of urbanization, automation, and industrialization, the crumbling
of the segregation system was of relatively minor historical significance.” 218 But that did not
become the case at all.
Most historians of the South have come to see racism as a defining theme that helps explain
historical changes in the region. Historians of the South rightly show how racism became prevalent
in the region from the colonial period forward, as it did in much of America. They rightly explain
how the defense of race-based slavery served as a major cause of the South’s road to secession,
and how emancipation brought changes to the South’s economic and social structure. For the
period of modern American history, though, Woodward’s thesis is less persuasive. He argued that
twentieth century Southerners got it wrong by thinking of segregation as a very old, time-honored
regional tradition. He considered it a more recent product of the Lost Cause era of the late
nineteenth century. Woodward did not consider, however, the extent to which segregation existed
in a meaningful way in some regard well before the end of the nineteenth century. Black education
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went from illegal to segregated, states banned interracial marriage as early as the eighteenth
century, and no white slaves existed in America at any time.
But that does not mean the “contemporaneous” growth of urban and industrial America did not
change the South as well. Reece, like Woodward, portrayed racism as an aberration from what
should be. But he viewed the way a consumer culture had grown in the United States in a similar
light. For the final few years of his life, while the Civil Rights movement began to gain strength
in Georgia and the South more generally, Reece did not discuss race relations beyond conversation
about how reviewers interpreted his second novel. He did, however, write more readily about his
interpretation of American modernity. In the summer of 1955, Reece wrote Pratt Dickson, “I am
both chagrined and disgusted with modern man. The age of anxiety (as Auden has it) indeed. This
is the age of conformity, and beyond that the age of complacency… Besides making prostitutes of
their husbands, husbands and wives both prostitute themselves to get that Oldsmobile or that TV
set with a screen a half inch larger than their neighbors.” Reece then concluded, “If that is all there
is to living, the lord deliver me at once. And I sometimes think that is all now. All that is possible
to experience.” The following year, Reece wrote again, “In America, we like a thing or we don’t,
and we usually like what everybody else does. It gives one a charley horse gendering around to
see what everybody else is liking. I guess in the coming age of automation there will be an IBM
machine to turn out tomes, bosoms, bedroom and bath, and we can all take a rest.”219 A year after
that, Reece received a second Guggenheim and purchased a new 1957 Chevrolet automobile. He
liked fine things as much if not more than his mountain neighbors. Reece may have expressed
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reservation about a general attitude of “conformity” and “complacency” that he believed a
consumer culture wrought, but there is no indication that he distanced himself in any meaningful
way from the modern conveniences of his time.
Reece displayed a sort of agrarianism based in his personal preference for rural life, and his
love of the land, but he did not portray country life as the great panacea to the problems of the
modern world. Rural families fell apart just as well as city ones did. Lying, cheating, adultery,
fornication, greed, and hatred were just as much present in the countryman as the city dweller. His
first novel Better A Dinner of Herbs, for instance, told the story of a mountain farmer who moves
to the lowlands to live in adultery with another man’s wife. From the perspective of human nature
that Reece portrayed in his writings, Jefferson was wrong: farmers are not the chosen people of
God. Original sin did, after all, begin in a garden. When John Crowe Ransom penned the FugitiveAgrarians’ statement of principles in 1930, he argued, “The theory of agrarianism is that the culture
of the soil is the best and most sensitive of vocations, and that therefore it should have the economic
preference and enlist the maximum number of workers.” Besides his early writings against
tourism, Reece did not show much concern about how others made a living, or if the southern
economy witnessed increased diversity in the form of further industrialization. He certainly did
not position farming as the best way of life. Although he never left the farm to keep a residence
anywhere else, thinking at least that the farm was the best place for him, he did not argue that
everyone or even mostly everyone else in the country or his region should want to live and work
on farms.
Given Reece’s noticeable departures from the thought of more famous agrarian writers from
the South, there remains a question as to how Reece might still be viewed as a southern writer, and
to what extent that classification even matters. Literary scholar Alan Jackson, in what remains the
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most compelling explanation of how Reece might reflect a type of southern identity, has pointed
out that Reece was not accepted by his contemporaries, instead, many influential southern literary
artists “sought writers from their constructed literary and cultural province, not from the whole of
the Southern region.” This is plausible. Reece did not move in the high intellectual circles of the
southern academy. Jackson further notes how Reece’s literature did not reflect the understanding
of antebellum history that existed among famous southern writers of his time. There is no
discussion of the Old South in his poetry, and certainly no interest in literary theory, “Reece wrote
his poetry and gave no thought to where he stood in the Southern pantheon.” Jackson concluded,
“Reece is a Southern writer, just not a stereotypical one.”220 He farmed most of his life. He lived
nowhere but the South until he taught in California the summer of 1950. His literature was not
inspired by anyplace other than the mountains of North Georgia. Reece, unlike the majority of
southern writers at mid-century, had a real experience with farm life, a southern farm life no less,
yet he saw no need to defend the South. There is no evidence that he saw it as distinctive at all.
While working as poet-in-residence at Emory in the spring of 1956, Reece’s tuberculosis
advanced. By the end of the semester, he had lost fourteen pounds and was spitting up blood. Later
that spring he wrote Pratt Dickson, “At this point it does not matter a great deal to me whether I
live or die, and the sad fact about it is that I don’t feel at all sad about it, I am merely indifferent.”
The following month he wrote Elliot Graham, “I’m tired, I’m through, I quit. I’m aware that this
fact is not going to break anybody’s heart, thank goodness, not even mine. I’m truly beat and I just
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don’t give a damn.”221 Although he was still writing, had received a second Guggenheim to write
a new book on North Georgia history, and had his fourth poetry collection published, Reece knew
none of this would make his work sell any better than his previous publications, and he freely
admitted that he did not care about it anymore.
Due to his constant weakness, and possibly a lack of concern, Reece did not work on the farm
much at all after the 1956 season. During the 1956-57 academic year, he again taught at Young
Harris. The rest of 1957 he spent in California. In January 1958 he returned to teach at Young
Harris once more. Throughout that spring, he drank heavily, and students noticed he would
sometimes come to class intoxicated. One of Reece’s students that term recalled years later, “As a
result of his illness, he seemed to become more and more depressed as the weeks wore on…
Oftentimes in the classroom he would have to excuse himself—coughing spells and so forth.”222
His respiratory problems were only compounded by his increased smoking habits.
On June 3rd, Reece visited the dining hall, noticeably inebriated. He spoke a few words to the
cook and left without eating his supper. About 10:30 later that night, concerned colleagues and a
couple of his students went to visit Reece and found him dead on the floor of his apartment, the
same apartment where his mentor, Dr. Lufkin Dance, committed suicide in 1946. Reece, they
discovered, shot himself through the chest with a pistol. Both Dance and Reece took their own life
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with a gunshot through the lungs, and in the case of Reece, diseased lungs marred by a continued
case of tuberculosis. The students who discovered his body reported that Mozart’s Piano Sonata
in D was still playing through his phonograph. In a nearby drawer, they also found a neatly stacked
collection of term papers, all from Reece’s last English class, and all graded.223
Reece did not accept the faith of his fathers, nor the segregation culture so readily accepted by
his region. He did not seek to defend the South, and he contributed to no movement in the name
of southern agrarianism. Even so, Reece expressed a great love of the land, and felt a need to share
his thoughts about the natural world he enjoyed while working a small farm in the mountains of
North Georgia.
Historians who explain how agrarian ideas developed in the twentieth-century South, that is, as
essentially a defense of antebellum values of race and class, Christendom, or a collection of ideas
more reactionary than realistic, would do well to see how agrarian thinking came to be a far more
complicated story of disparate and complex thoughts contingent on the individual experiences of
many different writers and thinkers beyond the realm of the more famous and more readily
examined literary artists. Reece, while he believed in the importance of family and home, was no
member of elite southern conservative circles that in most ways tried to define the meaning of
agrarianism for their own time, a definition all too often accepted as the most important definition
among scholars now. He continued to accept a rural life when many his age came to reject it in
favor of work elsewhere. Religion, politics, traditional divisions of race and class did not hold
much value for him, but the land did. Reece’s poetry concentrated on themes that celebrated beauty
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of the land as he understood it. Despite his frustration with farming, and his constant talk of
wanting to make more money, he did not leave the family farmstead. His writings reveal a strong
sense of place, and quite contrary to the currents of his time, he chose to stay at home.
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CHAPTER V
“WHAT-IFING HISTORY IS A WASTE OF TIME”: HARRIETTE SIMPSON ARNOW AND
THE NEW MEANING OF RURAL IDENTITY
Harriette Simpson Arnow’s life and career stands in a unique position for the historical
examination of southern agrarian thought. While her first book, Mountain Path (1936),
established her as an Appalachian writer, she spent much time during the Depression reading
several farming and homestead books that helped shape the back-to-the-land movement of this
period. Consequently, between 1939 and 1945, she, along with her husband, became back-to-thelanders and pursued a life of self-sufficient farming in the mountains of eastern Kentucky. Even
though they succeeded in producing their own food, Arnow and her husband left the farm to live
in Ann Arbor, Michigan at the end of WWII, a move that signaled a shift in her understanding of
rural life that began while working her mountain homestead. As this chapter shows, only when
she left the farm did she become an agrarian writer. Her homesteading experience fundamentally
reshaped how she understood American rural life for the remainder of her career. Arnow
questioned the idea that back-to-the-land ideology could alone solve the issues that agrarians and
other cultural critics often attributed to modern industrialism. As late as 1940, she thought a
return to the land a viable option for those seeking a simpler life. However, her struggles on the
farm during World War II undercut this earlier opinion, one she shared with back-to-the-land
advocates of the 1930s. Even though she continued to see industrial capitalism as a
dehumanizing way of structuring society, she, better than some of her persuasion, understood the
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complexity of America’s rural past, and she used this understanding as a word of caution to
back-to-the-landers and others who sought simple responses to multifaceted historical changes.
Arnow serves as a window into the widespread conflict in twentieth-century America
between what historian David Shi called “the simple life” and “modern urban industrial”
living.224 The century began with a vibrant back-to-the-land movement invigorated by an
outpouring of homesteading literature. From Bolton Hall’s Three Acres and Liberty to Philip
Hubert’s Liberty and a Living, the first decade after 1900 witnessed a growing desire among
first-generation urbanites to escape the Gilded Age model of living and return to what many
perceived to be a simple, more natural way of life. Historian Dona Brown suggests that turn of
the century Americans took note of the mass migrations from farm to city and concluded that
“the old rural values were under a new kind of attack.”225 The movement dwindled as WWI
gave way to the Jazz Age of the 1920s. And by the eve of the 1929 stock market crash,
Americans seemed more content than ever buying consumer goods on credit and working
industrial jobs to make cash. But the 1930s Depression spawned a national discourse that
questioned spending habits characteristic of the previous decade, as well as the system of
industrial capitalism that made it possible. Concern about the future of American rural life
became so pronounced that, while speaking to a Kansas City audience in 1936, Franklin
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Roosevelt spoke of farmers in a way that echoed Jefferson, “In all our plans we are guided, and
will continue to be guided by the fundamental belief that the American farmer, living on his own
land, remains our ideal of self-reliance and of spiritual balance—the source from which the
reservoirs of the nation’s strength are constantly renewed.”226
At first glance, going back to the land appeared to be the clarion call of twentieth-century
agrarian intellectuals. Scholars are quick to point out that back-to-the-land ideas were “part of
classic American agrarianism,” or a type of “romantic agrarianism.”227 But back-to-the-land
advocates and agrarians did not always cast the same vision. Dona Brown argued that basic
economic necessity and the desire for self-sufficient food production motivated back-to-thelanders of this period, not so much the “perceived need for rural roots” touted by agrarians.228
Contrarily, David Danbom suggested that the Depression-era back-to-the-land movement was
based on “romantic and sometimes fanciful visions of rural life and harsh and even apocalyptic
visions of urban life,” as expressed by decentralists groups like the Fugitive-Agrarians and
English Distributists. Arnow’s story does not fit neatly into either perspective. She attributed her
move to an abandoned east Kentucky farm to homesteading books that she read during the
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Depression, and in this way, she fell prey to back-to-the-land literature and its call for simple
living. She found that while she appreciated the beauty of the natural world encountered in the
mountains, and the people found there, she equally enjoyed the libraries, theaters, and
intellectual life found in Louisville and Cincinnati. Between WWII and the early 1960s, Arnow
moved away from the idea of subsistence farming, Arcadian visions of rural life, and opposition
to urban America. She focused more heavily on criticism of a cash-based economy. This chapter
argues that Arnow’s career reflects the degree to which the economic and cultural expectations
of modern consumerism, in steady rise after 1945, forced some agrarian intellectuals away from
the clarion call for subsistence farming to a new response based on the realization that America’s
historically agrarian culture could not be preserved in any meaningful way because of the extent
to which industrial capitalism had restructured society. Arnow admired the historical significance
of agrarian society. She did not see it as a viable alternative to a modern, diversified economy.
Upland South agrarian writers often wrestled with a market revolution that penetrated the
region around the turn of the twentieth century. While historian Charles Sellers located a
nationwide market revolution in the antebellum period, a chronology that makes sense when
studying the Northeast or the lower South, for much of the Upland South, the idea of a market
revolution makes better sense as an explanatory tool when located nearer 1900.229 The rural
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subsistence culture that Sellers saw as largely displaced by capitalism in the early nineteenth
century remained a dominating force among piedmont and Appalachian farm families through
the beginning of the twentieth century. This study follows those historians of southern
agriculture who tend to reflect Ronald Eller’s general contention that, between 1880 and 1930,
absentee landowners introduced the market forces of modern industrial capitalism in the form of
timber business, coal mines, and mill towns, resulting in rural families being “socially integrated
within the new industrial system and economically dependent on it as well.”230 Arnow’s
awareness of how different her generation had become when compared to the ones that preceded
it forced her to conclude that “our attitudes toward religion, man’s relationship with his
government and his fellow man are entirely different from those that surrounded the old south
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from which most pioneers came. Pavlov’s dog had not yet salivated, and the Reformation was
still a vital force.”231
Harriette Simpson was born 1908 in Wayne County, Kentucky. The family relocated to
Burnside, Kentucky in 1913. They moved because her father got a new job fueling a boiler at the
Chicago Veneer factory. Although the Simpsons lived on the second floor of a boarding house
for the first several weeks, Harriette’s father soon bought a 30-acre farm just outside of town. He
built a small house on the land and started planting apple and peach trees in the evenings after he
returned home from work. The family acquired a milk cow, chickens, and plowed several plots
of ground to accommodate vegetable gardens and a small cornfield. Harriette’s mother ordered
seeds from several different catalogues each spring they lived there, and the Simpsons succeeded
in fashioning a relatively self-sufficient homestead in a short amount of time. On the homestead,
Harriette Simpson had her first experience as part of a farming household.232 Years later, Arnow
would recall of those childhood days in Burnside, “I had grown up within hearing of train and
steamboat whistles, and most of the time I looked toward the world of which they spoke—
Nashville, Cincinnati, Detroit, Louisville, Chicago. That world had taken most of my people and
would I knew in time take me; it offered most.”233
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The Simpsons stayed on this farm for a brief five years before they relocated to find better
employment. Arnow’s father decided to take a new job as a tool dresser in the oil fields of Wolfe
County, Kentucky. Arnow finished high school there, and in 1924, she left to attend Berea
College. At Berea, she developed an interest in becoming a writer, and hoped her teachers might
provide encouragement in that direction. They did not. Arnow said in an interview years later, “I
put in two years at Berea College,” but she found “no one, either pupil or teacher, the least bit
interested in writing.”234 Arnow left Berea in 1926 with a teacher’s certificate. Forced to quit
college because of poverty, Arnow, then eighteen years old, took a job as a schoolteacher in
Pulaski County, located in the mountains of eastern Kentucky. From her time as a young teacher
through the end of her career, most of her fiction, and much of her non-fiction, centered on the
history and people of southern Appalachia.
Most of what can be known about Arnow’s young adult years must be derived from what she
wrote about it later in life. In 1963, she wrote her impressions of Pulaski County of the late
1920s. Arnow recalled, “When I went out to teach in 1926 there were hundreds of roadless creek
valleys all through the Southern Appalachians, and almost no roads at all in Eastern Kentucky.
The Depression had not come, and the Cumberland National Forest and WPA, building roads
and schoolhouses, were still ahead.” After explaining the lack of electricity and modern
conveniences, Arnow made a larger point that supports Ronald Eller’s interpretation of this
period, “Life in the hills was on the whole worse than it had been in decades. The big timber was
gone, the oil, and the soil washed from the hillsides and ridge tops; game was scarce.” She
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recalled how the soil appeared worn out, and how the mountains had to support a great many
people, because the “Great Migration had not yet begun.”235 Overall, Arnow’s impressions were
historically accurate. In eastern Kentucky during the late 1920s, the coal boom was largely over,
the timber industry had basically denuded the mountainsides, and people who used to work for
the timber and coal companies returned to depleted soils and badly eroded fields.236
While Arnow noticed the dire economics of rural life in the mountains, what she called a
“poverty of environment,” she also saw much that remained good about such a life. As she
recalled her time in Pulaski County, she brought attention to this balance, “There were around
these log houses many pleasant things including much that was beautiful; for those who like
open fires, hounds, children, human talk and song instead of TV and radio, the wisdom of the old
who had seen all of life from birth to death…there was a richness of human life and dignity
seldom found in the United States today.” Hinting at an idea that later proved central to her
agrarian thought, she believed the old mountain culture had “more completely vanished than
ancient Greece and Rome. Different from Pompeii under the ashes, it cannot be excavated and
re-created.” Continuing her reference to antiquity, Arnow wrote, “Pine and sassafras roots
destroy, instead of preserve, as do ashes; and anyway, who can excavate a fiddle tune, the
coolness of a cave now choked with the water of Lake Cumberland, or the creaking and sighing
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of an old log house?”237 In writing about the mountain society that she knew in the 1920s, she
did not submit that anyone could, or even should, attempt to recreate that world. She wanted to
create better understanding of a time and place that she knew could not be restored in any
meaningful way.
Arnow recalled that, during the late 1920s, coincidentally, the time when the FugitiveAgrarians began to fashion arguments in favor of the South and the agrarian tradition, no
homogenous society existed in the mountain South. Arnow argued that “no hill community is or
ever was a homogenous unit of society.” She explained how those families who owned enough
land to grow enough corn to feed livestock, to grow large gardens, to supply fresh grass to sheep
and cattle, lived “with a fair degree of comfort.” She wrote that it was with these more
prosperous families that she often boarded while teaching school in Pulaski County. “The very
poor we seldom saw,” she wrote, “Their children did not come to school.” Arnow suggested that
even though cash money did not often exist among the small farmers, they did succeed in
maintaining a largely self-sufficient lifestyle. Although they seldom had shoes on their feet, they
always had food in their stomachs, she argued. Nonetheless, as she recalled those years, she
described how mountain families lived on the land in quite different ways. The agricultural
experience of some was far better, more prosperous and stable, than others.238
Arnow admired, even envied, the self-sufficiency that small farmers enjoyed. But she knew
that most families needed money that they could not easily earn in the mountains. Arnow wrote,
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“Even a farmer with corn to fatten hogs still had to drive them many rocky miles to market, the
animals losing pounds along the way.” She compared Pulaski County farmers to her own
childhood community at Burnside, “All the sources of petty cash open to families such as my
own around Burnside—the sale of eggs and poultry, dairy products, vegetables, the shipping of
cream—were not to be found in the roadless, marketless hill community.” Arnow remained
convinced throughout her career that a growing desire for cash became “the one great need” that
destroyed the rural world that she came to love while teaching in the mountains as a young
woman. She recalled how she later met some of the mountain families from Pulaski County who
eventually moved to Louisville and Cincinnati, “Some were the sons and daughters of the little
farmers in the hills; with no land to farm they had turned to industry during the booming
twenties, and stayed on through the depression chiefly because back home there was nothing for
them.” Although she did not think ill of these families for having to move to make a better living,
as she often did that herself after she left Pulaski County, still, Arnow believed the new
technological age “had destroyed a system of life.”239 Even so, according to Arnow scholar
Sandra Ballard, “Harriette Simpson knew very well that she could preserve this place and time
with words.”240
Arnow left Pulaski County after one year of teaching. She left, in part, because, while she
earned $65 per month, nearly half of it went to pay for her boarding and living expenses. With no
home or husband of her own, she elected to pursue a college degree. For a season, she moved
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back to Burnside and worked as an elementary school principal. She later recalled, “After
teaching awhile, I decided finally that if I wanted to get a degree, I should do it now.” In the fall
of 1928, she moved to western Kentucky to attend the University of Louisville. There, members
of the writing club she joined noticed that her poems and stories told about the mountain people
of eastern Kentucky. In her writing, she began to steadily identify herself with the culture of the
mountain South. And finally, she finished her Bachelor of Science degree in February 1931. 241
Arnow moved back to Pulaski County once she graduated, but she did not stay for long. In
fact, for the next several years, she moved about rather frequently. Due to her father’s recent
death, she took a job teaching in the county’s new high school to help support her family. In
1933, after teaching there for two years, Arnow took a new job as a social studies teacher in a
junior high school back in Louisville. She later said of that decision, “I thought how great it
would be to be back in Louisville with a great library, theater, and some of the friends I’d made
at the University of Louisville.”242 But after four months of teaching, doctors diagnosed her with
anemia. She decided not to return to the school after her diagnoses, largely because she detested
the students, as she later admitted. Rather, she moved to Petoskey, Michigan and worked as a
waitress during the summer of 1934. In the fall of that same year, she moved from there to live in
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Cincinnati, Ohio, where she began what she called the “five year plan.” Within five years,
Arnow wanted to support herself as a full-time writer.243
Abiding by her five year plan, Arnow gained publication for the first time during the mid1930s. Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren, editors of the Southern Review, published
Arnow’s essay “Washerwoman’s Day,” earning her the first check she ever received for her
literature, in the amount of $25. From that point she began writing her first novel, which she
eventually named Mountain Path, a story about Louisa Sheridan, a young school teacher who
worked in a rural mountain community, much like Arnow did in Pulaski County. Covici-Friede
published this novel in August 1936.244 Arnow scholars tend to note how her own ambivalence
about mountain life is reflected in the novel’s story. One literary scholar concluded, “No one
reading Mountain Path will fail to see that there are limitations to such a life, but there is also a
dignity that, in the end, may have been what kept drawing Arnow back to those rows and rows of
hills to the east, to that world of fiddle tunes, cool caves, and creaking log houses.”245 Certainly,
after leaving Pulaski County, her admiration for the mountain culture only deepened, and it is
there where she later attempted to farm.
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After working a few jobs as a waitress, Arnow started working for the Federal Writers
Project, where she met her husband, Harold Arnow. She became involved with researching and
writing the history of Cincinnati, a job that introduced her to important research skills that she
employed in many of her better known, later works. As a native of Chicago who descended from
recent Jewish immigrants from Europe, Harold came from a different culture than his soon to be
wife. One scholar wrote, “Their backgrounds could not have been more dissimilar…”246
Nonetheless, the couple married in March 1939. One scholar found that the Arnows “were
already planning to become subsistence farmers and writers in Kentucky.” Harriette contacted
her mother to see if any farmland might be available for sale in Pulaski County. Her mother
responded with news of a 150-acre parcel, known as the “old Cassada place,” in the Keno
community that recently came up for sale. In June 1939, once they had a chance to see the place,
the Arnow’s purchased the farm and soon after moved to eastern Kentucky, already expecting
their first child.247
Most of what is known about the Arnows’ decision to farm comes from Harriette’s reflections
in later years. In a 1970 article published in The Nation, Arnow told of her farming experience,
“We were fools of course, but the abandoned 160-acre farm on Little Indian Creek of the Big
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South Fork of the Cumberland in Kentucky seemed perfect for a couple who wanted to get away
from the city world of 1939.” Arnow admitted that their plan was to “live simply, farming only
enough to grow our food. This would leave plenty of time to do what we wanted to do; for me,
that meant writing.” She explained that it had been twenty years since the last family lived on the
farm; the end of World War I. Since then, local timber cutting had contributed to soil erosion.
And good bottomlands once used for row cropping had grown up in pines since surrounding
acreage became part of the Cumberland National Forest. Arnow wrote, “Ours seemed to be a
place from which all things had been taken—timber, earth, and at last people.” Ultimately,
Arnow attributed their failure to stay on the land to her and Harold’s inability to master the land
and harness its resources. She continued in her 1970 article, “The valley people, both women and
men, were masters of their environment; we were not. We could grow our own food but, slow
workers that we were, had little time for anything else, and little money for the hiring of help.” 248
Arnow again commented on this period of her life in a 1976 interview with Appalachian
scholar Mimi Conway, “Harold and I married, and we were both fired with this stupid idea.
There were a good many books written about getting away from it all. I remember one called
The Egg and I and another one called We Took to the Woods.” Arnow admitted that she and her
husband “thought it would be a great thing to do subsistence farming and write.” They had
developed a dream, and they sought to see it through, “So we bought an abandoned farm—it was
owned by a bank—about a hundred fifty or sixty acres, a most beautiful place with an old, old
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log house in it, well made. It was on Little Indian Creek, up Big South Fork, of Cumberland
River.”249 Arnow found back-to-the-land writings of this period quite persuasive.
In a 1967 letter to Garnet Walker, an old eastern Kentucky acquaintance, she revealed that
Maurice G. Kains book Five Acres and Independence heavily influenced her and her husband in
the late 1930s.250 Originally published in 1935, Kains’ work served as one of many Depression
era back-to-the-land books that argued in favor of moving to the country and living and working
on a farm. Dona Brown suggests that Kains and other back-to-the-land authors “reflected a
perception, common to many Americans, that the system was truly broken— that the country had
gone too far down the path of industrialism, urbanism, and specialization and that a sharp and
permanent change was inevitable.”251 Kains wrote that the purpose of his book was “to be a
‘road map’ that traces some of the best routes along which you and your family to happy,
prosperous, and interesting lives.” His introduction suggested, “People who think they would
like to have a little farm naturally fall into two groups; those who are sure to fail and those likely
to succeed.” Recognizing that most Americans in the 1930s who thought they wanted to farm
often went to the country with lofty and romanticized images, Kains asked his readers some
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questions, “You may already know the country in summer, perhaps in spring or autumn—maybe
during all the ‘growing season’—but do you know what it is to spend the winter in the country?”
Expounding the point, Kains continued, “Can you and your family stand the isolation usually
characteristic of farm life? Do you know from experience the meaning of hard manual work
from dawn to dark—and then by lantern-light?”252 He also provided practical advice about how
that might be successfully accomplished. Kains wrote about how to properly select farm acreage,
grow vegetables for the home, differentiate soil types, prune fruit trees, and market produce.
Kains argued in his first chapter “City vs. Country Life” that a back-to-the-land movement
does not usually become attractive until wages in the city begins to fall. He wrote, “So long as
the income continues the employee is prone to quell what desires he may have for rural life and
to tolerate the disadvantages or urban surroundings rather than to drop a certainty for an
uncertainty.” Kains tapped into a major reason why urban Americans sought farm life during the
depression years of the 1930s. But he also thought that some were deciding to move to the
country for deeper reasons. The city dweller occasionally sees that he is “ekeing out a narrowing,
uneducative, imitative, more or less selfish and purposeless existence.” He asked his reader a
larger question, “Which, think you, is the better citizen, the man who pays rent for a hall
room…or the one who owns a self-supporting rural home and therein rears a family of sons and
daughters by the labors of his head and his hands and their assistance?”253 Back-to-the-land
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books persuaded Arnow, and many others, that a return to the land was at least part of the answer
to a sense of uncertainty and loss of autonomy that plagued much of the country during the
1930s.
To be sure, the Arnows provide a unique example of a family significantly influenced by an
interwar back-to-the-land movement fueled in part by writers whom historian Allan Carlson has
called the “New Agrarians.” Carlson differentiated American agrarian writers after 1900 from
those of the nineteenth century who were more directly influenced by Jeffersonian
republicanism. Carlson suggested that agrarian writers such as Liberty Hyde Bailey, Ralph
Borsodi, and the Fugitive-Agrarians constituted a movement that “sought to preserve the family
unit as the foundation of society.” Carlson argues that these agrarian writers “worked to
encourage and protect the high fertility of rural Americans and the place of the countryside as the
nursery of the nation.” He further suggested, “And they stressed the vital importance of the
working home on the farm as the primary social integrator.”254 Although Arnow freely admitted
years later that moving to the abandoned farm on the eve of World War II was a “silly idea,” the
fact remains that she was influenced by other writers of farming and farm techniques to “get
away from it all.” But her move to agrarianism did not make her a writer in the tradition of the
“New Agrarians.” By the end of the 1940s, as she came to publish books with stronger agrarian
undertones, she did so as a way of explaining what had been lost, not how to regain it. She knew
that back-to-the-land attempts to salvage or restore lost farm communities often proved
extremely difficult.
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Fueled in part by literature intended to satisfy the discontent among urban audiences, the
back-to-the-land movement remained largely out of touch with the real problems that troubled
rural families during the Depression. Historian David Danbom suggests that writers in sympathy
with a back-to-the-land movement, including the Fugitive-Agrarians, used the Depression as a
way to argue that “the country had become overindustrialized and overurbanized, and that people
should be scattered about in decentralized communities where they could combine subsistence
farming with light manufacturing.” According to Danbom, such intellectuals simply talked to
one another, “Such discussions had no noticeable impact on farmers.” Farmers during the
Depression “did not ‘live at home’ because they wanted to, however charming that might have
seemed to observers, but because they had to.” Danbom also reveals that 40 percent of American
farms were under mortgage at the beginning of the Depression, and vast amounts of farm
families lost their lands because they could not make the loan payment.255 The Cassada farm that
the Arnows purchased, for a mere $493, came up for sale precisely because the previous owners
could no longer make such a payment.256
Arnow’s farm journal provides the most detailed account of her early marriage and farm life
at Keno. From the journal, one learns that the Arnows did not have electricity, and made every
attempt to farm as their neighbors did. Harold bought a milk cow in August 1939, and Harriette
expressed great concern over the prospect of having to milk her, “I dread tomorrow, Harold will
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then begin the business of milking her; he has never milked, and to me she looks like a brute
with a mind of her own.” The same day, she sold two pigs, “I made arrangements with the
woman who cleaned to buy two pigs sight unseen; one for $2 the other for $1.50. It seems to me
that anything able to eat slop and grunt ought to be worth that much.”257 All in all, the Arnows
made an attempt to take their new experiences in stride. They learned much about farming in a
fairly short amount of time. As Arnow later recollected, “We cooked and heated with coal, used
kerosene lights, and water from a hard-water spring. I gardened, canned, jellied, preserved,
pickled, churned, grew chickens, etc. etc., and through it all struggled against soot and coal
dust.”258 Indeed, her farm journal chronicled such happenings. To a great extent, the Arnows led
a typical farm life characterized by typical farm work.
In early September 1939, after living on the place for a few short weeks, Arnow described the
condition of the farm and penned in her journal some impressions of the surrounding
environment. She wrote, “After breakfast Harold and I climbed a distance up the hill pasture and
looked over the land and what we could see of the farm. The soil there seems fertile, lain down
in benches rather than in one straight sweep of hillside, so that after all these years of neglect
erosion is not as bad as it might be.” She and Harold “found old gullies, half as deep as the
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house, but filled now with young life and well padded with varieties of wild grass and clover.”
Arnow remarked about the community, “The waste in this community of poverty stricken people
supported almost entirely by the W.P.A. seems hideous and unholy. The tenant’s wife burns
boards for fuel, and by the neglected garden above our dwelling are great piles of inch thick and
two foot wide oak and poplar boards rotting in the weather.” She further described how the
farm’s orchard of apple and pear trees fell into disrepair, with no pruning or care having been
taken in quite some time. She told of the cornfields full of weeds, and incapable of realizing a
large harvest. The springs were grown over with weeds as well, and the gardens surrounding the
farm house were full of “weed choked rose bush, and in one corner of the yard is a half dead
grape vine growing crazily on a rotting crooked board.”259 Most of the remaining journal entries
describe the Arnows’ daily attempts to restore the farm and to produce their own food from the
land. Harriette detailed how they killed hogs, raised their chickens, grew their vegetables, and
how they decorated their house.
By January 1940, Arnow indicated frustration. Arnow wrote one evening in late January,
“Harold and I are now taking more interest in the outside world… and there are so many other
occupations to which we would like to give these hours.” She wanted more time to write, “Our
life here makes both of us realize, sometimes in a wrenching, thudding fashion that life is
horribly short; time will stretch only so far; that we may live and die and never do half the things
we want to do.”260 Her frustration was only compounded by the recent stillborn death of her first
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child. She and Harold spent several weeks researching childbirth and did not plan to use a doctor
to deliver the child. They thought they could handle things themselves. But they did not fully
comprehend the problems that often came with childbirth.261 Arnow began to think that she and
Harold had underestimated the energy and time required to make self-reliance work. Their dream
of becoming self-sufficient farmer-writers began to fade after only a few short months on their
Keno homestead.
Although the Arnows had planned to earn money through writing while living on the farm,
they seldom had time to write. By summer 1940, they depleted their savings and Harriette took a
job as teacher of a local one-room schoolhouse, thus reducing her writing time even more. Worse
still, teaching took time away from necessary farm work. Harriette wrote in July 1940, after her
first week of class, “A day every teacher loves; Friday with Freedom for the next two whole
days.” The next Monday she wrote, “Teaching is a sore burden; once I am there I like the work
well enough but I do hate to be away from home; I could can a thousand quarts of stuff and still
have a great deal left.” On August 14 she wrote, “My struggle with time is by no means over
when I dismiss school and hurry home to a kitchen full of dishes, a supper to get and a thousand
things I would like to do outside before dark.”262
Life continued on the farm as usual for the Arnows until Harold received his induction notice
in 1944. Harold moved to Detroit, Michigan late that year to find work. The following January,
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Harriette and her four-year old daughter moved to Detroit to live with Harold in the local
wartime housing. Although WWII ended just weeks later, Harold and Harriette lived in
Michigan for the rest of their lives. Later, in 1970, Arnow recalled of her farming years, “Though
I despised the life, I loved the place and the people.” Certainly, by the end of WWII, Arnow
concluded that she was no farmer, and that writing was more important to her than maintaining a
self-sufficient farm. Her once-great desire to get away from it all became a thing of the past, and
something she never again attempted to achieve.263
In her later career, Arnow admitted that she welcomed the move from farm to city. She told
an interviewer, “I always seemed to be able to write better in a city. I think a home in the country
means more work and more distractions.” When asked about how alienation and rootedness
worked in her literature, and how she dealt with the fact that she and her family moved from
their home in Kentucky, a fact that appears contrary to her own published opinions, Arnow
responded, “I think I felt more alienated in my childhood home after I started writing and no one
was interested in my writing. I thought it a waste of time that I should teach. I had the same
feeling at Berea College, though the students I met were much the same as I.” She further
argued, “And I don't think alienation necessarily arises from a physical change of the home.” The
interviewer pushed the question about alienation even further, and Arnow responded, “I
sometimes feel alienated from the world. But you must remember that I got away from
Kentucky, my home, as soon as possible. And I don't know; I do at times miss the hills. If it's too
much, I just drive back and take a look at them. But I had no desire to live there.” Arnow
concluded the interview with a telling statement, “I think the experience I and Harold had of
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doing subsistence farming and trying to write cured me of any desire ever [to farm]. I didn't want
to move to the country again.”264 In the bigger picture, Arnow challenged the degree to which
agrarianism, as a point of view critical of industrialism, was able to provide a viable, land-based
alternative to the increasing urban and consumer culture standards of twentieth century America.
Life on the farm did not provide the time to write that Arnow expected when she moved to
her homestead, but she found time once she returned to an urban community. After she moved to
Detroit, Arnow finished her second novel, a story she had in mind while living on the farm in
eastern Kentucky. Arnow wanted to write a second novel because, as she told literary scholar
Nancy Carol Joyner in a 1986 interview, she “wanted to write a book about a man with an
obsession for the unattainable.”265 Set in the mountains of Kentucky, Hunter’s Horn tells the
story of a poverty-stricken farm family and their daily challenges to make a living from the land.
While the central plot follows the family patriarch over several months as he tries to hunt and kill
a famed red fox, Arnow used the novel to describe for her readers mountain farm life in great
detail. She weaved stories about molasses making, quilting bees, corn shuckings, and vegetable
canning through the development of the main plot. The novel received stellar reviews. It stayed
on the New York Times’ best seller list for over a month, the Saturday Review called it the best
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novel of the year, the New York Times Book Review listed it as one of the top ten books of 1949,
and the Library Journal nominated it for a Pulitzer. Victor Hass of the Saturday Review wrote,
“…this is the strongest contender I have seen for the Pulitzer Prize in fiction. In these pages
Harriette Arnow has brought to glowing life a people, a way of life, and a culture. Neither
William Faulkner nor Jesse Stuart, I think, has done better for the people of the South…”266
Although her novels continued to portray changing rural life in the mountain South, after
1949, Arnow witnessed more direct agricultural change in Ann Arbor, Michigan than she ever
did in Pulaski County, Kentucky. Trailing the financial success of her second novel, Harold
convinced Harriette that they should again buy a place in the country, this time in Ann Arbor,
located about 40 miles west of Detroit. By this time, Harold started working a job as a journalist
and newspapermen in downtown Detroit. The Arnows seemed to be doing fairly well financially,
so they purchased a small 40-acre farm near Ann Arbor, and took out a mortgage to make
improvements to the place. Arnow best described their new community in a 1968 lecture entitled
“Some Musings on the Nature of History,” delivered that year to the Annual Meeting of the
Historical Society of Michigan. The president of the society later said of Arnow’s lecture, “A
novelist of note, she brought a delightfully different perception to the acute problem of the
encroachment of the urban sprawl upon the virgin land.”267
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In her 1968 lecture, Arnow described how Michigan rural life changed since she and Harold
moved to their Ann Arbor homestead. She told her audience, “Surrounding us were the farm
communities, real worlds built through the generations by people for people. Inhabited chiefly by
prosperous, up-to-date farmers, they seemed secure, as stable as the big granite boulders along
our back fence.” She told how, as the 1950s continued on, “There was a great change in the
seemingly unchangeable world of Ann Arbor and the surrounding farm lands.” She used several
examples to demonstrate what she meant. First, she spoke of the “strains on the water level
caused by nearby industrial use, along with city drains, now less than a quarter mile away, had
more or less dried up most of the ponds.” She explained how the wildlife that she encountered in
1949 gradually left the area because of intense industrial development stemming from Detroit.
She explained how “the landowners, and all around us where long-time farmers, some heirs,
could no longer afford to rent for pasture; with taxes running at twenty dollars per acre per year,
they had to get all they could from the land.” She noticed that the old farmers stopped using
horses to work land and began renting fields to farmers with new, mechanized equipment.
Arnow expressed disdain at the use of herbicides, introduced to her community in the late 1950s,
“Herbicides were cheaper and more efficient that cultivation; like those on the road sides, their
chemicals left the tougher, coarser plants, but the variety was gone.”268
From the standpoint of her Michigan home, Arnow became more critical of American
modernity than she ever did while living in eastern Kentucky. She explained how, in viewing the
change in Ann Arbor, she “knew the township was growing smaller, the city larger, more choked
with traffic, trees cut as streets were widened; many buildings had been demolished including a
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beautiful church, and the courthouse.” Arnow pondered why the ancient elms along the streets in
Ann Arbor had not been preserved, “The bleached skeletons of dead elms stood to remind one
that, though modern man might get to the moon, he could not save his elms.” While she regretted
the loss of the old “multipurpose family farm,” she understood that the “disappeared farmers
around us in Michigan were anything but subsistence types. When their children left the farms,
as they often did, they went first to college…then into some profession. Their children could
never know the kind of farms their fathers had known as boys.” Rather than calling for the
restoration of the old-fashioned family farm, Arnow concluded, “That farm would be a part of
history.”269
Although Arnow did not call for a return to the farms of yesterday, she admonished others to
remember America’s agrarian past, and to recognize the historical significance of agricultural
change. Arnow argued that “changes in agricultural patterns, plus the ever-increasing demand for
farm lands both for public and private use are probably affecting more lives than the headlined
stories of riots, invasions, earthquakes, floods, and tornadoes.” She contended further, “The
revolution in farm life came quietly with no violence, no hint of evil. All from the laws on
dairying to the trillium dead from weed killer went with the wheels of progress.”270 From the
vantage point of the 1960s, Arnow looked back on her life in eastern Kentucky, and then Ann
Arbor, and she saw a farming revolution that began with a directional shift to capitalist
agriculture and ended with Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz’s declaration that farmers should “get
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big or get out.” Even though she recognized that through much of her life she noticed these
changes “only in fragments,” once she wrote her third and best-known novel, The Dollmaker,
she began trying to make sense of the whole.
In most ways, Arnow’s account of how rural life changed around Ann Arbor mirrored the
broader agricultural transformations that gripped the nation during the 1950s. Nationwide, crop
productivity increased by at least 50%. This higher productivity resulted from greater
mechanization, the advent of new chemicals to help control weeds and pests, and the
introduction of genetically modified seeds and cross-bred livestock designed to produce greater
yields and improve disease resistance. Historian Paul Conkin argued that “no other twenty-year
period were the agricultural gains quite so dramatic as they were from 1950 to 1970. Change was
so rapid that almost no one was able to measure, or comprehend, what was happening.” While it
took a farmer nearly 150 hours to to grow 100 bushels of wheat in 1900, by 1950, the hours
dwindled to 14. Average corn yields doubled between 1950 and 1970 from 40 to 80 bushels per
acre.271 As commercial farms increased in both productivity and acreage, the smaller
“multipurpose” family farms, such as those that dotted the landscape when Arnow first moved to
Ann Arbor, continued to fade into American history.
As her Michigan town continued to shift from rural to urban, Arnow remained compelled to
write about the culture of eastern Kentucky in her published work. Soon after she and Harold
moved to Ann Arbor, Arnow began writing her third novel. Originally published in 1954, The
Dollmaker told the story of Gertie Nevels, an unattractive mountain farmwoman whose dreams
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of owning a place of her own collides with her husband’s desire to move to wartime Detroit. The
plot follows the Nevels family as they move away from the mountains to live and work in a
Detroit factory village. While her husband Clovis tries to earn money tinkering with automobiles
and doing other mechanic work, Gertie continues working her parent’s farm inherited by her
brother. She earns enough money to buy the Tipton place, a neighboring farm that will permit
her family to live as self-sufficiently as they desire rather than working as tenants on her
brother’s land. Just before she closes the deal on her dream farm, her husband visits Detroit and
finds he enjoys city work better than sharecropping. While in Detroit, he sends a note to Gertie
requesting that she and the children move to the city to live with him. Following the traditions of
the time, she obeyed, especially once the owner of the Tipton place refuses to sell her the land
for fear of tearing her marriage asunder. The move shattered her dreams of self-sufficient
farming and challenged her identity as a mountain countrywoman.
A sense of loss drives Arnow’s third novel from beginning to end. Gertie feels her family has
lost its sense of independence, its heritage, and ultimately its traditional way of living and
thinking. The local Detroit school tries to change the way her children speak, which she resents.
Her home in the industrial suburbs is cramped and equipped with a gas range rather than Gertie’s
preferred woodstove. She tries to understand the consumer culture Clovis enjoys so well by
shopping for substandard goods that she knows her family does not need. Gertie concludes that
Detroit “ain’t no place for people” as she tires of the pressure from her husband and neighbors to
“adjust.” Arnow’s depiction of the fictional Gertie is best captured by Gertie’s reaction to citylife in general, “Free will, free will; only your own place on your own land brought free-will.”272
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In her afterward to the 1972 reprint of the novel, Joyce Carol Oates wrote, “In Kentucky, the
Nevels are themselves a kind of domestic factory, producing their own food; in Detroit they are
the exploited base of a vast capitalistic pyramid, utterly helpless, anonymous cogs in a factory
that extends beyond the brutal city of Detroit to take in the entire nation. They are truly
American, as they become dehumanized.”273
The Dollmaker received good reviews, and soon became the most important and widely read
novel about southern migrants to northern cities. It quickly became a best seller and came in
second place to William Faulkner’s The Fable for the National Book Award. The Saturday
Review called it the best novel of the year. And for decades after its initial publication, historians
and literary scholars continued to look to this novel as literary expression of Appalachian culture
and migration. Historian Thomas D. Clark once claimed the novel captured the “frustrations” of
the “Cumberland people,” and “their grudging surrender of the ways of an agrarian culture.” In
speaking of the separation of twentieth century American life from the agrarian culture that
defined its past, Clark wrote, “Few spiritual partings in American history ever drained so deeply
the emotions of a people.” Historian James Gregory in his study of the southern diaspora found
that Arnow depicted how “an unbridgeable distance separates farm and city or at least hill
country and big city, and those who try to cross it will suffer and often fail.” More importantly,
Gregory placed Arnow in the context of “diaspora intellectuals,” including writers such as
Thomas Wolfe, Robert Penn Warren, and Erskine Caldwell, who, as southern expatriates,
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“comprised a literary and social community of considerable influence, especially in the
construction of ideas about their home region.”274
Long before she wrote The Dollmaker, Arnow began researching the early settlements of the
Cumberland mountains of Kentucky and Tennessee, in preparation for a non-fiction narrative
that she finished in the late 1950s. Through diligent research in libraries and history archives
throughout the Upland South, Arnow compiled copious notes on the historical details of her
native region. When the book was published in 1960 as Seedtime on the Cumberland, Arnow
described the work’s purpose, “This work is not a history, nor is it concerned with the lives of
famous men and women, nor does it pretend to be an exhaustive study of the pioneer. I have tried
to re-create a few of the more importance aspects of pioneer life as it was lived on the
Cumberland by ordinary men and women.” The Journal of Southern History called the book “a
rich, colorful mosaic of the daily life of the pioneer, a carefully documented source book of great
detail.” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review said, “While Mrs. Arnow denies that this is a
history, she is nevertheless dealing very effectively with a mass of historical data. So varied is
this material that one marvels at her ability to synthesize and integrate the many details…”275
Through both Seedtime on the Cumberland, and her 1963 sequel Flowering of the
Cumberland, Arnow explained to readers the complexity of America’s agrarian past, and thus
revealed the extent to which her own understanding of rural life had become more sophisticated
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since her days on the farm at Keno. While she wanted readers to know that “In the old days all
through our country of the upper Cumberland the bigger farms had been worlds more sufficient
unto themselves than farms would ever be today,” she argued against the notion of “the simple
farmer” and the simple country life that Americans often imagined when thinking about the
nation’s agricultural history, and more particularly, the rural history of the region she was writing
about. Within the context of the Vietnam War, the Civil Rights movement, and the Cold War, a
fresh back-to-the-land movement emerged during the 1960s among people who, similar to
Arnow in 1939, wanted to “get away from it all.” Like Arnow, who was influenced by the backto-the-land literature of the 1930s, this new wave of environmentally, ecologically conscious,
largely urban Americans, sought to “get back to the basics” in the way advocated by the new
agrarian writings of homesteaders such as Helen and Scott Nearing. In fact, Americans often
looked to Appalachia as the twentieth-century symbolic representative of an older, agrarian
America. The agrarian movement of the 1960s invented a popularized image of the mountain
South as a place to reconnect with nature, a “domestic preserve” intended to restore knowledge
and appreciation of a halcyon rural past.276
But Arnow cautioned readers that America’s farming history, especially that of the Upland
South, was anything but simple and idyllic. Arnow wrote in 1963, “Society as a whole may be
more complex today, a debatable question, but certainly the lives of individual Cumberland
farmers… were a great deal more complex.” Arnow argued, “The actual growing and raising of
the many varieties of livestock and crops were only the beginnings of the average farmer’s
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activities.” She explained how farms of early America became “centers of manufacturing.” She
used the example of New England farmers turning apples into hard cider, and milk into cheese,
all for local trade. She continued, “In spite of the great deal of advice on farming in current
books and periodicals, nothing could tell the farmer how much the corn he planted in April
would bring in December, or as long as Spain controlled the lower Mississippi, if it could be got
to market at all.” Arnow described the trials of early American farm life in vivid detail, and
while she did appreciate that “the farmer was essentially his own boss,” she also knew, in part
from her own experience, that “it was only under certain very favorable and unusual conditions
that a man with nothing but money and unskilled help could succeed in agriculture.”277
In her Cumberland books, Arnow often contrasted early American rural life to that of the
twentieth century. In doing so, she consistently emphasized that the historical framework that
made an older agrarian society possible could not be recovered by rural communities in the postWWII United States. In her chapter in Seedtime on the Cumberland about home furnishings, she
suggested that most old homesteads “held more life and brightness than can be achieved today in
the reconstructed cabin that at best is seldom more than a dusty memory where the tangled warp
in a half-threaded sleigh hangs crookedly above a broken-down loom, and dull pewter and rusty
iron stand in sad lifelessness by a dead hearth fire.” To Arnow, the new circumstances of modern
life made the “brightness” of old rural America “impossible to recreate.” Nor did she see this
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contrast as unique to a study of the Cumberland; she saw the historical difference between the
Cumberland and the “rest of the country” as “one of degree and not of kind.”278
Arnow did not deny that industry and a business world played a significant role in America’s
rural past, but she put forth great effort to explain how industry and business meant something
quite different when compared to how people in the 1960s understood the same terms. Arnow
argued that “the word industry as commonly used today was not part of the average pioneer’s
vocabulary, for industry was not as a rule a separate way of life.” For Arnow, early Americans
rooted industry “for the most part in agriculture,” and “industry of most kinds was an ordinary
part of family life.” From her perspective, industry served only as a supplement to what the
farmer produced himself. Even though farm families “filled far more of its food, clothing, and
furniture needs with home-grown produce and family labor than does any family today,”
craftsmanship, woodworking, leather tanning, moonshining, and bricklaying all worked as skill
sets necessary to make a farm family sustainable. Ultimately, on this topic, Arnow concluded
that “the average Cumberlander” was “more interested in a good and gracious life than gold, and
this life would continue primarily agricultural with the plantation owner rather than the
industrialist shaping the social, cultural, and political patterns.” On the subject of business,
Arnow suggested that the modern sense of a “career man” did not exist “in the sense his whole
life was bound up in the one thing.” The rural economy developed great diversity. Although
“money was important” and “the good life was hard to live without it,” it “was not everything.”
Arnow believed that “men appeared to fear financial ruin far less than today.”279
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In 1963, as Arnow published Flowering of the Cumberland, Harry Caudill published his
iconic Night Comes to the Cumberlands, a book that Arnow greatly admired, and one that has
helped shape Appalachian studies since. Caudill maintained that industrial capitalism, beginning
with the timber industries of the late nineteenth century and the coal industries of the twentieth,
had destroyed an old rural mountain culture comprised of autonomous farm families. Caudill
concluded, however, that “it has been a long time since the mountaineer was self-supporting.”
He found the environment that made this older society work had been “shattered by the intrusion
of exploitive industry and the infinitely more complex social order existing in the surrounding
country.”280 When Arnow finished the book she told Caudill in a March 1963 letter, “I find it
hard not to gush. So many years I have hoped something like this would be written.” She told
him that “few things have ever please me so much as your book.”281 Caudill reinforced Arnow’s
conclusion that modern industrial capitalism was to blame for the loss of the rural world, and its
values of autonomy and self-sufficiency, that her writings portrayed.
By the early 1960s, Arnow’s writings reflected how agrarian writers more broadly drew a
distinction between two American economic systems that appeared to them incompatible in
structure. Historian Paul Salstrom has identified the competing systems of twentieth-century
rural communities as “a money cycle” and “a subsistence-barter-and-borrow cycle,” a distinction
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of not only economic systems, but value systems, one that proved central to the overall southern
agrarian critique of modern America. Contrary to Charles Sellers’ chronology, Salstrom
discovered that many Upland South families “in the 1880-1930 era still did hold enough land to
virtually ignore the money system.” In doing so, such families continued at this late date to
practice a form of economy that valued “kin and communal bonds” over “contractural relations.”
He suggested that with the coming of stronger extractive industries around the turn of the
century, the old economy, defined by a family’s competency to support itself from the land, gave
way to a money economy that resulted in a culture of dependency on cash.282 From Jefferson, to
John Taylor of Caroline, to the Fugitive-Agrarians and their sympathizers, it was precisely this
kind of dependency that agrarian thinkers in the South, and often those from other parts of the
country as well, found dangerous and problematic.
Arnow rejected simple answers to the complex problems of rural decline, but her disdain
toward the way progress destroyed established farm communities remained constant. In 1970,
she wrote an article for The Nation where she spoke of her old Keno farm and what happened to
the families there since she moved to Michigan. Arnow mentioned that they visited the place on
occasion after World War II. She revealed that the “Army Engineers” took 36 acres of their land
by eminent domain, to be flooded to create a new lake. Arnow wrote, “They have of late years
sold quite a lot of it, chiefly to those who find a summer cottage on ‘beautiful Lake Cumberland’
not only pleasant but convenient for boating; their cabin cruisers can be anchored nearby.”
Arnow explained how, in the years since 1945, strip-mining companies offered to buy their farm.
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She and Harold never signed a sale contract with a mining company. During one of their visits to
Keno, as they approached the once beautiful valley, “we stopped in horror to look at the
nightmare around the last bend. What had once been a narrow, deep-walled, wooded valley was
now a mammoth of a hole of raw red earth, uprooted trees, fallen rocks and mud-choked streams.
Strip mining.” Around their farm, neighbors had sold much of their lands to the mining
companies, to Arnow’s disgust.283 She understood that most families who once lived in the
valley, including hers, left out of their own volition, to pursue life elsewhere. She did not oppose
progress of a certain sort. But she questioned the type of progress that industrialism brought to
the countryside.
Harriette Simpson Arnow did not cast a vision for the future of rural America. Agrarian
writers often wrote prescriptive accounts of what they envisioned a good life in the country
ought to look like, even in the midst of an irrevocably changed American society geared toward
consumerism. Arnow, for one, did not propose any literary image that might point to solutions to
the decline of rural communities. Indeed, her life mirrored the conundrums that often plagued
twentieth-century agrarian intellectuals. She was raised in Kentucky when it remained
predominantly agricultural. She lived in the large cities as a young woman during the interwar
period. She returned to the land in search of a simpler way of life during the Depression. And she
migrated to a smaller Michigan acreage after World War II where she and her family could enjoy
the best of both worlds, the intellectual life and modern conveniences that northern cities
afforded, and the quiet repose of a modest country dwelling. She, like many in her time, wanted
both. In the end, Arnow displayed a largely agrarian worldview that, while sympathetic to the
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agricultural society that once governed America, by no means considered it either possible or
desirable to restore any semblance of that society in a twentieth-century context. Her experience
as a back-to-the-lander showed her that twentieth-century Americans, including herself, often
wanted more than what homesteading, and dreams of the simple life could provide. Contrary to
the Fugitive-Agrarians who often coveted a return to an imagined world of the past, Arnow
believed that “what-ifing history is a waste of time.”284 Even so, she, like many agrarians before
and after her, raised meaningful questions about the course of American modernity and the role
of the farmer in the nation’s future. But she, perhaps thinking the attempt futile, ventured no
answers.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION: THE COMMODIFICATION OF AMERICA’S RURAL SENTIMENT
Rural America remains an important part of American life. But how Americans identify with
rural life has changed dramatically. The geography of the Upland South landscape indicates a
shift in how Americans now identify with rural life, a shift that twentieth-century agrarian
writers helped chronicle and explain. As vacationers and nature-seekers make their way to the
region’s many state or national parks, or to popular tourists communities such as Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee or Blue Ridge, Georgia, they pass abandoned farmsteads, unnoticed and dilapidated
relics of a misremembered agrarian past. Today, rural identity has less to do with agriculture than
it did in past decades. For many in the twenty-first century South, and the United States more
broadly, people tend to identify with rural life through the consumer products they buy, the
outdoor activities they experience on weekends, and the music and popular media they enjoy.
Although the national population remains overwhelmingly urban, many still dream of a home in
the countryside. But those dreams seldom include agriculture as an occupation.
While rural America still matters to many, agriculture plays little role in the everyday life and
work of most twenty-first century Americans. Historian Gilbert C. Fite observed in 1967 that
“one of the most notable developments in American history during the last hundred years has
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been the rapid decline in the economic, political, and social position of American farmers.”285
This decline was precipitated by a national shift to an industrial economy, that, by the end of the
nineteenth century, was being felt even in its rural reaches. In the Upland South, this transition
started with the rise of extractive industries such as coal and timber in the 1880s and continued
well into the twentieth century with the protracted development of industrial agriculture and,
eventually, the growth of a thriving tourist industry. Agrarian writers after 1920, then, worked in
the shadow of changes to rural life that began at least a generation earlier. However, agrarian
authors of this period are not important simply because they tell us about the close of an agrarian
society: they matter because their lives and writings offer insight into how people wrestled with
rural identity in the face of a rising industrial economy that, even today, continues to marginalize
rural and agricultural communities.
One aim of this dissertation has been to undercut the notion that southern agrarianism was a
singular enterprise, one easily dismissed as reactionary. Agrarian authors in the Upland South
presented clashing interpretations about the place and meaning of rural life in the face of
twentieth-century industrialization. Donald Davidson pitted an agrarian South against an
industrial North to affirm the Fugitive-Agrarian definition of southern identity. Jesse Stuart’s
agrarianism underscored the importance of community and appreciation for the beauty of the
natural world, a view in opposition to farm magazines of the period that connected agrarian
values with industrial farming. The life of Byron Herbert Reece revealed a strong sense of place
that engendered friction between his desire for a writing career and his dedication to the family
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farm. He rejected the religious values of his community in favor of skepticism. Harriette
Simpson Arnow sympathized with the type of rural life she found in Appalachia’s past, but she
thought it impossible and unwise for back-to-the-landers and others to make any attempt to
recover that life in a twentieth-century context. Arnow saw an agrarian society only as a relic of
the past. Contrary to many agrarian writers who favored back-to-the-land movements as paths to
a better, self-sufficient life, Arnow believed that a cash-based economy had obliterated the
context necessary for an agrarian society to flourish, and she made no attempt to persuade others
to recreate such a society in her time.
In their quest to find continuity in rural identity, and to make sense of a national shift to
industry, the authors in this study contributed to a broader range of intellectual activity that
worked in response to the modern decline of rural societies. In Appalachia, writers such as
Elizabeth Madox Roberts, Caroline Gordon, and James Still offered further ideas about agrarian
society that often complimented the ideas highlighted in this study. But agrarian thought is also
found in other southern regions. The collection of writers associated with the rise of South
Carolina's literary revival during the interwar period reveal different views of the rural South
based on historical memory and plantation romanticism. Agrarian themes could also be found in
the writings of William Alexander Percy, his nephew Walker Percy, and William Faulkner,
Mississippi writers whose various views about race would further complicate our understanding
of southern rural identity. Beyond the South, Robert Frost penned some of the most famous
agrarian and rural-themed literature of the period. Further west, Aldo Leopold explored the
relationship between agriculture and conservation. Northern farm-writers, such as Louis
Bromfield and Ralph Borsodi, could also be studied for how they advocated agricultural
improvement and sustainable farming as a way to preserve the country’s agrarian communities.
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In short, agrarian writers of the Upland South were part of a widespread discourse about
agricultural and rural life in the twentieth-century United States.
While the South’s history of slavery, secession, and segregation set it apart from other
American places, understanding southern history also entails recognizing the similarities
between the South and the rest of the nation. The writers in this study were no more devoted to
rural or agricultural lifestyles than writers in other regions. The decline of rural America may
have looked different in Blairsville, Georgia than in Ann Arbor, Michigan, but it was a
nationwide transition. And just as the South held no monopoly on agrarian literature, the North
was not the only place where advocates of industry were found. Since the close of the Civil War,
industrialization of the southern economy has been largely the product of southern capitalists and
business people native to the region, leaders of business and industry who have often decided to
live on large rural estates purchased with industrial income.286 Such patterns continue as most
farm communities today require off farm jobs to make rural America a financially stable place to
live.
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Ironically, rural life often mattered most to people who were not rural. In most ways, rural
identity among the southern business community was, and is, no less genuine than that of its
farmers. Sam Walton drove an old pickup truck, took pride in his hunting dogs, and spent many
of his days shooting quail near his home in Bentonville, Arkansas. Although he spent much of
his time in New York, financier and presidential economic adviser Bernard Baruch preferred to
entertain guests, including Winston Churchill, at his rural South Carolina estate, Hobcaw
Barony. In some cases, rural life mattered more to the landowning industrialist than the poor
farmer who looked for a chance to escape the countryside for job opportunities elsewhere. Even
among authors who sympathized with rural life, advocates of agrarian values, few made their
living from the land. Reece was an exception, Stuart, Arnow, and Davidson the rule. People who
wanted to give expression to rural identity often made their living from the expression itself,
lending support to the same dominance of consumerism that many of them found troubling.
Rather than serving as a reactionary response to the rise of industry and consumerism,
agrarian writers searched for a place where the things that they valued about rural life might be
useful within the confines of a modern economic system, one that allowed more career choices to
more Americans than at any point in the nation’s history. Davidson thought agrarian values
could still be useful for those who no longer relied on agriculture for a living. His own career as
a college professor indicated how someone not connected to the land related to rural lifestyles.
Stuart relied on the pen, not the plow, for his livelihood. His writings about rural life in the
mountains of Kentucky spoke to a large body of readers who sympathized with his agricultural
stories. Reece felt a need for a professional career in writing, but he was never able to imagine a
life away from his home and farm in North Georgia. Reece’s sense of place, rather than the work
of farming, shaped his rural identity. Arnow’s failed back-to-the-land experiment disabused her
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of the notion that a self-sufficient homestead could provide a solution to the ills of modern
consumerism and led her to believe that southern agrarian society was a thing of historical rather
than contemporary significance.
As the twentieth century moved forward to the years beyond the scope of this study, aspects
of each writer’s vision lingered. Davidson’s efforts to connect agrarian values with conservative
politics carried forward in ways that made it possible for politicians to drum up support by
invoking nostalgic views of the region’s agrarian past. But just as significant are Stuart’s
packaging of agrarian values in a way that embraced the demands of a consumer society,
Arnow’s admiration for the historical significance of agrarian society, and Reece’s deeply rooted
sense of place. Collectively, these came to embody the nation’s agrarian impulses over the latter
half of the twentieth century. Indeed, the nation’s affinity for a lost agrarian world that promised
a connection to a rural place manifested itself in myriad ways, from national advertising
campaigns that employed romanticized rural imagery to sell product, to holiday greeting cards
that produced a sanitized image of tidy farmsteads in which farm work is invisible, and to
television shows like The Andy Griffith Show and The Waltons that celebrated family, place,
and rural identity. It was the rise of a country music industry, however, that perhaps best
underscores the continued resonance of these agrarian threads insofar as country music artists
were able to capture in song the rural sentiments of a broad listening audience.
To be sure, rural music genres became an immensely popular way for Americans to show
agrarian thinking and rural identity in the years after the rise of the mass recording industry
began in the 1920s. Davidson pointed to this fact in his later career. While he misunderstood
many of the trappings that came with the country music industry of the 1950s and 1960s,
Davidson was essentially right in suggesting that country music provided a narrative that spoke
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to massive amounts of Americans, both rural and urban. Countless country music songs, as well
as many blues lyrics that frequently influenced country artists, could be cited to reveal the
continued relevance of the issues with which agrarian writers struggled. Southern bands like
Alabama and Shenandoah met national success in the 1980s with songs like “High Cotton,” and
“Sunday in the South,” narrative tunes that told stories of an imagined, simpler time in the
South’s rural past. Dolly Parton became a multi-millionaire by writing hit songs like “Tennessee
Mountain Home” that spoke to the memory of a lost rural world, and by building her ruralthemed “Dollywood” in the shadow of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Such artists
and their careers capitalized on national rural sentiment with their songs about home, faith,
family, or place, allowing an agrarian society of sorts to survive as a consumer product more
than a lived experience.
But the continuity of national rural sentiment manifests itself in other ways as well. Since the
close of the twentieth century, Americans have continued to debate the place and meaning of
rural identity and agrarian values in the life of the nation, pitting their views against industrial
agriculture, environmental degradation, and the need for immediate gratification that comes with
an intensive consumeristic society. This agrarian renaissance can be measured in a multitude of
ways. The longevity of homestead magazines like Mother Earth News, the persistent success of
agrarian writers like Wendell Berry, and the widespread growth of local food movements all
attest to the continuity of American rural identity, and the desire on behalf of both rural and
urban people to experience, if not agricultural life, then certainly agricultural moments.
As Gilbert C. Fite looked at the century between the close of the Civil War and the 1960s, he
found the decline of the American farmer’s position in politics, economics, and society among
the most significant changes in that period of the nation’s history. However, the last century has
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witnessed a further change in the history of rural America: while rural identity survived
twentieth-century industrialization and urbanization, it is increasingly and overwhelmingly
divorced from the work of farming. Early to mid-twentieth century agrarian authors responded to
the waning significance of farmers that Fite spoke to. But they were better writers than farmers,
and like most people driven by the imperatives of a market economy, they pursued the work that
made the most money. As careerists and professional intellectuals who had either left farming or
found it incapable of providing the wherewithal and status they sought, agrarian writers,
ironically, provided a means for the agrarian society they espoused to survive in the only way it
could—as a commodity.
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